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THE ETUDE 
PRESSER'S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
NOVEMBER ~ 1918 
CHRISTMAS MUSIC 
RICH IN 
THE MESSAGE OF GOOD CHEER 
An advance list for choirmasters who 
know the importance of early selection 
ANTHEMS 
For Mixed Voices Unless Otherwise Specified 
10672 Arise, Shine.J. E. Roberts .12 
10964 As With Gladness Men of Old (Women’s Voices) 
W. Berwald .12 
1097S Bethlehem. R. S. Morrison .12 
6012 Break Forth Into Joy.A. Berridge .16 
10S81 Break Forth Into Joy.Cuthbert Harris .12 
6278 Bright and Joyful is the Morn..T. D. Williams '.15 
10512 Calm on the Listening Ear.L. Bridge .12 
10141 Christ the Lord is Born To-day (Violin ad lib.) 
Gottschalk-Dressler .15 
10746 Christians, Awake, Salute the Happy Morn 
R. M. Stults .15 
10974 Christians Awake .Wm. T. Meyer .15 
5981 Come and Worship (Sop. or Ten. Solo, Violin Ob.) 
W. Dressier .18 
10871 Come Hither, Ye Faithful.Stults .12 
10462 Coming of the King, The.R. M. Stults .15 
5985 First Christmas Morn, The.E. Newton .12 
5980 For Unto You is Born This Day... .Trowbridge .15 
6079 Glory to God.A. Rotoli .20 
10305 Glory to God in the Highest.. ,W. H. Eastham .05 
15570 Glory to God in the Highest.R. M. Stults .12 
10453 Hail to the Lord’s Anointed.R. M. Stults .15 
10627 Hark! What Mean Those Holy Voices 
W. H. Neidlinger .15 
10196 He ShaH Be Great.A. W. Lansing .15 
10470 Holy Night, The.E. A. Mueller .10 
15564 In Bethlehem a King is Bom.W. Berwald .12 
10600 Jesus Christ To-day is Born.. .Eduardo Marzo .15 
10909 Joy to the World .R. M. Stults 12 
10228 Joy to the World! The Lord is Come 
W. Berwald .15 
10355 Light of Life that Shineth.F. H. Brackett .15 
10137 Message of Christmas.A. W. Lansing .15 
10197 Message of the Bells, The.C. B. Blount .15 
10374 Nazareth (Four-Part Chorus for Women’s Voices) 
Gounod-Warhurst .10 
10747 New Born King, The.R. S. Morrison .15 
10748 Of the Father’s Love Begotten. Norwood Dale .15 
10468 0 Holy Night (Four-Part Chorus for Women’s 
Voices).Adam-Warhurst .05 
10965 0 Li:.le Town of Bethlehem.R. M. Stults .12 
10952 O Thou That Tellest .E. H. Pierce .15 
10449 Shout the Glad Tidings.F. H. Brackett .15 
10463 Shout the Glad Tidings.R. S. Morrison .15 
10099 Shout the Glad Tidings.G. N. Rockwell .15 
10720 Silent Night (Tenor Solo and Men’s Quartet or 
Chorus).Arr. J. S. Camp .05 
15557 Sing, 0 Heavens.F. A. Clark .12 
6 Sing, 0 Heavens.B. Tours .05 
10304 Sing, 0 Heavens.Handel-Eastham .05 
10146 Sing, 0 Heavens.J. B. Grant .15 
6208 Sing, 0 Heavens.T. E. Solly .15 
15568 Sing, 0 Heavens.R. M. Stults .12 
15571 Song of the Angels, The.R. S. Morrison .12 
6014 Star of Peace, The.Parker-Smith .15 
10182 There Were in the Same Country. .J. Bohannan .15 
10604 There Were Shepherds.J. C. Marks .15 
10699 There Were Shepherds 
10207 We Have Seen His Star... . 
10218 What Sounds are Those... 
10524 When Christ Was Born... 
10507 While Shepherds Watched. 
10577 While Shepherds Watched. 
10656 While Shepherds Watched. 
10356 While Shepherds Watched. 
.. .E. Beck Slinn .12 
.E. A. Clare .10 
.D. Bird .15 
.. .L.G. Chaffin .20 
.. H. T. Burleigh .20 
-A. J. Holden .12 
. F. L. Percippe .12 
. R. S. Morrison .15 
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10872 Wondrous Story, The .Stults .12 
. to this list 
SONGS 
The asterisk (*) indicates that the song is published 
also for other voices. In ordering please specify the voice 
you wish. 
15932 Angel’s Message, The.F. A. Clark JO 
8050*Angel’s Refrain, The (Violin Obbligato) 
A. Geibel high .50 
Angel’s Song.A. F. Loud med. .50 
Manger, Op. 7, No. 2 
E. N. Anderson med. .30 
12529*Beckoning Star, The.Neidlinger high .60 
4148 Before the Shepherds (Violin and ’Cello) 
Sudds high .50 
4488‘Bell* of Bethlehem. Tracy high .50 
4488a*Bells of Bethlehem (Violin Obbligato) 
Tracy high .60 
the Listening Ear of Night 
Sydney Thompson high .60 
2623 Christ is Born.Louis med. .35 
14963 Christmas Dawn.E. R. Kroeger low .40 
3705‘Christmas Morn.Wooler high .50 
8760 Christmas Night.C. Minetti high .50 
7035 Christmas Pastoral.Pontius low .50 
4986 Come and Worship.Dressier med. .50 
12718‘Dawn of Hope.Shelley high .60 
8066*Gloria in Excelsis.A. Geibel med. .50 
12543‘Glorious Morn.Neidlinger high .60 
5330*Glory to God (Organ Obbligato).A. Rotoli high .75 
9230 Glory to God.Stults high .60 
12401‘Glory to God. . .Julian Edwards high .60 
9708 Glory to God.Wolcott low .50 
8046‘HaiI Glorious Mom (Violin Obbligato) 
A. Geibel high .60 
12234*Hail to The King.H. T. Burleigh high .60 
3702‘Heralds of Heaven (Violin Obbligato) 
Schnecker high .Kn 
8048‘In Old Judea (Violin Obbligato) 
A. Geibel high .go 
jmplete stock of Christmas Music for the Sunday-School ai 
SONGS (Continued) 
5246 It Came Upon the Midnight Clear 
Lansing high .50 
4150 Little Christmas Song, A (Duet for Sop. 
and Bar.).W. Berger .15 
5348‘Lord of Ages, The.E. Holt high .50 
6994 My Guiding Star.H. J. Wrightson med. " 
14312‘Nations, Adore!.H. R. Shelly __ 
15987 O Holy Child of Bethlehem.R. M. Stults .50 
6570 (t)) Night Divine.Jordan high .50 
7437 Our Saviour and King.... F. H. Brackett high .50 
14797 Ring, Ye Merry Chimes . . Olga Della field med. 2S 
12583‘Prince of Humanity.Neidlinger .60 
9729 Saviour Christ, The.P. Douglas Bird .60 
14067 Shepherds in the Fields Abiding 
E. S. Barnes high and low .60 
14067‘Shepherds in the Fields Abiding.Barnes .60 
8068 Sleep Sweetly, Babe of Bethlehem 
(Violin Obbligato).A. Geibel low .50 
9232‘Song of Bethlehem.Minetti high .60 
13900 Song That Will Live Forever.Petrie .60 
7526 Song the Angels Sang, The.Stults med. .50 
S739 Star of Bethlehem.Lerman .60 
5432‘Star of Peace.Parker high .60 
13331 Star of Bethlehem, The.L. Plogsted med. JO 
14226 The Wondrous Story.R. M. Stults med. .60 
8057‘Three Visions, The.Geibel .60 
5838‘Wake and Sing.Salter high .50 
5434‘When Heaven Sang to Earth. .H. Parker high .75 
3708 While Shepherds.Gilchrist high .60 
5245 Wondrous Story.I-emmel med. .60 
ORATORIOS AND CANTATAS 
THE WONDROUS LIGHT (New) 
R. M. Stults. Price 50 cents 
Adapted for the average choir. Solos and choruses 
well assorted. Telling the Christmas story in tuneful and 
well-written numbers, brilliant and effective. 
THE GREATEST GIFT 
H. W. Petrie. Price, 75 cents 
Mr. Petrie’s melodic gifts are well known, and they are 
displayed to the best advantage in this work. The 
Greatest Gift is brilliant, dramatic, and effective through¬ 
out, without being at all difficult. 
THE HOLY NIGHT 
Lucien G. Chaffin. Price, 50 cents 
A short but very attractive cantata, suitable for a choir 
of any size, and effective even with a quartet. It is 
brilliant but churchly, interesting alike to the performer 
and the listener. 
THE KING COMETH 
Robert M. Stults. Price, 50 cents 
The work is divided into three parts: “A King is Prom¬ 
ised.” “The Incarnation.” and “The ~ 
THE MORNING STAR 
John Spencer Camp. Price, 50 cents 
A charming Christmas cantata. This work will make 
a splendid novelty for a special musical service. 
A CHRISTMAS ORATORIO 
W. W. Gilchrist. Price, 75 cents 
An impressive work, for any choral society or large 
chorus choir. The music is dramatic and modern in 
tendency. 
~ ccs.ioniof Soiov.^Duets, Quartets, Anthems, 
APPROPRIATE SELECTIONS CAREFULLY MADE. SUBJECT TO OUR LIBERAL DISCOUNTS 
THEO. PRESSER CO.:: PUBLISHERS :: PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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-The Greatest Song of All- 
Roses of Picardy 
Words by Fred. E. Weatherly—Music by Haydn Wood 
Featured by such eminent artists as Reinald Werrenrath, Charles 
Harrison and Lambert Murphy. 
OU can hear either Victor, Columbia or any of the other records of this song 
by going to your local dealer, or you can obtain either word-rolls or music 
roll for your player-piano at your local agents. You Can Obtain a Copy of 
This Song from Your Local Dealer or Direct from the Publishers. 
CHAPPELL and COMPANY, ltd. 
185 Madison Ave., New York City 347 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada 
"The House Devoted to the Progress of American Music” 
We Have Not Advanced Our Prices 
to Schools and Teachers 
on the 
New Edition Church Library of Studies 
Before printing the New Edition Church Library of Studies com¬ 
parison was made with the original, foreign, and the best standard 
American editions, with the result, that errors in existing editions 
have been eliminated in ours. The engraving, printing, paper, and 
binding are unsurpassed. 
WE HAVE NOT MARKED OUR SHEET MUSIC NET 
With the exception of compositions by Ethelbert Nevin, Walter 
Damrosch, Dudley Buck, and Cecile Chaminade, all our sheet 
music publications will be supplied at the same discounts as 
heretofore. 
We recognize the right of schools and teachers to discounts 
and service which will enable them to supply—satisfactorily 
and promptly—their students with any music desired. 
Any publications of our own will be sent “on sale” in any quantity 
desired and publications of all other houses on positive order. 
We solicit your patronage 
THE. JOHN CHURCH COMPANY 
"The House Devoted to the Progress of American Music” 
'Cincinnati New York London 
Important Advance 
Announcement 
For All Etude Readers 
T]HE Christmas issue of THE ETUDE 
SiHi (December) will contain one of the most excep¬ 
tional musical educational discussions ever presented 
A group of several of the most eminent 
pianists of the day met at dinner as 
guests of THE ETUDE in a prominent New York 
hotel to discuss this very inleresting question— 
Has the Art of Pianoforte Playing 
Reached its Zenith or is it Capable 
of Further Development? 
Accurate notes of the discussion were kept by an 
expert stenographer and the results will be pre¬ 
sented exclusively in THE ETUDE. The articles 
will be highly instructive and entertaining. 
Among the great pianists and teachers who will participate are 
HAROLD BAUER SIGISMOND STOJOWSKI 
ALBERTO JONAS JOSEF HOFMANN 
ERNEST HUTCHESON RUDOLF GANZ 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT 
All Music Lovers, Teachers and Students who aspire 
to keep in touch with the latest thought by the foremost 
thinkers on the subject in which they are most interested, will not fail to 
get the December ETUDE in which this important discussion is commenced. 
A New Etude Series of 
Extraordinary Interest 
((Learning How to Compose” 
By PROFESSOR FREDERIC CORDER 
of the Royal Academy of Music of London, England 
This series of independent articles from the pen of the man who has 
been the musical mentor of most of the present-day masters of compo¬ 
sition in England, will be told in the simplest possible language and 
in a very new, fresh and novel manner. Most everyone interested 
in music already knows a great deal about composition and Professor 
Corder’s idea is to co-ordinate that knowledge by giving the rudi¬ 
ments of harmony, theory, etc., so that they cannot be mis¬ 
understood. The series will commence in the January ETUDE. 
Don't Miss These Remarkable Features 
ETUDE Subscription Price Slightly Raised 
It has become imperative to raise THE ETUDE subscription 
price from $1.50 to $1.75 a year, an advance so slight in consid¬ 
eration of greatly increased costs that it seems insignificant. 
This raise will take effect with the January issue. In order 
that our friends may take advantage of the very unusual char¬ 
acter of the ETUDE'S many new features now ready for 1919, 
we will until Dec. 31, 1918, receive subscriptions dating either 
from Dec. Istorfrom Jan. 1st at the old rate. ($1.50 instead of $1.75). 
The Etude The?oE.r,?sCo Phila., Pa. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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Thirtieth Annual Holiday Otter of Mnsjca| Gjfts 
THIS LIST CONTAINS THE BEST IN MUSICAL LITERATURE AND PVB- 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE THAT IS FROM 25 PER CENT. J NIFc THc ORDER, PREPAID TRANSPOR- 
LISHER’S PRICE, AND IN ^SoRTATION DELAYS BY ORDERING AT ONCE 
TATION IS INCLUDED. AVOID DISAPPOINTIN ^ ^ (/iese prices cannot be had "On Sale 
No orders will be filled at these prices after January s, INSTRUMENTAL COLLECTIONS—Continued 
GENERAL MUSICAL LITERATURE = 
Mistake, and Disputed rents tn ^ 
SteA Zl r'" - 
BIOGRAPHY AND LETTERS 
'.s 
FICTION-MUSICAL NOVELS 
HISTORY 
FOR THE CHILDREN 
VOCAL COLLECTIONS 
: ipiEi::: 
MUSICAL GAMES 
;|Syte==;;i i 
INSTRUMENTAL COLLECTIONS 
35 Fi",G^rea!yemisic of the’ first and second 
jSS“2 m\ 
BOUND COLLECTIONS 
MUSICAL PICTURES, PLAQUES AND MEDALLIONS 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., SHrmK'S&FSSB PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
THE ETUDE NOVEMBER 1918 Page 687 
NOTICE:—On January 1, 1919, the Subscription Price of THE ETUDE Advances to $1.75 the Year 
Subscription Price, $1.50 per year in United 
States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii, 
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City 
of Shanghai, in Canada, $1.75 per year. In Eng- 
1 ' id Colonies, 9 Shillingsi in France, 11 Francsi 
tany, 9 Marks. All other countries, $2.22 
Single copy, Price 20 cents. 
REMITTANCES should be made by post;office o 
Unitedls“tyes°poiitagea»tamp'C are slway.TecelveVfor ! 
DISCONTINUANCES.—Owing to the educational 
haracter of THE ETUDE a majority of its readers 
o not wish to miss an issue. Therefore, the pub- 
PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
Edited by James Francis Cooke 
smi 
RENEWAL.-No receipt U i 
the wrapper of the next n»#t 
printed the date on which you 
inLLiUDE. write on one siac oi me ohcci umj. 
tributions on music-teaching and music-studv are solicited. 
Although^ every possible care is the^publuher^ar^nM 
ADVERTISING RATES 
dvertisements must reach this, 
f the month preceding date of i 
The World of Music 
Tub German Government lias seized the 
l br, 
THE 
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From the Catalog of 
Zbc 35. jf. M006 /lfcuslc Co. 
The following list is representative of some of the 
most successful efforts of America’s Women Com¬ 
posers in the field of educational music for the piano. 
-PIANO SOLO- 
CRAMM, H. L. LYNN. LIJTA 
Pittyprt and Tippyto. A Dream 8 ^ " ^ 1 
Shadow*March^^,e6 fweet J-avender 
The Mysterious Rider Poinsettia 
Frolic of the Winds MacLEAN, E. 
CRAWFORD, C. H. Chant d’Octobre 
On the Ice at Sweet Briar ORTH, L. E. 
DAVIS, M. A. E. Wee Story Arbutus Whistling Boy 
Magnolia Little Cherub Waltz 
DUTTON, THEODORA Ever So GUd 
Rowing Song RISHER, A. P. 
ERB, M. A. Song of the Robin 
Little White Kitten in A Minor Blue Eyes, Brown Eyes Tarantella in A Minor 
Just Because It’s You STORY, P. B. 
The Lonesome Apple Mystery % 
Little Yellow Dog STOUTENBURGH, E. 
GARDNER, LAURENE Melodie 
i Pretty Pussy Willow Nocturne 
My Old Dog Jack TFRRY F E 
KROGMANN, C. W. Morning March 
Sifi vingent ruth 
Little Prince Once andTgain Merry Bobolink °nce and Aga 
La Coryphee {Left Hand) WHITE, GRACE 
L‘ Ingenue (Left Hand) Caprice 
These, and many others, are included in the 
TEACHER’S BOOKS OF SAMPLES, Nos. 1 to 5 
containing ^“t^hniS’pu’rpose for which each was written. 
The above catalogs, also catalog of 
EDITION WOOD, sent free on request 
tEbe 36. f. WooD music do. 
246 Summer Street, BOSTON Also at NEW YORK and LONDON | 
MUSIC WORKS 
of Distinctive Educational Value by 
WOMEN COMPOSERS 
PUBLISHED BY 
Clayton F. Summy Co., 64 E.VanBuren St., Chicago, Ill. 
The Very First Lessons at the Piano by Mrs. Crosby Adams . . $ -75 
(The Standard Instruction Book.) 
Home Study Books for Beginners, Books I and II, by Mrs. Crosby 
Adams, each ......... -35 
Music Student’s Spelling Book (new) by Mrs. Crosby Adams . .50 
(Something unique and entirely individual a3 compared with other Spelling Books) 
Preliminary Studies for the Piano by Mrs. Crosby Adams . .25 
Pedal Studies (new) by Mrs. Crosby Adams .1.00 
Graded Studies for the Piano. Compiled by Mrs. Crosby Adams. 
7 Books for two hands, Grades I to V inclusive, each . .1.00 
3 Books for four hands, Grades I to III inclusive, each . . 1-00 
Piano Technic for Children by Julia Lois Caruthers . . 2.00 
Finger Plays (new) by Julia Lois Caruthers . . . .60 
Dictation Studies in Melody and Harmony by Mary Frances Froth- 
ingham ......... 1-25 
Studies in Sight Reading for the Piano by Mary Frances Froth- 
ingham ......... .75 
Elements of Musical Expression by Jessie L. Gaynor 1.25 
Synthetic Series of Piano Pieces, Vol. I, by Florence A. Goodrich .75 
Keyboard Harmony and Transposition by Anna Heuermann Hamilton 
Preliminary Studies in Keyboard Harmony and Transposition . .40 
(For entire beginners.) 
Keyboard Harmony and Transposition, Vols. I and II, each . . -40 
A Primary Course in Ear Training and Melody Writing by Bessie 
Williams Sherman ........ .35 
The Child at the Piano bv Meda Zarbell SteeW . . .60 
In our Summy "Edition'' Series we publish many desirable volumes by Women Composers. 
Send'for our catalog of Songs. Song Albums and School Song Books by Women Composers 
The Study Service Sheet which we pubhsh periodically is prepared by a woman, and a capable 
Women’s Works 
An Offering of -g 
Interesting and Novel «*** 
Publications for the Young 
Proved Successes Used by the Foremost 
Instructors of the Child Music Pupil. 
SUTOR’S NOTE SPELLING BOOK 
By ADELE SUTOR PRICE* 36 CENTS 
A knowlege of the treble and bass staves with 
terSrinlly gftento theHlikl.'by 'fte spelling of words, 
using the letters of the lines and spaces. 
RHYMING TUNES 
For Little Players 
By HANNAH SMITH PRICE, 93 CENTS 
ciaJIy'lhrsignwi^o'fanliliarize beginners with the notes 
between the bass and treble clefs. Unique verses 
fitted to each melody. 
THE FIRST PROGRESS 
Ten Tuneful Piano Pieces 
By THEODORA DUTTON PRICE, 60 CENTS 
Pieces that are gems for the first and second terms 
of piano study. This collection offers good, substantial 
material by a well-known writer. 
THE LITTLE ARTIST 
Miniatures for the Piano 
By FRANCES TERRY PRICE, 60 CENTS 
Five compositions printed in the large note style. 
This, together with the charming manner in which 
they are written, makes them exceedingly appealing. 
MUSICAL THOUGHTS FOR 
LITTLE TOTS 
By L. A. BUGBEE PRICE, 60 CENTS 
This is quite a collection of school soncrs for voice 
or piano. Contains twenty-fiy* 
PLEASANT PASTIMES 
For the Young Player 
By HELEN L. CRAMM PRICE, 90 CENTS 
A book of pretty pieces that gives, through the va- 
rietyof keys, diemuch-needed eye-trainirg so seldom 
MUSICAL POEMS 
Original Melodies for the Piano 
By OCTAVIA HUDSON PRICE, 60 CENTS 
Appropriate verses such as prove attractive to the 
child aregiven^to each of theseMusical Poems. The 
TEN FIVE-NOTE RECREATIONS 
For the Pianoforte 
By C. W. KROGMANN PRICE, 90 CENTS 
A set of first grade teaching pieces that may also 
be had in separate sheet form. The compositions of 
NEW RHYMES AND TUNES 
For the Pianoforte 
By HELEN L. CRAMM PRICE, H CENTS 
A most succestful book. The little hints use both 
cleft S2«. PnrrieuUHy mmnd^n 
JteSnJt'tsi «r 
MUSICAL PICTURE BOOK 
For the Pianoforte 
By OCTAVIA HUDSON PRICE, 60 CENTS 
Characteristic tunes with yrrses. Starti wfchpimS 
in which both hand, are m the treble deL TV U* 
several numbers have the bass clef. One ol those 
Bestsellers- 
SPELLING LESSONS 
In Time and Notation 
By MATHILDE BILBRO PRICE, 36 CENTS 
MERRY RHYMES 
For Childhood Times 
By L. A. BUGBEE-DAVIS PRICE, 60 CENTS 
Cunning rhymes that can be used as vocal or in¬ 
strumental number, for children. Every child would 
delight in having these pieces for study or diversion. 
WHAT THEY DO IN 
WONDERTOWN 
Picture Play for the Pianoforte 
By RUTH ALDEN PRICE, 60 CENTS 
A number of little j. 
erly told and the 
GENERAL STUDY BOOK 
For Elementary Students of the Piano 
By MATHILDE BILBRO PRICE, 60 CENTS 
A veritable mine of good thing, for use in elemen¬ 
tary instruction. Contains little join, and ducts, also 
study pieces for chord study, alternate use ol the 
hands, dotted notes, etc. 
IN THE GREENWOOD 
Characteristic Pieces for Four Hands 
By MATHILDE BILBRO PRICE, 90 CENTS 
Little duets in the lighter vein to in term the Uudent 
who has mastered notation and the most elementary 
rudiments of piano study. 
MOTHER GOOSE DUETS 
Four-Hand Pieces on Familiar Melodies 
By THEODORA DUTTON PRICE, 60 CENTS 
The above given prices are subject to a liberal discount to the profession 
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
IMMENSE WAR SONG SUCCESS 
“Send Me a Rose from Homeland” 
By J. F. Cooke 
Price 50c. 
As introduced by Mme. Schumann-Heink. Henri Scott, Mae Hotz, 
Sousa’s Band and many successful artists and organizations 
‘The words of this song are the daily prayer of the boys over there. It is like 
an inspired message from the front.” 
—Mr. Albert Zink, Prominent Y. M. C. A. Leader with the American Forces in France 
Singers constantly secure many encores with this 
timely, high-class war number 
Low Voice. High Voice, Band, Orchestra. Mixed Voices 
Published by Theo. Presser Co. : Philadelphia, Pa. 
Tfoi 
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Woman’s Hour of Glory in the Music World 
How many of us ever stop to think that it has come within 
our span of years to live through the most thrilling moments 
of all the centuries? 
When the world sleeps, as sleep it did during all the long 
years of the dark ages that followed the debauch of Home, life 
was, for the most part, a bitter struggle for mere existence. 
Personal advancement was next to impossible, and excepting 
the patient monks in the monasteries, the stream of learning 
was wholly stagnant. War after war was waged, not for human¬ 
ity and ideajs but for superstition and greed. Save for the 
Crusades, which turned the attention of man now and then to 
Bethlehem, the world was spiritually dead. 
The position of woman was that of a domestic necessity, a 
pampered pet, or the tool in a life of cunning, trickery and 
ignominy. The compassion, the sympathy, the keen feminine 
intelligence, coupled with w'oman’s sixth sense of intuition, the 
mother heart, the belief in the best, which arc natural attri¬ 
butes of the sex and which have made women so important in 
the musical field, were, for the most part, repressed as a matter 
of course. _ . . 
Music was then the toy of a few women in high positions. 
When “good queen Bess” played at the Virginals the courtiers 
listened and applauded, as they would at her coarse comments 
and oaths. Was she not the queen ? And if the queen would 
play or would swear who would fail to help her? 
Centuries are minutes in the chronometer of the ages. 
It seems a leap of only a few minutes to our own day, when 
women are playing an all-essential part in the music life of the 
world. In America, if we could, in imagination, remove what 
the women have done for the musical progress of our country, 
we would probably find ourselves some fifty years behind the 
times. America is musically great to-day, not because of the 
splendid efforts of a few earnest men of ability and fine train¬ 
ing who have given their lives to the art, but rather because of 
the co-operation of a vast army of women who, through their 
high ideals and well-organized efforts, have brought music in 
far greater measure to every city, town and hamlet on the 
continent. 
America is proud of its musical women, proud not only 
of those who promote music, through such wonderful organi¬ 
zations as the hundreds that are included in the National Fed¬ 
eration of Musical Clubs, but to the fine body of women music 
teachers, the women performers, and to tlje greatly increasing 
number of w omen composers, many of whom have gifts of which 
any nation might be proud. 
Credit to Music 
Dr. Wydow and Dr. Fairfax,—did you ever hear of them? 
They were among the first musicians whom Oxford University, 
England, chose to distinguish as Doctors of Music. The dis¬ 
tinction proved a very slender shield against oblivion, and Dr. 
Wydow, who received his degree in 1499 (?) and Dr. Fairfax, 
who assumed his title in 1511, are now historical mummies in 
encyclopedias. . . 
Since then, however, the collegiate aspect of music in Great 
Britain and America has held to the British plan with the same 
tenacity that Great Britain holds on to the pounds, shillings and 
pence currency, despite its cumbersome time-wastefulness. 
In the larger English universities the musical degrees are 
frequently different from all other degrees granted by the insti¬ 
tution, in that they are non-resident (the student need not do 
all his work within the university walls), and “the university 
takes practically.no cognizance of their holders, who are, indeed, 
members only in a very limited sense.” Those holding musical 
degrees were felt by some quite beneath the retrousee noses of 
the academic fathers of the university. This attitude is chang¬ 
ing in recent years, and British universities are coming to have 
more and more respect for music and musical education. 
America has modeled her musical collegiate matters largely 
after British models, as though we were incapable of doing any 
particular thinking of our own. Thus we find in many great 
universities that music is entirely a matter of theory. It is 
affected by the old-time college president’s prejudice against 
anything that had to do with skill rather than learning. That 
chemistry, mathematics and literary composition required skill 
seems to be forgotten. Skill with the hands was taboo, and for 
that reason we find in our universities little attention paid to 
anything but musical composition, history, etc. Meanwhile 
the university builds huge hospitals, mechanical-engineering 
electrical-engineering and chemistry buildings, although the. 
plan of having a first-class conservatory as a regular part of 
the institution seems to be something which only the most pro¬ 
gressive and helpful universities possess. As a matter of fact, 
many smaller colleges, secondary schools and seminaries are 
doing far more to foster real musical development than many 
great universities. 
Our War Music Department 
Let it be everlastingly to the credit of the present gov¬ 
ernment of the United States that it had the prevision to realize 
the wonderful power of music in the present world crisis. 
Nothing has been left undone to aid music, in and out of 
our military life. The manner in which the musical resources 
of the country have been mobilized is analogous to the mobiliza¬ 
tion along all other lines, nothing short of the phenomenal. 
The one American weapon which our enemies had not 
counted on is speed, marvelous speed. It has been necessary 
for us to readjust our whole scheme of living in many ways. 
Our Army was, only a few years ago, less than 50,000 men. 
Now in one encampment (Camp Lewis, Washington) there are 
76,000 men. To provide the all-essential musical inspiration 
needed by such immense groups in all parts of the United States 
has been such a huge task at a time when the whole world has 
been working at double speed that the achievements of the Com¬ 
mission on Training Camp Activities, the Y. M. C. A., the 
Knights of Columbus, the Young Men’s Hebrew Association, 
the Drama League of America and the Liberty Sing workers, 
to say nothing of the immensely increased Army and Navy 
bands, are truly amazing. 
America is going to Victory, strengthened by the moral 
consciousness of right, the spirit of fairness and justice, the 
power of clean, manly living, the unrelenting will, not to con¬ 
quer but to see that our lofty American ideals of Liberty shall 
not be lost to the world, all fortified and uplifted by the inspira¬ 
tion that comes through music. 
The Etude is, therefore, proud to inaugurate its Depart¬ 
ment of War Music—which will continue during the war— 
proud to have this means of helping in a very important and 
significant w ork in the world’s greatest moment. 
m 
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THE ETUDE 
The Muses 
Programs of Works by Women Composers from 
Contemporary American Publishers 
In order to make the Woman's Issue of The Etude as 
of leading American publishers to submit programs of the works oi tneir Dest k 
Owing to war-time delays this list is not as complete as we had hoped to ma it, u w’ Programs 
of interest and importance to many enthusiastic club leaders who want material for Woman s Club Programs. 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF WHITE-SMITH COMPANY 
PROGRAM 1 
1. Organ Selection—Canzonetta.Kate Ocklcston-IAppa 
2- S°“ra^WO“E1!.TO»" Morrell 
3. Soprano Solo—A June Pastoral... 
4. VIOLIN AND PIANO—Caprice dOiseau IT,ll”“f ninand 
5- * Stf Sebastian .T. “!?. Mrt ““I* Daniels 
6. Mezzo Soprano Solo—Cupid’s Comm*n%arsclial_Loepl!e 
7. ORGAN SELECTION-Berceuse.Kate OcktesUmAAppa 
Sweet Day...Iiatc Vannah 
PROGRAM 2 
1 Men's Cliours_O Captain! My Captain !..lean Bahannan 
2. ' VIOLIN AND PIANO—Tarantellc. MrrlLa ‘Sr 3. Soprano Solo—Springtide of Dove.lay taster 
. _ ,, (a) Nocturne l . Esther Oronoxc 4. PIANO Solo To the Fire-Fly [. 
from Moonlight Sketches 
r-a) Love-Lay, ,, d,/,yT) 1,73-86) 
5. Contralto Soi.o< h) Fuji (Ode to the Mountain 
t ^Fujiyarna^ ^ drrtrude Hass 
6 Wo!mN'*s°CH0BO8—^8ong°fiw*a°MVv’siorning.Britf// Stair 
Violin AND I'iano Song of the [Mga Hoatmen.^ ^ 
8. Mezzo Soprano Solo Thou Tu,mortal NighJ, ^umMn 
(Miniature Waltz (2d) 
,.I1C,SBY _J Dolls' Iteverle Adams, .vius. luttle Requiem (2d) 
(Kcstacy (Song) ) Years at the Spring (Song) 
BeacU, Mrs. II. II. A.< Fireflies (6th) 
l In Autumn (5th) 
f Revel of the Woodnyinphs(5th) 
BARBOUR, Florence Newell j ^vitidmill (3rd) 
»««*• ''",u .^(S" <Son8) Daniels, Mabel V.(Villa of Dreams (Song) 
lirir M11DRED .T .My Star I Song) 
hood * HELEN.Disappointment (Song) ( Rhapsody (6th) 
nvc Margaret It.{Meditation (6th) DANG, MARgarli i Irish Dove Song (Song) 
(Dainty Steps (2d) 
Orth, G. . | Happy Hearts (3d) 
(Birds in the Trees (2d) 
Paldi, Mari (Firefly (2d) (Memory (Song) 
Park, Edna ... Thy Name (Song) 
I Confession (Song) 
Rogers, Mrs. C. K.I My Star (Song) 
rtAVTON .Dittle Orphan Annie (Song) THOMAS, CLAYTON .... Harlequin (2d) 
Watson, Mabel Madison.\ Tableaux (2d) 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF CLAYTON F. SUMMY 
PROGRAM OF PIANO PIECES 
(Women Composers.) Gr. 1—3. 
Fi 1 swoiiTii Nettie .Wake Up, Little Daisies 
« M ...! . . . .The Violet 
f Giant Steps 
Adams, Mrs. Crosby  ) Klfland Horns 
WING, Alice Bennett.A Little Song Without Words 
.The Shepherd 
SMEITZEB, jEANNiE'it'.'.'.'.'From a Garden of Flowers 
Crocuses • Pansies- Morning Glories; Hollyhocks. 
v t*nr 1 se .The Band 
IIaii' i’dythh I»RCYN .Fairies' Music Box 
’ ' . (Dance of the Marionettes 
ADAMS, Mas. CROSBY.{ The Angelas 
do,now Fstiier .A Wild Flower 
Gaynoii’ Jessie L.. . Hovering Butterflies 
to from Small Suite ' (Rondolel 
• ( Papilion 
PROGRAM OF PIANO PIECES 
’omen Conniosers.) Or. 1 and ovei 
Thompson, Mrs. Van Denman.Rigandon 
Mein fkf.b, Mabel Howard..Barcarolle 
CANFIELD, JULIA Mary Impromptu 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF B. F. WOOD CO. 
No. 1. EASY COMPOSITIONS. 
(Op. 16, No. 8. Blue Eyes, Brown Eyes 
Mae Aileen EBB. ..{ Op. 15. No. 1. .Tust Because it's You 
I Op. 16, No. 3. Little Yellow Dog 
„T _ - „ (Op. 7, No. 7. Pittypat and TippytOC 
ID D. Cramm.\ Op. 12, No. S. Shadow March 
Theodora Dutton.Op. 8, No. 1. Rowing Song ( Op. 15, No. 12. Robin’s Lullaby 
C W Krogmann { Op. 35, No. 12. In the Woodland Swing 
I Op. 10, No. 8. In Siumherland 
Frances E. Terry Op. 1, No. 4. Morning March 
, „ „ (Op. 10, N. 1. A Wee Story 
L. E. Orth f Op. 11, No. 5. Ever So Glad 
Laurene Gardner.Op. 7, No. 7. My Old Dog Jack 
Caroline H. Crawford. .. .On the Ice at Sweet Briar (Arpeggio Waltz) 
No. 2. MORE DIFFICULT COMPOSITIONS. 
M. A. E. Davis Arbutus. Interinex’io 
II I, Cramm Op. 13. Frolic of the "inda ■ /On 40. Ride of the Storm Witches. 
1 Op. r,3. I m Coryphee 
c. W. KROGMANN.. .< ()1> KI No. 1. L’ingOnue (Va’.se) 
I (For the left hand alone) 
E. MacLean. Chant d'Octobre (Op. 10. A Night Song. 
... J hand alone) 
NSA Op. 21. A Dream ( Op. 24. Sweet Lavender. < 
(For the left 
Chant aans Paroles 
. .Op. 15. Mystery 
Two Step—March 
16, No. 1. Caprice 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF THE BOSTON MUSIC CO. 
Manna Zccca.1 ’wine Herolque I Hanot 
Susan Schmitt.Little Buttercup (Planoi 
CARRIE Bullard Lullaby I.ane (Song) 
Helen Cramm Just Being Happy 1 Piano) 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF CARRIE JACOBS-BOND 
AND SON 
A Little Bit 0 
His Lull 
»iis Are Mnrked U. F- 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF J. FISHER AND BROTHER 
Theodora Dutton.Danse Pootlque (Plano. 5th Grade 1 
Fay Foster The American Come (Song! 
Florence 1’arr Gf.rb.Invocation to Spring. (Part 
Song for female voices) 
Blanche Goode Tryst (Song) 
Dorothy 1If.rbf.rt .Song of Pcsirc 
Glrtkipe Knoy I.eylri.ii I!..ekin' lime (Song) 
Mme. K. Ocki.es ton*. Li pda Canoeing (Planet 
Alice M. Shaw nno April Day (Song) 
Lillie Strickland Temple Bells (Song) 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF THE JOHN CHURCH CO. 
Blanche Dingley Mathews. . . Fairies at Plav 
Jesse L. Gaynor.Melody Picture? 
Julie RivE-Kinc. jJ, Scintilla 
Lily T. Strickland The Shepherd B y 
Margaret Uuthven I.ang. Revere 
Fannie Dillon. adHI Moods 
Harriet Ware .'. '. Boat Song 
(Continued on Page 694) 
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Famous Musical Women of the Past 
By ARTHUR ELSON 
« * 
mi it 
The casual reader imagines that women in ancient 
times were wholly wrapped up in household affairs— 
the “Kinder, Kiiche, und Kirche’’ that some unprogres¬ 
sive Germans have prescribed for the fair sex in mod¬ 
ern days. It is true, that the average wife of the 
Greek or Roman epoch was kept at home pretty regu¬ 
larly, but even in that early period there were some 
who stood for women’s rights and an emancipated 
feminism. The profession of music offered them pub¬ 
licity, even then. 
Perhaps the earliest women musicians were to be 
found in ancient Egypt. Among other picture relics of 
that historic country, there is a set of drawings (or is 
it chiselings?) showing the daily life of a musical con¬ 
servatory that flourished in the reign of Arrienhotep 
IV. Many rooms are depicted, with instruments .and 
furniture. In one of them a teacher is por¬ 
trayed as listening to the singing of a 
young girl, accompanied with a harp 
played by another girl. Another room 
shows class instruction. In still an¬ 
other, two girls are dancing to instru¬ 
mental music. The institution con¬ 
tained also lunch rooms and hairdress¬ 
ing parlors, which gave it quite a mod¬ 
ern effect. Most of the girl students 
became participants in the temple serv¬ 
ices of the time; but some of them en¬ 
tered the secular field, and appeared at 
The old Hebrew music was undoubt¬ 
edly a copy of Egyptian models at 
first; but it soon grew into something 
original. There were bridal songs, 
vintage songs, and mourning songs, the 
shrill voices of the women in the last- 
named class being a prototype of the 
laments of the Irish Keeners, or mourn¬ 
ing women. Still another sort of Jewish 
song was sung in celebration of vic¬ 
tories. The Song of Moses and Miriam 
(Exodus XV) and the Song of Debo¬ 
rah and Barak (Judges V) are con¬ 
spicuous examples. These songs formed 
part of public festivals of rejoicing. 
The leader would sing of the battle, 
not forgetting a due amount of sarcasm 
at the enemy’s expense; the others 
would join in certain verses, making a 
choral effect; the dancing women would 
participate with timbrels, or tambour¬ 
ines ; while the onlookers would clap their hands, much 
as the negroes used to do in the old plantation camp 
meetings. The Song of Solomon is a set of bridal 
lyrics, while the book of Lamentations echoes the dirge 
style. The fifth chapter of Isaiah begins in the cheer¬ 
ful vintage style, but changes suddenly to a mourning 
song, making a mosj artistic contrast. 
In ancient Greece, the term music included both 
poetry and accompaniment, which formed an artistic 
unit. Even the narratives of Homer, composed before 
the year 1,000 B. C., were sung with a minstrel-accom¬ 
paniment on the harp. 
Sappho’s Romantic Career 
Most famous among the musical women of Greece 
was Sappho. Her career seems all the more won¬ 
derful because in her time (about 600 B. C.) the 
Grecian wives were kept closely at home. She con¬ 
formed to strict convention by teaching her sons and 
instructing her daughters in domestic duties. Few 
of her poems remain to us, the best being a strong 
ode to Aphrodite. But their effect must have been 
remarkable in their day; for when Solon heard one of 
her lyrics, he expressed the wish that he might not die 
before having time to learn such a beautiful song. A 
pioneer among poetesses, she departed still more from 
domestic routine by starting a school for girls, at 
Mytilene, which was probably her birthplace. She was 
soon the leader of a large but select circle, whose mem¬ 
bers she instructed in poetry, music, and social graces. 
Her work among her fair followers has been com¬ 
pared to that of Socrates among the gilded youth of 
Athens. Her real history is little known. She was 
forced to flee from Mytilene to Sicily, for some 
unknown reason; and it is claimed that she leaped 
from the Leucadian rock, in the island of Leucas, 
because of unrequited love for Phaon. The rock, a 
rugged promontory, was the scene of annual festivals 
to Apollo. At these, it was customary to cast a crim¬ 
inal off the cliff, with birds tied to him to break his 
fall. If he survived his involuntary dive into the 
sea, he was given his liberty. Some have claimed that 
the phrase, “Jumping from the Leucadian rock,” was 
THE DREAM OF ST. CECELIA. 
merely metaphorical, and referred to any death accom¬ 
panied by trouble or disappointment. These writers 
assert, with some show of reason, that Sappho had this 
phrase applied to her, but did not come near the rock 
in reality. 
Myrtis, Corinna, Aspasia 
Two later poetesses who deserve mention were 
Myrtis and Corinna, both of whom instructed Pindar 
and competed with him. The latter once offered to 
beautify Pindar’s early work by mythological allusions. 
The pupil, nettled by this, produced a poem of six stan¬ 
zas, which contained references to every episode of the 
Theban mythology. Corinna corrected this excess of 
zeal by remarking. “One must sow seed by the hand¬ 
ful, not by the bagful.” 
In later days, music became the pursuit of courte¬ 
sans. That such women might win high position wa$ 
shown by Aspasia, who lived at the court of Pericles, 
and charmed him by her high mental qualities as well 
as by her personal beauty. Another very famous 
musician was the flute player, Lamia, who was beauti¬ 
ful enough to have a temple dedicated to her as Venus 
Lamia, but of no great mental cultivation. 
Rome borrowed its music largely from Greece, and 
originated very little. The Romans, in fact, were so 
unmusical that they did not know that notation could 
repeat itself for higher octaves; and they kept right 
along down the alphabet. As in Greece, female slaves 
did a large part of the performing, and probably much 
of the. composing or improvising. The public music 
of Rome consisted of rather rrtonotonous flute playing, 
or rather blatant work for the trumpets; but the pri¬ 
vate concerts were probably much better, and Apuleius 
speaks very highly of a combination of voices, flutes, 
and kitharas. 
Saint Cecelia 
It was a Roman lady, however, who became the 
patron saint of music. The story of Cecilia has come 
down to us with somewhat varying details; but it is 
certain that she was of high position. She was forced 
into an unwilling marriage with Valerian, a pagan. 
Having previously embraced Christianity herself, she 
succeeded also in converting her hus¬ 
band and his brother. All of them 
were martyred because of their faith. 
One account places this occurrence un¬ 
der a prefect named Almacus, but no 
such name appears in history. The date 
of this event is placed by some at 180, 
and by others at 230 A. D. Her con¬ 
nection with music was shown only by 
the passing statement that she ‘‘lifted 
up her voice in praise of the Lord;” 
but that seems to have been enough to 
make her the patroness of the tonal art. 
A well7known painting represents her 
as playing the organ. 
Civilization suffered a setback with 
the fall of the western Roman empire, 
in 476 A. D. The Franks and Goths, 
though racially virile, were barbarians 
when compared with the effete Romans. 
The ensuing centuries are called the 
Dark Ages, and learning was kept 
alive chiefly in the monasteries. Music¬ 
ally, the one bright episode of this 
period came with the'advent of Charle¬ 
magne. That monarch, who conquered 
and baptized most of the races of 
western Europe, was very fond of 
music. He not only kept the Gregorian 
compositions to a high standard, but 
collected folk-songs as well. He often 
had his courtiers sing, directing their 
chorus with a large staff, and sometimes 
treating the laggards to unexpected 
blows with this precursor of the baton. The musical 
women of the time are represented by his accom¬ 
plished daughters. 
With the rise of the Troubadours, woman received 
all the exaggerated homage that knightly chivalry could 
offer. This sometimes took rather fantastic forms, as 
when Pierre Vidal, in love with a lady named Louve, 
or she-wolf, called himself Loup, or he-wolf, and let 
himself be hunted by dogs after dressing in a wolf¬ 
skin. The excessive emotion of the time is shown also 
by the case of Geoffrey Rudel. He devoted himself to the 
renowned Countess of Tripoli, without having ever 
seen her. After celebrating her charms by mahy songs, 
he finally decided to visit her. But the excitement of 
landing on her shores at last threw him into a collapse; 
and when the Countess was brought into his presence, 
he actually died of the excitement. 
Women Troubadours 
Among the women troubadours, the most prominent 
were Eleanor of Acquitaine and the Countess of Cham¬ 
pagne. These ladies, besides composing poems and 
music, would often preside over the so-called Courts of 
Love, which’ decided points of amorous etiquette. 
Sometimes the verdicts were sensible, as when a lady 
who refused a knight’s love was ordered to give back 
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his- present's:' 'Sometimes the decrees were made in an 
amusing spirit of mischief; and a young lady, who had 
promised when a child to kiss a certain youth whenever 
he visited her, was forced to keep her promise when 
both grew up, and the youth returned from foreign 
parts as an accredited knight. Sometimes the decis¬ 
ions were an absurd example of hair splitting, as when 
it was debated that true love could not exist between 
married people, because marriage implied compulsion, 
and love was not to be subject to dictation. 
Eleanor was a person of rather adventurous tastes. 
When wife of Louis VII, in her earlier days, she 
insisted on accompanying him to the Crusades. But 
she went rather for the sake of novelty than because 
of wifely devotion. She assembled a number of kin¬ 
dred spirits, and all equipped themselves with the 
most fetching combinations that armorers and mil¬ 
liners could produce. Eleanor and her friends then 
put themselves at the head of the army. She chose 
the route for scenic beauty rather than for safety, 
and sometimes brought the army into great danger. 
She varied the monotony by several love episodes, 
and even carried on a flirtation with a young Emir in 
the forces of the Sultan Noureddin. 
Jongleuse and Glee Maidens 
When the Troubadours disappeared, their follow¬ 
ers, the Jongleurs, kept popular music alive. They 
became wandering minstrels, and entertained with 
tricks as well as songs, giving rise to the modern word 
Juggler., There were women among the Jongleurs, 
and in England these women were known as Glee 
Maidens. They led a picturesque existence, traveling 
from place to place, often alone, except for the com¬ 
pany of a pet dog or gjoat. There were glee maidens 
of high position and ability also; and we may read that 
William the Conqueror gave an estate to his Jongleuse 
Adeline. Still more famous was Marie de France, 
Jongleuse of William Longsword. Her valuable 
Arthurian Romances arc now preserved in the British 
Museum. But after the downfall of the Troubadours, 
all the wandering musicians were classed as rogues 
and vagabonds. 
Early Women Composers 
With the development of contrapuntal music, women 
composers of higher position began to appear. In the 
sixteenth century, they were to he found in many 
countries. Italy offered Maddalena Casulana, Vittoria 
Aleotti, Francesca Caccini (daughter of the operatic 
pioneer), Cornelia Calegari, Catterina Assandra, and 
several others, who composed motets, madrigals, and 
finally operas. France boasted of Clementine de 
Bourges, a really gifted composer. The unfortunate 
Mary, Queen of Scots, showed the influence of French 
models in some of her songs, which were success¬ 
ful in their day. Madelka Bariona was a German 
composer of the same period. Another remarkably 
gifted woman was Bernada de Lacerda, of Portugal, 
to whom Philip II wished to entrust the education of 
his children. 
From that time to the present, the list of women 
composers is fairly continuous. The change from 
counterpoint to the harmonic style found the women 
ready to meet the new conditions, Francesca Caccini 
and,others in Italy composing operas as well as madri¬ 
gals. France, too, soon became a home of opera; and 
Elizabeth Claude de la Guerre won some success in 
this field, earning the respect of Louis XIV. 
Some Distinguished Names 
The eighteenth century found women composers 
flourishing in nearly all the European countries, from 
England and France to Bohemia and Poland. They 
even numbered royalty among their ranks. Princess 
Anna Amalia, sister of Frederick the Great, composed 
the sacred cantata, Dcr Tod Jesu; and one of her 
organ trios is published in a Leipsic collection. Maria 
Antonia^ daughter of Charles VII, composed operas, 
two of which have been recently published. Marie 
Antoinette, the undeserving victim of the French 
Revolution, wrote several pretty songs, including 
' Florian’s Song (."Mon Atm"), besides helping Gluck 
to a Parisian success. 
The most interesting figure of the time was undoubt¬ 
edly Maria Theresa von Paradies. Born at Vienna in 
'1759, she became totally blind during childhood because 
of an accident. But this did not prevent her from 
becoming a great musician. When eleven years old, 
she sang the soprano part in Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater, 
and accompanied herself on the organ. This brought 
royal attention and patronage, which resulted in her 
having the best teachers. She soon became a great 
pianist, winning remarkable successes because of her 
expressive powers, Her memory was so phenomenal 
that she could play no less than sixty concertos, m 
addition to an amazing number of solo work . 
compositions, which were of the gr ^ 
included the successful fairy opera, Rvialdo a ■ ’ 
the melodrama, Ariadne and Bacchus, a pasto P 
etta, several cantatas, and many piano works. Mozart 
thought so highly of her that he dedicated a concerto 
Another prominent Viennese composer of the same 
generation was Marianne Martinez, whose singing' w 
praised by the historian Burney. She, too, wrote in tne 
large forms, producing Isacco and other oratorios, as 
well as symphonies, overtures, piano concertos, ana 
lesser works. 
The line of French operatic composers was con¬ 
tinued by Henriette de Beaumesnil, and by Lucille 
Gretry, daughter of the famous Gretry who followed 
Monsigny. Mile. Gretry was especially precocious, 
producing Le Manage d’ Antonio when only sixteen 
rears old. She met with an untimely death, at twen¬ 
ty-four. Emilie Candeille, Mile. Duval, and Mile. 
Kercado were other opera composers of the time. 
In Italy, Maria Theresa Agnesi produced four sue- 
cessful operas, while Maddalena Sirmen, a pupil of 
Tartini, composed violin concertos. England was the 
home of' a Mrs. Chazal, who composed an organ con¬ 
certo and became an orchestral conductor. Among 
other English women, Maria Parke wrote' a piano 
concerto, Mary Linwood published the oratorio, Dai id s 
First Victory, Jeanne Marie Guest left some manu¬ 
script concertos as well as organ works, and Ann 
Valentine published Ten Sonatas for Harpsichord and 
Violin. Belgium was represented by the Countess de 
Lannoy, Bohemia by Veronica Dussew, and Poland by 
the Countess Grabowska. 
In the Nineteenth Century 
In the first half of the nineteenth century, England 
went into a musical decline. The songs of Virginia 
Gabriel, and of Mrs. Charles Barnard (“Claribel’’), 
showed the prevailing weaknesses, which were an ex¬ 
treme simplicity and a tendency to sentimentality. The 
songs of Ellen Dickson (“Dolores”) were somewhat 
better, while Charlotte Sainton-Dolby, a friend of Men¬ 
delssohn, produced larger vocal works, and Ann Shep¬ 
ard Mounsey composed an oratorio, The Nativity. 
Elizabeth Stirling, a famous organ composer, applied 
for an Oxford degree with an excellent orchestral 
setting of the 130th Psalm; but that college could find 
no authority for granting a degree to a woman. 
French opera was continued by Edme Sophie G'ail- 
Garre and Louise Angelique Ilertin. Pauline Viardot- 
Garcia was a more interesting figure, being a daughter 
of the celebrated Manuel Garcia and a sister of Mme. 
Malibran. Pauline was with her father when he was 
held up by Mexican bandits, who added insult to injury 
by robbing him of the proceeds of his trip, and then 
forcing him to sing for their edification. She after¬ 
wards became a famous operatic soprano. Her com¬ 
positions, Including piano works, violin pieces and 
operettas, were written after she had left the stage. 
Jeanne Louise Farrenc entered the symphonic field, 
and composed piano works of such merit that Schu¬ 
mann thought she must have had expert help. A later 
composer of orchestral and operatic works was Maria 
de Reiset, Vicomtesse de Grandval, whose career ex¬ 
tended into the latter half of the century. 
Italian opera composers included Ursula Asperi, 
Carolina Uccelli, Adolfa Galloni and many others. 
Carlotta Ferrari, of a later date, seems to have been 
the real leader. She could not get her Vgo produced 
at first; so she bravely paid for its performance her¬ 
self and scored a great success. 
Holland boasted of Mile. Broes, a good piano com¬ 
poser; while Madeleine Graever, also a piano com¬ 
poser, became known in America. Spain produced 
Isabella Colbran who married Rossini and produced 
vocal works. Bohemia offered Elise Barth and 
Augusta Auspitz, the latter dying at an early age. 
Polish women composers included Julie von Baroni- 
Cavalcabo, whose piano works were praised by Schu¬ 
mann. Poland also gave birth to Thekla Badarczewska, 
who produced the notorious Maiden’s Prayer. 
In Germany, Emilie Zumsteeg, friend of Weber, 
wrote an overture, but was best known by her songs. 
Leopoldine Blahetka the famous pianist, composed 
several works for piano and orchestra. Emilie Mayer 
came before the public with a concert of her own 
works, including two symphonies and a concert over¬ 
ture. But the most noted musical women in Germany 
before 1850 were Fanny Mendelssohn and Clara 
Schumann. * 
Fanny Mendelssohn, sister of the composer, held 
her talents in abeyance for a time, because of her 
brother’s objection to women composers. Some of her 
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„nrk! Were published under her brother’s name, * 
works w P at ieast> this procedure broufc-1 
on °nC foment When Mendelssohn was taken, per pun'shment. b ^ song ^ ^ 
Queen Victory she P . ^ k wu * 
iisteer sfcomposhions. In 1M6 she began to use be 
ow„ name publishing . works, songs * 
‘horu7„t £“ ’ZEXvzrtr* 
B,c“ra Schumann »a, a daughter of 
i r, t-tmrht her to play piano so well that she madt 
man/ youthful successes. When - Schumann came „ 
s udy with Wieck, he naturally met Clara also and 
her younger sister, Marie. But the young man, h, 
Merest in Clara was not a case of love at fir« nght, 
for he paid much attention to l-.rnestme von Fncken, 
a fellow-pupil. The Camera! is dedicated to Ernest- 
■ ..nti t,ac;Cd on the notes A, S (E$), C and H (El- 
natural), which spelled her native village of Ascii 
When the composer did finally turn lus attention 
Clara he met with much parental opposition. Some 
claim that he composed his II arum as a query sup- 
posed to ask why there should be such opposmon; 
but this story has no foundation in fact Wk# 
Schumann really did was to improve his poutm I, 
getting a doctor’s degree from Jena, and to go before 
the courts to prove that he could support h.s fiancee 
in the stvle to which site was accustomed. He won his 
case, and they lived happily ever afterward. 
Although Clara Schumann s works are almost en- 
tirely for piano, they are of such excellence as to 
make her a leader among women compMefi Her 
only orchestral composition was a piano concerto, 
which has too much solo work in the first movemrnt 
But her piano trio, op. 17. is very great The piano 
pieces include Polonaises. Romances. Scherzos Char- 
acteristic Pieces and Vaises. There are also three 
excellent Preludes and Fugues, The composer wrote 
also a number of songs. Her greatest work however, 
was not her own productions, hut her noble efforts to 
make the public acquainted with her husband’s great 
compositions. He was so little known at first that 
after a court concert, given by her in lfW6, someone 
turned to him and asked, “Are you, loo. musicalr” 
But her work soon gained results and his greatness 
was made manifest to the world. The union of this 
pair was artistic as well as domestic; and Liszt sum¬ 
med it up well when he said "To admire one or the 
other is to admire both; for though they sang in 
different tongues, their life music made but one noble 
From the Bottom Up 
This has been called the age of opportunity in musk. 
The great number of musicians who from penury in 
their childhood have jumped to the heights of fame 
and riches is really astonishing. Recently the writer 
met a violin teacher in a New York musical school 
He said: 
"Sometimes I think that my life has been a financial 
failure when I read of the great sums of money earned 
by Heifetz, Elman, and others who were poor boys. 
Again I stop to realize that 1 am actually earning over 
twenty-five times as much money every year as my 
father earned in Odessa. Certainly, if I can do that, 
my life has not been a financial failure. I am arited 
why so many poor Jewish boys succeed while bright 
American boys often fail. I do not think that the 
reason is that of talent alone. Some American pupils 
are wonderfully talented. I actually think that poverty 
and the horror of poverty has had a great deal to do 
with it. The little Jewish hoy in Odessa sees how hard 
his father, mother and sisters have had to work. 
Someone puts an Aladdin’s lamp in his hands in the 
form of a violin. He knows that if he keeps on rub¬ 
bing this lamp long enough in t!ie right way he can 
make wonderful music that will better the world and 
at the same time bring him the riches so long denied to 
his ancestors. Do you wonder that he works day and 
night for success? If American hoys could be made 
to work as hard and as long, and if they had such a 
glorious goal, they would have little difficulty in suc¬ 
ceeding. We really have too much in some ways in 
America. Again, we spend monev for foolish things- 
Music is a life asset for any otic who studies it—» 
real investment of the safest and most profitable kind- 
The trouble is that American students don’t invest 
enough ; they expect a five thousand dollar income from 
a ten thousand dollar investment.” 
It is riot at all infrequent for singers to rise fro'® 
menial positions to prominence and wealth. Tht 
French tenor, Rousseliere, was one of many instances. 
He was discovered at Algiers, working in a foundry at 
sixty cents a day. It is also rumored that a prominent 
prima donna of to-day was once a domestic servant 
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What the Life of an Artist Means 
Written Expressly for The Etude by the Distinguished American Pianist 
OLGA SAMAROFF 
Among the many problems which confront an 
artist, none is more perplexing than the constant, 
almost daily, requests for advice from young and 
aspiring musicians or their anxious relatives. As an 
appearance with an orchestra is the ambition of every 
budding virtuogo or singer, I have had even more 
than my share of such appeals since becoming the 
wife of an orchestral conductor, and it sometimes 
seems to me as though the entire next generation were 
striving to precipitate itself upon the concert stage! 
Several years of experience in such matters has 
brought me to,feel that it would not be amiss to bring 
once more (for it has been done before) to the minds 
of students who cherish an ambition for a public 
career, a sketch of what, according to my own experi¬ 
ence, at least, the life of an artist means. It is rather 
a difficult undertaking, and, indeed, I should not 
attempt to approach the subject of the artist’s inner 
life or artistic development. That is quite individual 
and much too subtle and complex. But even the more 
exterior or practical side of an artist’s life, however 
familiar to those connected with our modern concert 
world, seems to be a closed book to three-fourths 
of the students who aspire to devote their lives to the 
career of a musician. To that I shall confine my 
remarks. 
First and foremost, it seems as though our Ameri¬ 
can students seldom have an adequate idea of the 
requirements of a career. Putting aside the question 
of qualities of playing, how often does one find that 
a young pianist, or violinist, for instance, whose entire 
repertory consists of one or two concertos, and per¬ 
haps a dozen solo pieces, thinks he is quite ready to 
face the world: and challenge comparison with great 
artists! Imagine starting a big department store with 
a ribbon and a glove counter! And not only have 
these young musicians such scanty equipment as 
regards their actual repertory, but if one inquires 
into their past studies one often finds that their 
acquaintance with Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavichord, 
the Beethoven Sonatas, and the works of Mozart, 
Brahms, Schubert and even Chopin and Liszt is of 
the most superficial description. In fact, it would 
almost seem that, as a nation, we Americans do not 
yet understand, in the least, the kind of profound, 
patient and concentrated work necessary to become 
a real artist. We are too inclined to strive for quick 
results, to be satisfied with the superficial brilliancy 
produced by natural instrumental or vocal facility, and 
to fail to realize that art must rest on the foundation 
of deep and thorough knowledge. Such musicians as 
Casals, Gabrilowitsch, Bauer, Busoni, Thibaud, etc., 
possess not only complete mastery of their instrument 
and its li* 'iture, but a broad knowledge of orchestral, 
operatic, . .al and chamber music. 
Every bit of musical experience and knowledge adds 
to the stature of an artist, no matter how great his 
natural gifts may be. How often one hea’ ; a virtuoso 
or singer who possesses in a high degree musical 
instinct, technical brillinacy, emotional feeling and per¬ 
sonal magnetism, and yet who falls short of being 
a really great artist because of a lack of that author¬ 
ity, repose and particular quality of inspiration which 
comes from the broad and varied musical and intellec¬ 
tual development, which makes the artist a master. 
The thoroughness of musical education abroad 
already exists in some of our conservatories, but we 
have a long way to go before our standards in general 
reach the European level. The proof is the amazing 
number of scantily equipped young people, who con¬ 
sider themselves, and are evidently considered by their 
teachers, to be ready for a public career. But, assum¬ 
ing that a young artist is properly equipped, possessing 
in addition the indispensable assets of health, person¬ 
ality, will-power and energy, how many are the prob¬ 
lems, discouragements and complications which stand 
in his way. 
When one has witnessed the end of the career of 
a man like Mahler, who, although a supremely great 
artist, struggled to the last day of his life with antagon¬ 
ism and injustice, one realizes how little the artist 
can count on meeting with a sympathetic response to 
his efforts. On the other hand, there have always 
been artists who, without being really great, have 
achieved enormous financial success and who have 
occupied, for a time at least, the place of a public 
idol. And in the career of every artist, no matter 
what the general measure of his success may be, 
there are strange irregularities. It is very difficult 
for the young artist to reconcile himself to the fact 
that a success in one country may be followed by a 
failure in another. That he may become a drawing- 
card in one city and play to empty benches in another. 
That the performance of a certain work may make a 
sensation with one audience and fall flat with another, 
and so on. Even to the experienced artist or manager 
these things : e baffling. Many theories are advanced 
for their explanation, but in truth the psychology of 
the concert world remains very mysterious and full of 
surprises. 
Take the question of musical criticism for one thing. 
Again, I will not attempt to discuss the question itself, 
but rather its practical effect as a problem in the life 
of a young and struggling artist. If he takes these 
things to heart he will soon find himself in an ocean of 
doubt. Is he warmly emotional or coldly intellectual, 
is his technic adequate or inadequate? He becomes 
quite bewildered, so conflicting are often the verdicts 
of critics. Or, if his debut was hopelessly bad, he 
may be finished off with one sentence like the unfor¬ 
tunate youth who read after his first concert in one 
of the European capitals: “Mr. So and So gave a con¬ 
cert last night. Why ” 
Again he may find himself advertised from one end 
of /the country to the other by a press notice which he 
thought particularly bad. but which, after a successful 
surgical operation, performed by the manager, was 
made to look like extravagant praise. Sometimes 
critical notices are of great value, both from the point 
of view of showing the artist the way, or of obtaining 
wide interest for his work, but in the life of the young 
artist beginning his career this side of the profession 
is apt to produce many heartburns. 
It would be interesting to know how many of the 
aspirants for fame would stand the test of complete 
knowledge of the experiences which, however varied in 
detail, form’ an inevitable part of life when one is 
before the public. How little, for instance, do the 
uninitiated dream of the amount of intense concen¬ 
trated work involved after one has achieved public 
success! One often .hears it said of certain great 
artists: “They do not have to practice/’ This is true, 
to a certain extent, of a few exceptions. Such artists 
have a degree of natural talent for some special instru¬ 
ment, which enables them to do away with much of 
the mechanical work which is usually necessary. But 
even such artists must, at some period of- their lives, 
do an immense amount of musical and intellectual 
work to give them mastery of a large repertory. 
Quite apart from the artist’s own work, the demands 
of public life are innumerable and most exacting. The 
student who pictures to himself the life of a success¬ 
ful artist as a care-free existence, filled with beauty, 
luxury, adulation and pleasure is, unfortunately, very 
far from the truth. I will try to describe for his 
benefit a typical day of the successful artist in New 
York, where he is apt to have his headquarters, and 
the typical day of the same artist on the road. My 
pictures are mild and drawn from the average, not 
from the unusual. 
Let us assume that our supposed hero is a pianist. 
11c awakens tired from a concert the night before, and 
a late supper, to which he had to go, much against 
his will, because of certain personal or professional 
obligations. The moment his eyes are open, he is con¬ 
scious of a something weighing upon him. What is 
it? Oh, yes; several important business letters to be 
written and programs for coming concerts to be made. 
He telephones for a stenographer, if he has not a reg¬ 
ular secretary. She comes and proceeds to impair our 
hero's digestion of his breakfast by the emotions her 
spelling of composers’ names calls forth. 
All this time our hero is impatient to begin his work 
at the piano because he is to play something new or 
something he has not looked at for a long time, at 
his next concert. But, as he sits down at the instru¬ 
ment, he finds himself confronted by a long and illeg¬ 
ibly written sonata recently sent him by an unknown 
composer, who expects a verdict and the manuscript 
that day. Our hero’s first impulse is to throw the 
sonata in the waste-paper basket and do something 
even worse to the composer, but being a somewhat 
conscientious human being lie tells himself for the 
thousandth time that it is his duty to help the young, 
etc., so he wades through the work only to find, nine 
times out of ten. the most hopeless mediocrity. 
He curses Fate and settles down once more to his 
own work. After a few minutes, the telephone rings. 
His manager must speak to him. Something in the 
arrangement of the Chicago Concert has gone, wrong, 
the conductor of such and such an orchestra can’t 
let him play the concerto he wanted to, will he give 
his services at a charity concert for the benefit of 
something or other, etc., etc. His’ tired brain jumps 
from one thing to another, while in one corner of his 
subconscious mind the notes of some particularly diffi¬ 
cult passage in the work he is trying to practice keep 
going around' and around. If he is lucky he may get 
a little .real work done before going to a luncheon 
where he is expected to “roar” to the satisfaction of 
the lionizers, and give an interesting revelation of his 
“personality.” 
After lunch he may attend to some of the trouble¬ 
some things which fall to the lot of man in general, 
such as tailors, dentists, etc., but the artist in question 
has to go through them, watch in hand, fearing to miss 
a half-dozen appointments, and never losing an uncom¬ 
fortable sensation that he ought to be doing something 
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else, namely, his own work. As the 
afternoon progresses he is more than 
likely to have a sitting for a por* lit 
painter or a photographer, who tak. - at 
least twenty-five poses. Then a news¬ 
paper interview or two, a series of ap¬ 
pointments to hear people play i-nd to 
see composers of new works, to talk 
to representatives of some reproducing 
instrument, or to people who want to 
write a biographical sketch for a maga¬ 
zine, or to interview some of the endless 
people who want help of various 
kinds, etc. 
In between times the artist struggles 
with his engagement list, trying to ex¬ 
tract the necessary and worth-while 
things from the bewildering mass of 
demands made upon him for the future. 
The evening during the season is sure 
to bring him either- a concert of his 
own, some entertainment at which he 
appears in his professional capacity, or 
a night journey to another place. 
If the reader is not too weary to 
follow our pianist-hero, one will find 
him arriving at his destination early in 
the morning after a night on the train, 
which is more exasperating to his over¬ 
strained nerves than it would be to a 
differently organized man. His desire 
to work and also to snatch some much- 
needed rest becomes more acute on 
the road than ever. He arranges with 
the hotel operator not to call his room 
at certain hours. He tries desperately to 
barricade himself against the world, but 
a new army of reporters, young artists, 
young composers, lionizers, managers, 
heads of charitable or educational institutions, etc., 
awaits him in each place, and, sooner or later, for one 
reason or another, a certain part, at least, of these 
demands has to be met. 
In addition, there are the many small but vital prob¬ 
lems of travel, which are inevitable m moving quickly 
from one place to another. Baggage gets lost, trains 
are late, pianos have a great way of arriving without 
their legs or going off to a wrong place altogether, and 
although the artist is not supposed' to look after such 
things, he is the one to suffer. How often does the 
unlucky virtuoso arrive in some town fiye minutes 
after the concert is supposed to begin! He is cold, 
MUSICAL CELEBRITIES SELL LIBERTY BONDS. 
In this Woman's issue it is most interesting to p 
Reading from right to left we have Leopold Stokowski, 
ehestra, Alma Cluck, Olga Samaroff (Mrs. Stokowski), 
Twain, Mrs. Gnbrllowttseh) and Ossip Gabrilowltseh, < 
Orchestra. The picture was taken at the foot of the 
Street, Philadelphia. 
iresent the portraits of thro 
tv distinguished musical husbands. 
Conductor of the Philadelphia Or- 
Clara Clemens (daughter of Mark 
Conductor of the Detroit Symphony 
Liberty Statue standing on Broad 
hungry, tired and out of sorts. He is hustled into 
other clothes (if his baggage has turned up properly) 
and onto the stage, where he is supposed to soar 
promptly to the heights of inspiration and take a 
thousand or more people with him ! As likely as not, the 
artist at such a moment wishes he had never been born. 
Then the discouragements in the case of the young 
artist! He gets an exceptionally good engagement, 
let us say, with some important orchestra. He pre¬ 
pares feverishly for it. He dreams of a brilliant suc¬ 
cess and- of all that will result from it. He even, if 
he is very human, enjoys in advance the envy and dis¬ 
comfiture of his enemies. The evening comes. He 
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has indigestion or a tired arm from 
over-practice or he is in a dull mood, or 
just plainly nervous. There are a thou- 
sand and one reasons why a sensitive 
being call be put out of sorts. He is not 
at his best and knows it. He is painfull, 
and acutely conscious of having lost, in 
spite of all his efforts, a great opportu¬ 
nity. Perhaps had or lukewarm notices 
in the papers the next morning add to 
his sorrows. Such moments are not 
easy, and I doubt whether there is an 
arlist before the public who has not ex¬ 
perienced them, and at these times en¬ 
vied those on the other side of the 
footlights who could go hack to quiet, 
comfortable homes, free from all such 
mental and emotional turmoil. 
It is not an exaggeration to say that 
the successful artist, during a strenuous 
concert season, has scarcely a moment to. 
himself. Every hour of his time, ever; 
ounce of his energy and nervous force 
goes into his professional life. From 
this point of view alone, it is not a 
thing to he lightly undertaken. It is a 
life of much seif-sacrilice, a life in 
which not only the pleasure of freedom 
to follow one’s inclinations, but much 
more vital things, such as the happiness 
of home life must be, temporarily at 
least, subordinated to the demands of a 
career. To the artist who possesses in a 
high degree all the qualifications neces¬ 
sary, nothing would be a deterrent 
however much he might and does rebel 
against the objectionable sides of an 
artist’s life. Hut the young student who 
stands questioning!)' ai the parting of the 
ways should not only try to realize the difficulties that 
lie ahead of him, but also that he ran Satisfy, to a large 
■ extent at least, his love for music without throwing 
himself into the maelstrom of the international musical 
world where "many are called but few are chosen.” A 
sincere musician who develops his own gifts as far as 
he can, finds satisfaction in that whether he is before 
the public or not. I f be then teaches and passes on what he 
has to give—thus upholding or even raising the musical 
standards of the community in which he lives, he can 
rejoice in lioth usefulness ami the possibility of a tran¬ 
quillity and harmony in his private life which is very 
difficult of attainment for the man in the limelight 
Programs of Works of Women Composers 
The Jolly Blackbird 
t P. Saicyer 
H. A. Beach 
CradleSong) .Theodora Dutton 
retlte Valse f. 
Grandmother's Story j ' ' ' pjano. 
All Aboard the Slumber Boat........ .Emilie Frances Bauer 
. Louise Wright 
Love's Lullaby..’***“*' 
(Continued from page 690.) 
5. Piano Solo—The Night Train.Mary Gail Clark 
6. Piano Solo—Bugle Sounds.Marie Crosby 
7. Pi ado Solo—In a Canoe.Mary Helen Broicn 
8. Piano Solo—Dream Song.Mrs. R. R. Forman 
9. Piano Solo—Good Night, Little Girl!. - Helen I,. Cramm 
10. Piano (4 hands)—On to Triumph.Dollie Spooner 
ADVANCED GENERAL 
1. Part Song (Women's Voices)—Pond^LBles, ^ Forman 
2. Piano Solo—Impromptu.Lily Strickland 
3. Soprano Solo—Pierrot.Jessie Johnston 
4. Violin Solo—Hungarian Camp Song.Helen Ware 
5. Two Irish Songs.Agnes Clune Quinlan 
Near the Well 
One Little Bunch of Heather. 
6. Piano Solo—Valsette de Ballet.... Mary Helen Broicn 
7. Recitation, with Piano Accompaniment—Mary, Call 
the Cattle Home.Coro s. Briggs 
8. Alto Solo—Lullaby.Agnes Woodward 
9. Soprano Solo—My Bairnie.Kate Vannah 
10. Piano Solo—Etude de Concert.Fay Foster 
11. Part Song (Men's Voices)—Marching Men, 
Mrs. E. L. Ashford 
MODERATE DIFFICULTY 
Prelude and Fugue, Op. 81...Mrs. H. H. A. Beach 
Sundown .Itelen BopetM 
Plano 
Negro Folk Songs.\alalir Curtis 
Vocal 
Aubade Prjntanlere.Satalit Torcntni (Chattering Birds’ 
The Wise Forget... 
Pridre. 
Plano 
Vocal 
Violin 
...Alice Rtbtr fit* 
. .Mary Helen Br»« 
PROGRAM MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE 
CATALOG OF THE THEODORE 
PRESSER CO. 
EASY PIECES 
9 Piano SOLO—Dance of the Fairy Queen. . .L. A. Bit ghee 
3 PIANO SOLO—Hop o'My Tin,ml,.Lily Strickland 
*■ P^° <4 hands) Dance of the Kewnies. ^ ^ 
Crossing the Bar.... 
Waltz, 64/1 Chopin 1 
Violin 
Piano 
... Virginia Potter 
4rr. Maude Powell 
.ManaZucca 
..Margery A. Cook 
. . Theodora Dutton 
PROGRAM OF MATERIAL SELECTED FROb 
THE CATALOG OF OLIVER D1TS0N & CO. 
Cramm, Helen L. 
The Gossips. Op. 16. No. 1 Grade II 
A Morning Gallop. Op. 16. No. 3. Grade II . 
Here Come the Khaki Boys. Op. 23. No. 1. Grade I 
Flemming. Elsa J ,-n Jenne debutante. Grades BLIP 
t Petite valse de ballet. Grade IV 
Foster, Fay..Sunset in a Japanese Garden. Grades HIT 
Hammer. Marie von. 
La Chasse an Papillon (In Pursuit of a Butterfly) Grades IV- 
Jones, Marion.When Grandma Danced. Grade 
Krogmann, C. W. 
Bo-peep Polka. Op. 9. No. 1. Grade 11 
Forest Brook. Op. 103. No. 2 Grade I 
Forest Lullaby, Op. 36. No. 5. Grade II 
Jack o’ Lantern. Op. 36. No. 3. Grade II 
Zephyr and the Violet. Op. 36. No. 2. Grade 
La Zephyrette. Grades II! IV 
(In the Hammoek. Op. 2. No. 1. Grade I 
Orth. I,. E.< Newsboys’ March. Grade lit , Ttt 
I Valse de Soiree. Op. 2. No. 6. Grade IB 
* Wheel-whirl, Op. 20. No. 1. Grades Bl- 
tiie etude 
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The Story of America’s Largest Musical Organization 
The National Federation of Musical Clubs 
Prepared especially for THE ETUDE Woman’s Issue by the President of the National Federation of Musical Clubs 
MRS. A. J. OCHESNER 
MM 
rNot all of the federated organizations connected with the N. F. M. C. are composed exclusively of women, but the organization of the work and 
the conduct of its important meetings, conventions, etc., have been such a wonderful testimonial to the great efficiency of American women in the 
musical field that we have made this review of this great enterprise the leading feature of our fVoman s Issue. The Editor of The Etude.] 
The Music Club undoubtedly found its beginning in 
the enthusiasm of the individual student and teacher, 
who carried' to the home the inspiration gathered from 
great leaders in the larger centers. To no one are we 
more indebted for this pioneer work than to Lowell 
Mason. After years devoted to the teaching and 
advancement of music, in 1840 he called a convention 
of music teachers to meet in Boston, and thus 
demonstrated the value of discussion and of united 
effort. 
The next great step in the life of the music club 
was the result of one woman’s broad vision and well 
directed energy. Mrs. Theodore Thomas, at work with 
her famous husband in preparing a Music Festival for 
the World’s Columbian Exposition, realized that an 
opportune time had come for calling together the 
Amateur Musicians of America. The story of her 
devoted work in carrying out a self-imposed task, the 
success of her effort, and the subsequent organiza¬ 
tion of the National Federation of Musical Clubs has 
often been told; it is ever a delight to pay honor to 
Mrs. Theodore Thomas, our dearly loved Honorary 
President. 
The programs for the Festival, arranged by Theo¬ 
dore Thomas, included an adult and a children’s chorus 
trained by William L. Tomlins, and professional solo¬ 
ists of recognized standing. Mrs. Thomas was the 
President of the Amateur Musical Club, which at that 
time was the only musical club in Chicago composed 
exclusively of women. With the co-operation of this 
body of women, Mrs. Thomas, since then regarded as 
the "Mother of the Federation,” made an opportunity 
for the amateur musicians, and took the tirst steps 
toward organizing their interests in the hope that 
from the beginning "might grow a permanent organ¬ 
ization which should be the best friend of musical art 
in America.” 
Five years later—January 26, 1898—this permanent 
organization was effected, at a meeting called in Chi¬ 
cago. Again the Amateur Musical Club—Mrs. William 
S. Warren, President—served as hostess to the dele¬ 
gates coming from various parts of the country. Mrs. 
Edwin F. Uhl, of Michigan, was elected first Presi¬ 
dent, and one month later—February 28, 1898—the 
organization was incorporated under the laws of Illi¬ 
nois, and was named the National Federation of Mus¬ 
ical Clubs. 
“ Pioneer Days ” 
The Charter members were women of influence in 
musical life, several of whom afterwards served as 
Presidents of the organization, two of whom are to¬ 
day members of the Board. The Charter defines the 
purpose of the Federation as follows: “To bring into 
communication with one another the various musical 
clubs of the country that they may compare methods 
of work and become mutually helpful.” When we 
look back to those pioneer days of 1893—when we 
consider the women whose devotion so eloquently 
proved their faith in the value of the work—when we 
note the first Biennial Convention held in St. Louis in 
1899 with a membership of 70 clubs from 11 States— 
when we compare this with the tenth Biennial Conven¬ 
tion held in Birmingham with a membership of 475 
clubs from 40 States, we are satisfied that we have 
kept faith, and that a great work is well begun. 
Thus for a quarter of a century the National Federa¬ 
tion of Musical Clubs has signalized a widespread effort 
to unite musical interests in a common enthusiasm 
throughout the United States. 
Purely an Altruistic Work 
As compared with the General Federation of 
Women’s Clubs, we are a specialized organization. We 
keep close to the text of our Charter and frankly admit 
that the sole object of our existence is to advance 
the cause of music in America. As compared with all 
other organized effort in behalf of the fine arts in this 
country, the National Federation of Musical Clubs is 
a purely altruistic organization. We have no paid 
officers, there is no opportunity for personal exploita¬ 
tion. I believe that it is not claiming too much for 
our board members to say that each one is actuated 
only by a genuine desire to promote the value of the 
Mrs. A. J. Ochesner 
President of the National Federation of Women's Clubs 
work. Not only do they do the work, but in many 
instances contribute the expense of the office to the 
organization. Since the first convention in 1899, there 
has been no interruption to the biennial meeting, each 
period marking a growth in membership, and an 
increased opportunity for the development of ideals. 
Important Prizes 
The fifth convention in Memphis—Mrs. Charles B. 
Kelsey, President—saw the beginning of a new ven¬ 
ture. At this time it was decided to offer prizes for 
the works of American composers, and a committee 
was appointed to outline the plan. Mrs. Jason W. 
Walker was chairman of the committee, and had with 
her Mrs. David Allen Campbell and Mr. Arthu: Far- 
well. At each successive biennial, prizes have been 
awarded amounting since 1909 to $16,000. In addition 
to this, every prize composition has been given a pub¬ 
lic performance. The judges of the manuscripts are 
invariably musicians of unquestioned authority, and 
they give their services gratuitously to a most difficult 
and ungrateful task. The Department has aroused 
general interest and we believe it to be a stimulus to 
creative art in America. The prize winners include: 
Henry K. Hadley, Arthur Shepherd, George W. Chad¬ 
wick, Henry Lang, Horatio W. Parker, Mabel Daniels, 
Deems Taylor, Bessie M. Whitely, Arne Oldberg, 
Helen Faith Rogers, Harvey B. Gaul, Frank S. Ward, 
Harold Webster, Edith Lobdell, Fay Foster and Ralph 
Lyford. 
There may be a difference of opinion as to the value 
or the ethics of prize giving, but if even one com¬ 
poser found in it the encouragement which saved a life, 
or saved a soul—and there may have been such—the 
work is worth while, and commands respect. (Chair¬ 
man, Mrs. John R. MacArthur, New York City.) 
Young Artist Contest 
Another department which has met with much criti¬ 
cism, for the most part, though not altogether, help¬ 
ful and constructive criticism, is that of the Young 
Artist Contest (Chairman, Mrs. Louis E. Yager). The 
few rules which govern the contest demand that the 
contestant must be entirely American trained ; must be 
between 21 and 30 years of age, and must be prepared 
to demonstrate a high standard of artistic attainment 
before unknown and unseen judges. 
From the ambitious teacher who wished to exploit 
the talented child, we learned the necessity of the age 
limit. From teachers of large experience and well 
established authority, we have gathered the elements 
which make for a fair test, both in the choice of ac¬ 
ceptable repertoire and in schedule of markings. At 
the Biennial Festival, the district winners are given 
an appearahee, and in each of the departments—piano,' 
violin, and voice—a prize of $150 will be awarded 
the national winner. State and district contests nr’ 
now being heard, in preparation for the third national 
contest for the next biennial which meets in Peters- 
borough, New Hampshire, Jnne, 1919. 
To the young artist is given the encouragement of 
success which promises further effort; to the Ameri¬ 
can people is given the encouragement that our sons 
and daughters need not go to foreign countries for 
musical training—as good as the best is to be had at 
home. 
Three Departments 
The work of the Federation is divided into three de¬ 
partments—Education, Philanthropy, and Publicity, 
each Department Director presiding over four stand¬ 
ing committees. The three Directors, the twelve chair¬ 
men of standing committees, together with the ten 
elected officers, constitute the Board of Managers. 
Retiring Presidents are given the title of Honorary 
Vice-president and make up an Advisory Board. The 
State Presidents form an Auxiliary Board and meet 
with the Board of Managers annually. 
The committees of American Music and of the 
Young Artist Contest are conspicuous for the reason 
that in their work is found the point of direct contact 
with individual musicians, not members of the Feder¬ 
ation. No less important, however, is the work which 
more especially belongs to the music club. The Educa¬ 
tional Department (Mrs. W. D. Steele, Director) pub¬ 
lishes every month a “Course of Study,” which the 
study section of all music clubs will find interesting, 
hut which is especially intended as an aid to those clubs 
that have not the advantages of local orchestras and 
frequent concerts. Public school music and sacred 
concert music as well as Library Extension are repre¬ 
sented in this Department. 
The Program Exchange explains itself literally; 
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as many as 100 clubs send a year book or , the season’s 
programs to the Chairman, Mrs. A. C. Potter, Oneida, 
N. Y., and she distributes them in monthly packages 
to the members. Encouraged by letters of inquiry and 
appreciation, we know that the committee gives real 
help. . , 
Under the Library Extension a new committee has 
been appointed to collect music and musical instruments 
for the boys in camp; Mrs. Anne Faulkner Obern- 
dorfer is Chairman, and devotes a splehdid energy to 
this war service, which so essentially belongs to the 
music clubs. “For the period of the War, we have cre¬ 
ated a “War Council’’ (Mrs. W. A. Hinckle. Chairman) 
whose chief desire is to co-operate with the State 
Councils of Defense in developing "The Liberty 
Chorus,” a new name for Community Singing. Our 
Federal Government declares that "Music as a war 
measure has passed the stage of experiment;” Com¬ 
munity Music as a great patriotic force passed the 
“stage of experiment” long before we were at war. 
Miss Anne McDonough is the Chairman of Commun¬ 
ity Music. Musicians everywhere must rejoice that it 
is at a time when every resource of our country must 
be utilized to the highest limit of efficiency “to preserve 
us a Nation,” that music is given the high place to 
which it has ever been entitled. 
One Hundred Thousand Strong 
The four hundred and seventy-five clubs approximat¬ 
ing a hundred thousand members, probably represent 
influence .owned, e broid., fS"In T p ogmn, of 
striving to increase its usefulness in * ® .. . 
activities, the National Federation of M * . f 
has a generous vision out-reaching the boundar.es o 
a charter. It is ever ready for serv.ee in National 
undertakings for musical extension. • • . . 
We have ever been convinced ofr the fun^® he 
necessity of music in the life of the Nation. blic 
earliest instruction to the smallest child in 
school, through the Music Department of our Mate 
universities, which eventually must be the nuc eus of 
state orchestras and state choral societies, and looking 
forward to the establishment of a National Conserva¬ 
tory which shall enroll in its faculty teachers of niter 
national fame, each step in musical education is tiliea 
with significance. We do what we do, believing hat 
"Music is, in sober fact, the only international lan¬ 
guage,” and that a knowledge and understanding of 
that language makes for better citizenship. 
The plans are in the making for the eleventh Biennial 
Convention. When deciding to assemble at Peterbor¬ 
ough we were influenced by the thought that in these 
unsettled times of warfare a pilgrimage to the shrme 
of America’s greatest composer would inspire a loftier 
patriotism and a renewed dedication to the highest 
ideals of the National Federation of Musical Clubs. 
Small Hands and Their Extraordinary Possibilities 
By Mrs. Noah Brandt 
Treatment of tiny delicate hands should be similar 
to that of the undeveloped voice. Both are equally 
dependent upon the proper placing and also the cor¬ 
rect development of the muscles. Chopin had a very 
small hand. “It was a wonderful sight,” said Stephen 
Heller, “to see Chopin’s small hand expand and cover 
a third of the keyboard. It was like the opening of 
the mouth of a serpent about to swallow a rabbit 
whole.” 
The usual opinion of the professional, as well as 
of the layman, is that a small hand is very detri¬ 
mental,—in fact, in every, way a .hindrance to ultimate 
artistry. Such, however, is a mistaken apprehension, 
as a small hand with a thumb of fairly good length, 
a stretch of seven notes from the first to the fifth 
fingers (at the outset) can, with proper manipulation, 
accomplish marvelous feats of virtuosity. Of great¬ 
est importance is the correct placing, which must be 
inside on the white keys, close to the black. Avoid 
drawing the hand in and out of the keyboard, as it 
is not only useless time and energy wasted, but results 
in a failure so disastrous as to be* utterly dishearten¬ 
ing to the one striving for real artistic effects. 
For the deep clinging legato, fingers would be ele¬ 
vated high for the attack, and as each one descends 
the action of the triceps must be felt in conjunction 
with each stroke of the finger. If the arm is completely 
devitalized (that is, the hand and arm entirely freed 
from stiffness) the result will be a large, resonant 
ringing tone. This can be attained after several weeks 
of correct manipulation. 
The fingers must be entirely rounded, well curved 
at the tips, and held firmly to the bottom of the key 
by pressure, until the next note is struck. Always keep 
in mind the complete relaxation of wrist, upper arm 
and elbow, when pressing the finger, 
When the lighter forms of legato are performed 
remember that the pp requires equally as much 
strength as the ff, only differently controlled. In the 
most rapid scale passages, while the fingers are close 
to the keys and move with exquisite lightness and equal¬ 
ity, the upper arm is continually bearing down, as the 
imeptus comes from the triceps; in fact, the entire 
piano playing is controlled by these muscles. 
Let Sixths Answer Temporarily for Octaves 
As an octave is an impossibility to a small hand, 
until development has taken place, the down-up mo¬ 
tions of the wrist should be played in sixths. This 
practice must continue until the hand has developed 
a stretch of nine notes, as the extra note is required, 
in order to hold firmly the first and fifth fingers, and 
also to allow the wrist perfect freedom. 
By the increased size of the flexor and extensor 
muscles, also the unusual development of the upper 
arm, as’ well as the muscles on the side of the hand 
controlling the fifth finger, the performer will soon 
realize whether he is gaining ground. Each day 
passages will be executed more fluently, fingers will 
become lighter and more flexible and gradually perfect 
strength and freedom will be attained. Bass notes 
become like the tones of an organ in quality, and the 
treble resembles a flute. The hand also will gain a 
stretch of two notes, and in some instances, when 
extremely flexible, three. The tiniest, weakest hands 
become firm and give a tone simply unbelievable. I 
speak from actual experience, and even at the present 
time am instructing a child of eight years, in posses¬ 
sion of a hand so tiny, weak, and delicate, that it re¬ 
quired a year of patient, judicious training, to stand 
firmly on the tips of the fingers. After this was ac¬ 
complished the progress was so rapid that she now 
performs the Mozart D Major Sonata, and similar 
equally difficult works, with an astonishingly large, clear 
tone, also interpreting, phrasing, shading, pedaling and 
etc., although for the latter she still requires the ex¬ 
tension, as she is very tiny. 
Other Aids to Development 
Another way to cultivate development is persistently 
to retain longer -notes for their full time value, as 
they are not only an aid to technical, but musical de¬ 
velopment, as well. 
The study of Bach’s Inventions, Preludes and Fugues 
is invaluable, not only in cultivating the taste and 
broadening the musical insight, but for the purpose 
of training the eye to notice the value of each note, 
thereby bringing out the harmony, which is invariably 
lost when the performance is a slovenly and indifferent 
one. Themes are also completely lost sight of. as the 
value notes generally form the themes; therefore, in 
order to do justice to the simplest compositions of 
Bach, value notes must be strictly observed. The lat¬ 
ter also aid in strengthening and developing the 
muscles, broadening the hand and aiding its greater 
flexibility. In placing the hand, especially a small one, 
be persistent in your efforts to keep the arm steady, 
and always preserve the most perfect legato possible 
between one note and the next. When moving from 
a white to a black key, or vice versa, always keep the 
hand inside the tips of the black keys, observing also 
the rules for relaxation. Even the smallest hands can, 
by observing natural laws of tone and technic, at 
length acquire reasonable virtuosity; even with large 
and powerful hands a disregard of these same laws 
would end in dire failure. How could octaves be ac¬ 
complished with ease, even by a good-sized hand, skip¬ 
ping in and out of the keyboard ? 
Unless a small hand is restricted by stiffness, a short 
thumb, inequality of fingers, and in every way impos¬ 
sible, it is no barrier to successful achievement as a 
THE ETUDE 
The Technic of Study 
By Leonora Sill Ashton 
. of any teacher would be at 
-tS pow.r of using Ih. ■» 
“Scales and exercises.” 
SrfwouTd S'TIreat many kinds of answer* ta 
they would all show that you had m your minds the 
• ■ y wn ;« co ably expressed in Louis C. Elsont 
MZk Dictionary, which defines the word “tectauf 
as “the mechanical skill of playing or singing. 
This as you can readily understand, pertains to the 
purely’physical power of the fingers or of the thron 
?n producing sound, without any reference to the im¬ 
agination of the player which is to give meaning to 
that sound. , . . 
All this is correct, but have you ever stopped to 
think that the same kind of mechanical skill is needed 
in the work of the brain as in that of the lingers? 
Let us see how this can be. 
Have you ever, in your music study, become verj 
much discouraged and downhearted over the am oast 
of work you wanted to do? 
An Oversupply of Material 
You sit down to practice. There are the exercises, 
the scales and arpeggios, which must all be learned 
and proper fingering and touch and hand moti on re¬ 
garded, before you come to your etude, winch is as 
pretty as a little piece itself, if only it were not so hard 
And there is the new piece, which you have not even 
read over, and the old piece to be polished, and the 
one to be memorized, and those others which you are 
supposed to keep practicing and playing for people 
all the time. How can you possibly ever see through 
this maze of practice? 
Now, in forming a tine piano technic you do not 
begin by throwing both hands on as many keys ai 
those hands will cover and making a terrible discord. 
You begin very slowly and surely to strike one key 
with one finger, the next with another, and so on. until 
that “mechanical skill” has become second nature to 
you. 
So with the technic of the mind. 
You will never accomplish any thing worth while if 
you place your mind upon too many ideas at once. 
It is easy for all of you to understand that there 
will be a blur and discord, just as that made by the 
hands, if you do this. 
Train your mind as you do your fingers—not one 
note at a time—but one principle of music at a time. 
If fifty seeds arc all planted in a small space they will 
crow-d each other out and hide the sun so that many 
will come up only to die. 
One Thought at a Time 
Hold one idea in your brain at a time and then 
the full light of your understanding will shine on it, 
and it must prosper. 
Let us suppose you give the first half hour of your 
practice time to exercises, scales and arpeggios—<® 
minutes to each. In every case banish all thoughts of 
the others completely from >-ou. 
Think only of the exercises when you begin. How 
your hand is to be placed, what touch you are to use. 
what rhythm is adopted, and think of nothing tltc- 
The scales and arpeggios will have their turn in time. 
You will never gain a good piano technic until you 
train your fingers to strike quickly and surely the notes 
you desire, and you will never gain the technic of study 
till you train yourself to concentrate your mind on one 
thing at a time. 
A Misunderstood Term 
Much misunderstanding in music is brought about 
by an inexplicable mistranslation of the Italian diminu- 
atives, dtto, ino, etc. In the term Allegretto, for in¬ 
stance, many students seem to think that the meaning 
is quicker than Allegro. The opposite is true—it lS 
slower than Allegretto. In the case of Andantino 
there is a still greater confusion. In fact, the balance 
of opinion, it is said, is in favor of considering An¬ 
dantino as quicker than Andante. This is obviously 
the Italian meaning, as it signifies less Andante, or less 
slow than Andante, which signifies slow or moderately 
slow. 
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ARMY MUSIC—Community Sings—Liberty Sings-NAVY MUSIC 
Why the Soldier Must Have Music 
By the Eminent Pianist 
JOSEF HOFMANN. 
It has been said that in the singing of choruses lies 
a strong unifying force, and the closer I regard the 
matter the more convincing grows the foregoing 
statement. In chorus singing a large number of people 
combine their efforts for a single and beautiful pur¬ 
pose; it not only unites people musically, but it brings 
them socially nearer to one another, which is of special 
value in such stirring times as the present. 
The history of music tells us that artistic music was 
far antedated by folk-song, and that chorus singing— 
except in the church—began with this type of music 
and developed largely on this line until it became an 
element in the performance of music of artistic 
merits, as it is at present. 
In normal times the choral forces may well serve in 
the rendition of oratorios and cantatas, but in a period 
of highly intensified patriotic fervor, the singing of 
national anthems and folk-songs rises to great im¬ 
portance and becomes a powerful unifier of sentiment 
and feeling. 
That this is an undeniable fact has been readily 
acknowledged by the Government, while General Wood 
has put this acknowledgment so strongly as to say 
that "it is just as essential that soldiers know how to 
sing as it is that they carry rifles and know how to use 
them.” The words of a man so experienced in the 
inner and outer life of a soldier as General Wood is 
known to be, surely have the greatest weight in such 
matters. He knows that a soldier's life, however in¬ 
teresting and fascinating it be in many 
respects, is nevertheless a stern one 
and that therefore—more than most men 
—a soldier needs some'hing that can lift 
him above his little daily cares and 
troubles. What can serve this fine pur- 
. pose better than the uplifting power of 
music? Moreover, as an outlet of in¬ 
dividual emotions and imaginings, it is 
the most natural one to mankind. 
The farmer at his field work hums a 
tune; the laborer, digging a ditch, sings 
to himself. Little wonder, then, if the 
desire for musical self-expression is 
shared also by the soldiers, who, after 
all, are recruited from the higher types 
of humanity as well as from the lower. 
The folk-song is the simplest form 
of music and as such it has always been 
the chief medium of musical self- 
expression with man and woman, 
whether rich, poor, educated or illiter¬ 
ate. Yet in times that have a tendency 
toward collectivism, as war times are 
bound to have, the simple singing of 
the individual had to be transformed 
into a chorus of thousands, if not mil¬ 
lions, and to accomplish this needful 
transformation, it required the organ¬ 
ized and well-directed efforts of com¬ 
petent people. Such efforts have been 
made by two organizations, now work¬ 
ing harmoniously together: the Na¬ 
tional Patriotic Song Committee and 
the War Camp Community Service, and results Have 
been achieved by them which not only fulfill but far 
exceed the fondest expectations. I have followed the 
progress of their work with the greatest interest and 
am glad, indeed, to witness their success in spreading 
the "sing” idea so rapidly over the camps of the whole 
country. 
That they have not limited their efforts to the 
singing of the soldiers themselves, but obtained the 
services of many prominent artists to play and sing to 
the soldiers is also very gratifying to know. It brought 
the soldiers into touch with high-class music, some¬ 
thing which at present they might have no opportunity 
to hear, but for the good work of the two 
organizations. It brings wholesome diversion and en¬ 
tertainment to the “boys” and it gives the artists a 
welcome opportunity to show them their appreciation 
and heartfelt gratitude for the great service they render 
to the country. 
I feel certain that everyone who is aware of the 
merits of these two organizations will join me in wish¬ 
ing the highest possible measure of success to their 
efforts and contribute generously to their support, for 
they add so much to the making of the life of our 
soldiers happy, as it should be, until they have to face 
the sterner duties on their ultimate field of action. 
The National Phonograph Recruiting Corps, 21 East 
Fortieth Street, New York, has been organized to meet 
the great need of the Army and the Navy for phono¬ 
graph records, etc., for the “boy” Major General J. 
Franklin Bell is the honorary President, while Vivian 
Burnett is the Chairman and organizer of the move¬ 
ment. If you have any slacker records that ought 
to be enlisted in the cantonments, trenches, ships or 
hospitals see that they do their duty by sending them 
at once, safely packed, to the above address. The de¬ 
mand is unlimited. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Commission on Training Camp 
Activities, Washington. 
To The Etude: September 16, 1918. 
I have your letter of September 9th, in which you 
state that you propose to make a “Department of War 
Music” a regular fea ure of your journal for the dura¬ 
tion of the war. The plan has my hearty approval, 
as I am sure it will help in carrying to the civilian pop¬ 
ulation much of the inspiration for war service that 
has been developed in the Army and Navy by means 
of music. 
We shall be glad to assist in so far as possible with 
material for this Department of your journal. 
Sincerely yours, 
Raymond B. Fosdick, Chairman. 
The New American Army Band 
What are the instruments in the American Army 
The Etude has received many inquiries, and 
letting the Government answer them through 
r Department of War Music. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
The Adjutant General's Office, 
Washington. 
September 23, 1918. 
acknowledge the receipt of your let- 
st., in which you ask to be advised as 
to the number and kind of instruments used in the 
band and the position of the players when the band is 
on parade, and to inform you as follows: 
Under instructions of the War Department issued 
August 29th. 1918, the new instrumentation for Amer¬ 
ican Army bands is as follows: 
c Flute.... (t! flutes for 1 French riorns . 4 
Band? 
The Etude; 
I beg leave i 
ter of the 11th 
a Sarruso- F Trombone . 1 
. 1 Bass Drum and Cym- 
& Triangle) I bals .. 1 
Total instrumentation, 48 instruments for 
Also, in addition to the 47 instruments 
named, there will be issued to each band 
2 soprano saxophones to be used for 
marching purposes in lieu of oboes; also 
one snare drum, to be played by a bas¬ 
soonist. The other bassoonist mentioned 
in the instrumentation will play Cymbals. 
Thus the weaker instruments are elimi¬ 
nated for marching purposes, and others 
of stronger tone are substituted. 
There is no positive order in existence 
as to th^ formation of bands for parades 
or concerts, the decision in such matters 
resting largely with the band leader, who 
is guided by the number of men and 
nature of instruments which he may 
have at the moment at his disposal. 
With 47 men and the instrumentation 
as given, an arrangement for the front 
rank should include six musicians, one 
bass on either flank, and four trombones 
in the center, and for the other six ranks 
grouping the instruments as near as pos¬ 
sible in families, with the seventh rank 
containing two snare drums, one bass 
drum and one cymbal player. In some 
instances bands are being arranged 
in such manner as will place the clario¬ 
nets and trumpets in the four front 
ranks, and w:th all the heavier instru¬ 
ments, including drums, etc., in the rear 
rank. As to concert formation, the nearer 
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the band can be grouped as to family relation, similar 
with, orchestral precedent, the better it would be for 
the1*ensemble and for control by its director. 
Very respectfully, 
i't Paul Giddings, 
Adjutant General. 
The Artists’ War Service League 
Mrs. Leopold Stokowski (Olga Samaroff) always a 
good friend of The Etude, has just sent us the en¬ 
closed announcement of the organization of a new body 
to'align the work of artists a little closer with the war 
purposes of the allies. Mrs. Stokowski has herself ac¬ 
cepted the chairmanship for the State of Pennsylvania. 
Announcement 
1. An organization called the Artists War Service 
League, has been formed for the purpose of assisting, 
as .‘far as its funds permit, those men in the military 
or naval service of the United States, who belong to 
artistic or literary professions. The association also 
proposes to help, as far as possible, the needy depend¬ 
ents of such men, thus inaugurating in this country 
the splendid work which has been done by the Ameri¬ 
can Friends of Musicians in France, the Aide Affec- 
tueuse, and other similar organizations. 
2. A committee of the world’s greatest artists in 
their respective professions has been formed, to act 
as a Membership Committee in sending invitations to 
artists and art lovers to become members of the League. 
This committee includes: 
Rudyard Kipling, representing Literature 
Enrico Caruso, representing Music 
Daniel C. French, representing Sculpture 
John Drew, representing The Drama. 
John S. Sargent has been asked to represent Painting, 
and will doubtless accept, as his distinguished colleagues 
have done, but as he is at present painting on the battle- 
froijt in France, and unable to be reached quickly, it 
has been decided not to wait for his answer before pro¬ 
ceeding with the legal incorporation of the institution. 
3. The headquarters of the Artists War Service League 
will he located at Room 1103, No. 1 West 34th Street, New 
Yoljk’ are the bankers for the fund raised !)'■ the League. 
Mr. .1. F. D. Lanier will act as treasurer. 5. Mme. Clara 
Clemens Gabrilowitsch has offered “Stormfield,” the home 
of her father, the late Mark Twain, in Redding. Conn., to 
be used as a convalescent home for soldiers and sailors of 
the artistic professions. Tlte equipment or running ot this 
home will be one of the first activities of the League. What 
it will mean to artists and literary men to regain their 
health in such surroundings is autl.v expressed in a letter 
which President Wilson wrote to Mrs. Gabrilowitsch, ap¬ 
proving the use of her father's house as a convalescent 
home. The President, after expressing appreciation of Mrs. 
Gabrilowitsch’s offer, says, among other things: 
"I have no doubt that there would be a great 
deal of inspiration to them (the convalescents) in 
the knowledge of the fact that they were being 
permitted to enjoy the hospitality of the daughter 
of Mark Twain, in a house which .was once his and 
1 tearing a name which would suggest to them Cap¬ 
tain Stormfield, of whom, of course, most of them 
would know." 
6. There will be three kinds of membership: Active, $25 
yearly : Sustaining, $10 yearly; Associate, $5 yearly. But 
the Membership Committee will also solicit Founders, who 
will pay the sum of $100 on entering the League, which 
sum will include the first year's active membership ($23). 
7. Membership will be open not only to members of the pro¬ 
fessions represented in the League, but also to the general 
public. 8. Branch committees will he established in many 
cities for the purpose of raising*funds, arranging benefits 
and placing men who have applied to the League for 
assistance. 0. Assistance will be given not only to Ameri¬ 
can soldiers and sailors, but to artists of the Allied Nations, 
should any such be in this country, having been wounded 
or having otherwise lost their health in war service. 10. 
If those who have derived pleasure and happiness from the 
work of artists in the past will but realize what it will 
mean to the men of these professions (who, through their 
sensitive nature, will suffer, perhaps, even more from the 
hardships of the war than'others) will find themselves in the 
care of their own people, so to speak, and to be helped 
either to resume the professions they had, or to learn 
others, if incapacitated, it is certain that these lovers of 
the arts will not refuse to assist, as far as possible, in 
making this Artists War Service League a success. 
, Mr. Raymond Hubbell, the well-known American 
composer of many popular successes (including Poor 
Buttcr'flv) is now organizing a huge Army Band like 
that of Lieut J. P. Sousa’s famous Naval Reserve 
Band. 
Sing “America” On Christmas 
Morning At Nine O’clock 
Last year, what was possibly the 
greatest continuous chorus the world 
has ever known, joined in singing 
“America” at nine o’clock on Christ¬ 
mas morning. When “The Etude 
proposed this idea last November, it 
did its best to make it wholly inde¬ 
pendent of this paper. It was too big 
and fine to be claimed by any group in 
any way. 
Fortunately it was taken up by 
newspapers in all parts of the United 
States and in England, so that all the 
people who love the Stars and Stripes 
knew of it, and on Christmas morning 
at the hour when all American family 
groups long to be together, they were 
united by the glorious spirit of song, 
though the individuals were separated 
by thousands of miles of land and 
ocean. 
This year the need is even greater. 
Millions of American men will be away 
from home. So, on the morning of the 
Christ Day look to your watches and 
no matter where you are, in the 
home, on the seas, in the cantonments, 
in the hospitals, in the trenches or on 
the streets, stop for a few moments and 
join with those nearest you, be they 
strangers or friends it matters not so 
long as they are lovers of America, 
and sing the great world chorus of 
“America.” 
The main thing is to spread the tid¬ 
ings. How? It was done last year with¬ 
out a dollar of expense, without a sin¬ 
gle commitee, without any weighty or¬ 
ganization, with nothing but the good 
will of thousands of Americans who 
wanted it so much that they asked the 
pastors in their churches to give it out 
from the pulpit, they asked the edi¬ 
tors of their papers to proclaim it, 
they wrote in every letter that they 
would be thinking of their friends the 
world over at nine o’clock on Christ¬ 
mas morning when they all joined in 
singing “America.” 
Whole cities united in the great fes¬ 
tival of song. Millions sang. In one 
Western city a song leader was ap¬ 
pointed for each block and the people 
came out of their houses at nine o’clock 
to send the great message to the boys 
“Over There” that they were singing 
in remembrance of them, the belfries 
rang the music to the heavens and 
America was glad that it was America, 
and could hold its head high among 
the nations of the world who love lib¬ 
erty, humanity and right. 
How Music Defeated Napoleon 
Music has the power not only to soothe but to rouse 
to madness. Napoleon, after his defeat in Russia, is 
alleged to, have declared it was caused by the Russian 
winter and the Russian army music; the weird and 
barbaric tunes of “those monstrous Cossack regi¬ 
ments” inciting the Muscovites to those furious at¬ 
tacks in which they wiped out the best regiments of 
the French army. 
“If thou shouldst lay up even a little upon a little, 
and shouldst do this often, soon would even this 
become great.” This saying of Hesiod (circa 720 B.C.) 
is as true today as it was 2,600 years ago. It applies 
not alone to money, but to attainment in knowledge, 
in technic, in repertoire, in reputation and even to one’s 
inner personality and character. 
THE ETUDE 
500 Lieutenant Bandmasters Needed 
Fivf. hundred bandmasters arc needed for the Ameri- 
can Army during next few months 
Musicians who perform on wind instruments and 
.-^otherwise well qualified as bandmasters, should ^ 
T at once to The Principal. U. S. Army Music Train- 
fng School, Governors Island, N. V Candidates pass- 
inv the required physical and musical tests will, after 
8 . .... tiie War Department, be commissioned 
!».!.. Army' TO, «hooU.,S3 
the Institute of Musical Art, of New \ork. Mr Clap* 
is the principal, and Percy Grainger is, we understand, 
Popular Music 
By T. L. Rickaby 
The teacher who condemns the so-called “popu¬ 
lar” music, who calls it “trashy." or •■low-brow” and 
who speaks of it contemptuously, instead of showing 
why it possesses no appeal for musicians, makes a nrn- 
take. It must not he forgotten that the notes, rests, 
time and key signatures arc identically the same as 
those used by the greatest composers that ever lived. 
So that popular music is not so much on a low plant 
as it is rrferely rudimentary, being built up on two or 
three chords. The "Composers” of this class of music 
know hut a few chords and use them all the time. 
The melodies arc not really composed <>r invented. Imt 
are often more or less close copies of each other, which 
is the chief reason they never last long. A famous 
educator once said “If you don’t want your boy to do 
this (and here the professor, with one thumb to Ins 
nose put his hands tandem-wise and wiggled bis spread 
fingers), teach him something better." So in regard 
to this “popular” bane of the musician’s existence. I« 
the teacher show the rudimentary character of its har¬ 
monic construction and the poverty of iis melodic 
invention, at the same time comparing it with music 
of a higher order. This will be “teaching him some¬ 
thing better," <&nd will prove an infinitely better plan 
than the use of ridicule or contempt. This latter 
reflects on the judgment and taste of those who use 
popular music, and is invariably resented, doing harm 
instead of good. Many people never develop a 
genuine appreciation of the licst music. The only way 
is to try to show the superiority of the one over the 
other, and to tactfully discourage the use of any 
except the best “Teach them something liettcr,” to the 
best of our opportunities and ability, letting the results 
take care of themselves. They usually do. 
Haydn and the Music-Seller 
By Alfred J. 1-awrence 
Haydn used to relate, with much pleasure, a dis¬ 
pute which he had with a inusic-scller in London. 
Amusing himself one morning, after the English fash¬ 
ion, in shopping, he inquired of a music-seller it he 
had any select and beautiful music. 
“Certainly,” replied the shopman: “1 have jusf 
printed some sublime music of Haydn’s.” 
“Oh!” returned Haydn, “I'll have nothing to do with 
that.” 
“How, sir, you will have nothing to do with Haydns 
music; and pray what fault have you to find with it? 
“Oh! plenty; but it is useless talking about it. since 
it does not suit me; show me some other." 
The music-seller, who was a warm Haydnist. re¬ 
plied, “No. sir; I have music, it is true, but not for 
such as you;” and turned his hack upon him. 
As Haydn was going away, smiling, a gentleman of 
his acquaintance entered and accosted him by iia"10 
The music-seller, still out of humor, turned round at 
the name, and said to the person who had just en¬ 
tered the shop: “Haydn! Ay. here's a fellow who 
says he does not like that gTeat man's music.” The 
Englishman laughed; an explanation satisfied the 
music-seller. 
Merry Music 
If there ever was a time for merry music it is n°w- 
The dirges will come; we cannot prevent them. ^ut 
let’s have all the merry music we can to offset the bit¬ 
terness of the dirge. Remember the famous line from 
Rabelais: “One inch of joy surmounts of grief 3 sP30’ 
because to laugh is proper to the man.” 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to "Row to Teach," “ What to 
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. 
Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to 
Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 
How Much Can be Taught ? 
“I am fifteen years of age, and play well, so 
people say. But my teacher teaches me absolutely 
nothing about music. I cannot afford to go sixty 
miles for a first-class teacher. Can I profitably 
study music from books, and can you suggest a 
listr—W. T. 
The problems ,of the piano teacher become more 
and more complicated daily, for the requirements of 
a musical education are constantly increasing. How 
much general information it is the teacher’s duty to 
impart to his pupils remains a mooted question. There 
is something to be said for those much-criticised teach¬ 
ers who are said to be delinquent along this line. We 
receive many letters from teachers who are in de¬ 
spair because ignorant parents will not permit them 
to teach musicianship, or even treat the matter of 
instruction seriously. The sole desire of such parents 
is that their children should play in an entertaining 
manner. Any deviation from this aim is resented. 
I have watched the workings in many conservatories, 
and have observed that in the majority of cases the 
free classes in general musicianship, so glowingly ad¬ 
vertised as an attraction, have to be made imperative 
for graduation in order to secure attendance, with the 
exception of the few with avowed professional aims. 
In my own student days I studied piano with some 
of the most famous names in the country. In every 
case they taught me to play the piano, taking it for 
granted that I, as a musical student, was studying the¬ 
ory and musicianship as well, but securing my .infor¬ 
mation from other sources. With the lesson hour oc¬ 
cupied with technic, etudes and interpretation, there 
was no time left over for the study of theoretical mat¬ 
ters. The real function of the piano teacher is to 
guide and train. He cannot make the study of the mu¬ 
sical art all-embracing in the short periods allotted for 
lessons. The most he can do is to try to stimulate 
the student to collateral study. I have remarked be¬ 
fore in these columns that the student whose knowledge 
of music is limited to what he hears at his lessons will 
know but little about his art The interest for collat¬ 
eral study should lie with the pupil The teacher can 
provide the initiative, and stimulate the pupil to make 
extensive study of all possible allied subjects. In jho 
elementary lessons many explanations along theoretical 
lines are necessary-, as the Acts are essential to the 
child’s understanding. 
You say in your complete letter that you have not 
yet become a regular subscriber to The Etude. This 
should be your first “book” providing you with all sorts 
of valuable and necessary facts and information of 
every description. Gibbons’ Catechism of Music, and 
Evans, Primer of Facts about Music will be very help¬ 
ful For a thorough understanding of the scales and 
arpeggios procure Cooke’s Mastering the Scales and 
Arpeggios. A thorough and careful study of this will 
give you the understanding you lack along this line. 
If you wish to take up the study of Harmony by your¬ 
self you will find Orem’s Harmony Book for Btginr 
tiers will answer your needs. 
Hand Touch 
"Can you give me an iflea of what the hand 
Lay the hand and arm flat on the lap. Now raise 
the hand straight up on the wrist as a hinge, permit¬ 
ting the forearm to make no motion. There was a time 
when this was all that was cc -idered in hand touch. 
Light staccato and octaves we: played with this touch 
and chords as welL In chords - slapping touch resulted 
which was neither staccato nor legato, and the effect 
was not agreeable except for occasional use. 
‘ This touch is used very sparingly by modem play¬ 
ers of the first order. Scientific analysis has resulted 
in a metamorphosis of the touch. Lay the hand again 
in the lap. With a slight upward thrust of the fore¬ 
arm throw the hand up with a perfectly loose fling 
from the wrist hinge. Let the forearm drop, pulling 
the hand with it Practice the same motions, using 
the third finger as if descending on a key. Study the 
motions until they change from ungainliness to or¬ 
dered and regulated accuracy. Then try on the key¬ 
board. With this touch you can produce very soft 
and caressing effects, the direct opposite of the original 
hand-touch effects. Many players still use the original 
hand touch in octaves, and in repeated chords, and it 
often has its legitimate employment If you will pro¬ 
cure Mason’s Touch and Technic you will find an elab¬ 
orate explanation of these hand and other touches in 
the first book, matter that will afford you a great deal 
of food for thought and study. These books should be 
in the hands of all progressive teachers whether they 
make use of all the principles taught or not. 
Playing In the Movies 
“X am teaching a girl of sixteen whose only 
ambition is to play in a moving picture house. 
Music Is the only thing for which she cares, but 
she Is too superficial to go deeply Into scales, 
technic and necesaary musical training. 8h 
now fairly well. Should she subscribe 
• Rat7 Time Review, and can she acquire enough 
faculty In & yearf—M. R. 
There are many grades of musical performance in 
the movie houses, from the play-anything-that-hap- 
pens of the small town piano, to the orchestras and 
great organs of some of the large city theaters. Natu¬ 
rally your pupil can only aspire to a beginning on the 
bottom round of the ladder, and, as to going higher, 
that will have to be deferred until after she has made 
a beginning. 
In the better class of movie houses there is a good 
deal of effort made to select music that is appropriate 
to the pictures. This not only requires facility, but 
familiarity with a wide range of music of all sorts. 
The scenes change so rapidly that consecutive musical 
effects are very difficult to maintain. The music which 
so well accompanies a sun-lit pastoral love scene is 
hardly suitable for the ensuing quick jump to a mur¬ 
der in an East Side den. It is the vain attempt to 
follow these quick changes that makes a travesty of 
many of the musical efforts. Essays used to be writ¬ 
ten on the inartistic nature of the old-fashioned med¬ 
leys, but what were they in comparison to the indiscrim¬ 
inately mixed salmagundi to which we are treated in 
many of the movie houses. Much better to find some¬ 
thing that is reasonably suitable and play it through 
to the end, a frivolous number for the Chaplin pictures, 
and something fairly good for the serious dramas. 
The most satisfactory music that tries to change with 
the picture is that performed by someone who is very 
expert at improvising, although, of course, it is of little 
artistic value. Some of the more important films have 
music especially composed for them, but this is out of 
the range of your pupiL 
Your pupil needs to practice the slap-dash style of 
playing, acquire quick facility in reading at sight, a free 
and easy manner of playing popular and semi-popular 
music, and make an effort to learn to improvise. Some 
can do this latter quite naturally and wander about on 
the keys in a manner good enough to provide such 
“fillers” as they are called upon to supply. Actual prac¬ 
tice begets facility. Whether or not she can become 
fitted for this work in a year depends upon how far 
advanced she is now, and whether or not she possesses 
the brilliant style by nature, and whether she is quick 
to learn. I have never seen the Rag Time Review, but 
it may be of help to her in a kind of music that will be 
demanded of her. In a small town she may get her 
first opportunity, and from that go to better things a« 
she gradually improves. 
I know a young man who has gotten along very 
nicely in one of the five largest cities in the country, 
playing in the smaller movie houses, although his ability 
does not exceed the fourth grade in musical perform¬ 
ance. The majority of his selections he has taken 
from The Etude, having had the musical pages of four 
or five years bound up in thin volumes. In these he 
finds all sorts of suitable themes, from oriental to re¬ 
ligious topics. With ingenuity your pupil may do 
as well, 
A Reader’s Letter 
We have received the following letter from one of 
the Round Table readers which opens up an interesting 
question:— 
ST 
“I was interested In the letter of G. F. and the 
answer in the June Etude, as the case ie similar to 
-X My chief difficulty lies in the fact that 
Dnpils are beginners of twelve or thirteen 
years,' and It is hard to find music suitable 
for them. All the beginner's music that I 
know, and all the ’methods’ are suitable 
for small children who never knew anything of the 
rudiments of reading. Now a bright girl of thir¬ 
teen, who has assimilated the public school course 
In muslo can easily read vocal music in all keys 
up to four sharps or flats, and needs only to be 
helped to apply this knowledge to the piano, so it 
seems too bad to keep her reading in only C. G. and 
F, with a short excursion occasionally into D or 
B flat, which seems to represent all the keys In 
which most of the easy music Is written. (The girls will probably take lessons only a 
couple of years, and will, therefore, be confined all 
their lives to the keys with which they have 
become familiar, and I am convinced that, they 
could learn any of the keys while acquiring famil¬ 
iarity with the keyboard, especially as they like to 
pick out hymns and part songs in keys beyond 
their present scale work. Can you name me any 
1. All elementary instruction, in any department of 
education, has proceeded on the principle of “From 
the simple to the complex.” 
2. It has been assumed also that the piano player’s 
education will not stop at the third grade, but will 
go on to more advanced keys. 
3. The familiarity of children with many keys 
through school work is of comparatively recent date. 
Hence has not been taken into consideration by those 
who write for beginners. 
4. Even now this school room familiarity Is by no 
means universal I have myself seen hundreds of 
young people who had graduated from the public 
schools who had pursued the music classes with such 
absolute inattention their knowledge was practically 
nil 
I agree with P. W., however, that there has been 
a tendency to underestimate simplicity in regard to key 
signatures. I have watched an experiment in which 
the second piece given to a pupil was in the key of G 
flat, and it was absorbed in the same matter-of-course 
way as would have been the key of G Other advanced 
keys she also learned with equal quickness. This opens 
up a subject for consideration among music teachers 
and composers of elementary pieces. There have been 
many strange discoveries as the world advanced, and 
the assumption that beginners can grasp only two 
or three keys may be found to be untrue. It is true, 
meanwhile, that most elementary pieces are written in 
the keys you mention. Here are some second grade 
pieces in B flat: At the Fair, Bugbee; The Juggler, 
Pendleton; Wayside Flowers, Engel; The Bream 
Fairy, Seeboeck. In D, To the Dinner, March, Engel- 
man; Slumber Song, Ferber; Little Drum Major, 
Engel; Slumber Song, Gurlitt; Homeward March, 
Lindsay; Rondo-Etude, Armstrong; Betrothal March, 
Lindsay; Outward Bound, Engelmaa; Royal Hunt, 
Holzer; Valse Serenade, Poldini. Cradle Song in A 
flat, Thome; Valse in E flat. Op. 39, Tschaikowsky. The 
following are in the third grade: In A flat, Walser, 
Dp. 9, Schubert; Badinerie, Horvath. In E flat, Lul¬ 
laby, Mallard; Berceuse, Berger; No Surrender 
March, Deeds of Valor, Morrison; Love's Nocturne, 
Ludebuehl; On the Lake, Williams. In B flat. At the 
Blacksmiths, Kling; La Bobilarde, Sartorio; Snow¬ 
flake Mazurka, Von Wilm; Twilight Song, Shackley, 
By Lantern Light, Rockwell; Night Thoughts, At the 
Brook, Franz; Margarita Valse, Farnsworth; Valse 
Venitionne, Ringuet; Slumber Song, in D flat, Op. 8z, 
Heller. In D, La Matinee, Dussek; Sonatina, To the 
Hunt, Horvath; In Pensive Mood, Crosby; Joyful 
Strains, Schoebel; Fleeting Pleasures, Loeb-Evans; 
Valse Coracteristique; Benedict March, Atherton, 
Echoes of Palermo, Bennett 
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The Vital Question of Finger 
By HARRIETT BROWER 
Technic 
The question of adequate finger technic is indeed a 
vital one to the pianist who is striving to master his 
instrument; to the conscientious teacher who wishes 
to train pupils in thorough methods of study and prac¬ 
tice; even to the beginner who expects to make a cor¬ 
rect start in his work. 
The question is: Shall we employ well-developed, 
free-finger action, thereby gaining independence and 
precision, or shall we use little or no finger action as 
a result of keeping fingers close to the keys? 
One would hardly think there could be two opinions 
on this question; it seems as though no thinking per¬ 
son could hesitate for an instant in declaring for well- 
articulated finger action. Yet there are many and 
varying opinions held on this vital point 
Is Finger Technic Out of Date ? 
It is indeed an unfortunate fact that many teachers 
and writers advocate fingers held close to the keys. 
They claim that anything approaching a high stroke of 
the finger is quite out of date; that it should be obso¬ 
lete, as it is not now used by artists and good players. 
Indeed they challenge any one to bring forward a good 
reason for using high finger actioa 
In answer to such a challenge let us say that if by 
the term “high finger stroke” is meant a greatly exag¬ 
gerated movement of strained intensity, no one would 
wish to advocate it But there is a wide difference 
between strained conditions and easy, free movements. 
If we are asked to substitute low finger movements, 
with fingers held close to the keys for well-devel¬ 
oped, articulate finger action, I am sure all well- 
trained, thoughtful, up-to-date teachers will thoroughly 
repudiate such a principle. They will disagree be¬ 
cause they know from experience that well prepared 
fingers, accustomed to decided finger action—or finger 
stroke—will play clearly and effectively. They will 
also disagree because, in watching famous artists dur¬ 
ing performance, they have observed the frequent use 
of very free finger movements; theirs is not all playing 
with fingers close to the keys by any means. Think 
of Hofmann, Gabrilowitsch and hosts of others. Wide¬ 
awake teachers are quick to note these facts and profit 
by them in their teaching and playing. But what of 
others who fail to make distinction between high, 
strained finger stroke and finger action combined with 
relaxed weight? Can we not make them comprehend 
this distinction? Can we not make plain the necessity 
of inculcating correct principles? If precision of finger 
stroke is acquired at the outset, clearness of tone and 
distinctness of enunciation will be the valued posses¬ 
sion of the player. If, on the other hand, fingers are 
held close to the keys at the beginning of study, there 
never will be clearness and distinctness till this vital 
fault is remedied, which will be found a very difficult 
matter when the wrong thing has gotten the upper 
hand. 
Mr. Richard Epstein, an authority on piano technic, 
remarked in a recent interview: “The lade of finger 
discipline in most students is surprising. To my mina 
the proper raising of the finger is almost more im- 
portant than the stroke itself. Equally important is 
the strictly motionless position of the finger in its 
raised position. The great problem is to develop a 
commanding technic on the piano based on two ap¬ 
parently contradictory methods—relaxed weight ana 
finger technic. Only in proper combination of both 
can correct piano playing be achieved.” _ 
The weight of evidence for the principles above 
stated, «. e., the necessity for finger action as well as 
for relaxed arm weight touch, is overwhelming. Quo¬ 
tations from great artists could be multiplied by hun¬ 
dreds. In this limited space, however, there is little 
chance to quote them. The reader is assured that from 
personal testimony, taken direct from the artists them¬ 
selves, I have been able to secure a valuable concensus 
of opinion in favor of finger stroke, well-developed 
finger action, decided finger movements, high finger 
stroke, or by whatever specific term the advocates of 
low finger stroke call its opposite. 
Vital Errors 
The advocates of low finger stroke, or fingers held 
close to keys, contend that a higher, more decided 
movement of finger will render the tone hard. This 
need not be the case by any means. A hard tone results 
from stiff wrists or arms. If these are pliable and 
yielding, the tone can be beautiful and mellow, even 
though the finger descends from a reasonable height- 
say an inch and a half descent 
Again, teachers who advocate fingers held close to 
the keys insist there is no reason to teach finger action 
to their pupils, since artists do not use finger action. 
This is another grievous fallacy. 
In the first place, scores of artists, many of them 
of the first rank, have assured me they were trained 
in the beginning to use clear decided finger action; also, 
that they continue to use finger stroke for all their 
technical study and for the slow careful practice of 
pieces. They do not throw away such a useful, vital 
principle as finger stroke, for they know full well that 
the beautiful clearness and limpidity in runs and pas¬ 
sage work, which they must have, to play artistically, 
is only secured and kept up to concert pitch bj means 
of just this distinct finger stroke. If those who, after 
hearing a great artist in recital, have come away be¬ 
lieving .he has no use for finger action, could just peep 
into his workroom the next morning, they would then 
see whether he is using finger action or not. They 
would see that, instead of holding fingers close tp the 
keys, as he seemed to do in his recital, he is playing 
with well-raised fingers, indeed with high finger stroke. 
Would they then be convinced of the truth, or would 
they still cling to their “close-to-the-keys” theory? 
Godowsky, certainly a high authority on piano technic, 
wasaTkednot long ago by the writer whether he found 
^ necessary to use high fingered actioa Indeed I use It 
now, a l the Ume,” hf replied, “whoever I wish dear- 
ness and accuracy, for technic or for a new compos,- 
tion, or for slow practice. 
The Truth About the Matter 
What is the truth then? Just this: The artist at his 
work may use finger stroke as much as he pleases, but 
he will not use it to such an extent in public. Before 
an audience be hides all effort, even the least appear- 
ance of effort In this one particular, at least, he never 
plays as he practices; they are two distinct processes. 
He offers the audience the finished product, with no 
semblance of the studio about it To arrive at this 
perfect mastery, however, he must study with all pos¬ 
sible precision and accuracy of movement Passages 
must be executed with well-prepared fingers, and with 
exact finger action; trills must be clear and well bal¬ 
anced and all finger movements under perfect control 
Artists have admitted this fact over and over again. 
Why not believe them? Why not give over the fallacy 
of trying to teach the young student to play the piano 
with fingers close to the keys? 
Why Wc Need to Establish the Principle of 
Finger Action 
Because we need clearness before anything else. If 
an actor tried to mumble his words through dosed lips 
we would have none of him. Yet the beginner, taught 
to hold fingers close to the keys, is just about as great 
a mumbler. 
Because we must establish correct movements of 
finger lifting and finger descent in order to secure good 
tone, control and velocity. And we must have finger 
action before we can secure tonal variety. 
Because piano music is made up of passages, scales 
and arpeggios, as well as chords, octaves and arm work 
If we. study the latter, never so correctly, and neglect 
finger development, we are quite one sided; we hare 
only looked at one-half the question; the other half 
remains untouched. 
When ShaO We Learn Finger' Action ? 
The time to secure these conditions is at the outset 
of study. The time to learn correct finger action is 
at the beginning, at the first lesson. Then there are 
no false notions to combat, the thought is plastic and 
can be molded and guided by right ideas. When clear, 
distinct finger movements have been established and are 
an unforgettable possession, modifications may take 
place. Velocity requires less movement of fingers; but 
♦hey have learned, through well raised movements, the 
necessary control which will enable them to play dose 
to keys with the same ^clearness they use when the 
fingers were raised higher. But this control would 
never have been gained had they begun with fingers 
close to the keys. 
Advice on Observing Repeats 
Iir classical sonatas, the first part of the first or 
principal movement leads to a “repeat” from the_ begin¬ 
ning : sometimes even the latter portion, containing the 
“working-out” and the “reprise,” was also repeated. 
At the present day, this first repeat is sometimes and 
the latter repeat always disregarded. 
The repeats which occur in the shorter movements, 
such as minuets or scherzos, are still observed, as for¬ 
merly, as they are often necessary to a true balance of 
musical form. 
The regular and usual performance of a minuet or 
scherzo demands a repeat for each and every section of 
the “Minuet” or “Scherzo,” and also of each and every 
section of the “Trio.” Then follows a “D. C Minuet” 
(or scherzo, as the case may be), and this time the re¬ 
peats are not to be observed. When not observing 
repeats, be sure to use the “second ending,” not the 
“first ending” to each strain, when both are provided. 
Occasional exceptions to this usage are found. 
Where they occur in Beethoven’s works he is always 
careful to give explicit directions; thus in the Alle¬ 
gretto of the Moonlight Sonata the direction occurs, 
“La primo parte senza repetitione” (the first part with¬ 
out repetition). On the other hand, in the Scherzos 
of the Fourth and Seventh Symphonies, when he 
wishes more than the usual scheme of repetition, he 
writes it out in full, to avoid possible misunderstanding 
on the part of the players. 
Why did the composers of earlier days make so much 
larger use of repeats? It is common to answer this 
question by alluding to the more leisurely mode ol lifo 
of our forefathers, and their greater toleration for 
long-windedness. While there may be some slender 
substance of truth in this view, it fails to account for 
the fact that many modern sonatas in performance 
without repeats are much longer than the longest ones 
of Haydn and Mozart performed with repeats. It is 
much more probable that the reason why repeats were 
more tolerable, or even enjoyable, lay in the chance 
for variety. The best harpischords, though far in¬ 
ferior to the piano in power and in minute expressive¬ 
ness, had a variety of tone possible which the piano 
does not possess, and it was considered good form to 
play the repeat with a different quality of tone, by use 
of a different stop or pedal. Then, too, it was quite 
the custom for the player to add various ornamenta¬ 
tion. If this were already done the “first time through,” 
it would be done still more elaborately the second time. 
One should not be haphazard in the playing of re¬ 
peats. Especially in the case of duets, trios and other 
concerted music, it is absolutely necessary to have an 
understanding between the players or a musical catas¬ 
trophe will result The safest rule is to observe all 
repeats except (possibly) very long ones, these last 
to be subject to special agreement In case nothing has 
been said about a repeat observe it. 
Among the many Excellent Features of the Christmas ETUDE will be a remarkable discussion of modern pianoforte playing, In which Harold Bauer, 
Rudolph Ganz, Percy Grainger, Ernest Hutcheson, Josef Hofmann, Alberto Jonas, Alexander Lambert and SIglamund Stojowskl will participate. 
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GAY AND FESTIVE 
MARCH 
From a set of successful teaching pieces entitled The House Party. Grade Illfc 
I Page 708 NOVEMBER 1918 AN ORIENTAL SCENE A characteristic number, of real educational value. Grade IH-g Allegro ma nontroppo M.M.J= 
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THE FTPRE 
ON PATROL 
MARCH 
In the real military style,two beats to the measure. 
Tempo di Marcia m.m. 126 
SECONDO 
MATILEE LOEB-EVAXS 
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SCARF DANCE 
DER SCHARPENTANZ 
Sc£ne de Ballet 
One of the most famouspiano pieces by a woman composer,effectively arranged m duet form. 
C. CHAMINADE 
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SCARF DANCE 
DER SCHARPENTANZ 
Scene de Ballet 
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THE ETVDE 
TARANTELLA IN A MINORriscilla RISHER>0. „ 
Copyright MCMXVI by The B.F.Wood Music Co. Internationr 1 Copyright secured 
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BOAT SONG Mrs.E.L. ASHFORD 
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INTERMEZZO 
A stronff and impressive number which will require careful melody playing and decided dynamic contrasts. Grade IV. 
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HAPPINESS 
Page 720 NOVEMBER 1918 
IN THE SWING 
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL 
A lively little teaching piece which may be either played or sung, or both together. Grade II. 
.Allegretto M.M.J=126 4 5^2 t .4 
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EFFIE LEVERING 
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HUNGARIAN LOVE SONG 
HUSH, HUSH, HUSH. 
A charming concert or recital piece,founded upon an old Hungarian melody. 
British Copyright secured 
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THE CASTLE GOBLIN 
SCHEBZO * MATHILDE BILRRn 
SPRING IS A LADY 
' LILY STRICKLAND 
Bold and vigorous, excellent for recital work. 
Copy; _;ht 1917 by Theo.Presser Co. British Copyright secure! 
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I WOULD SENT) TO THEE A ROSE • 
A quaint a flaVor of the oId EnSlish style.A real singer’s song. FLORENCE TURNER-MALEY 
is myheart I’d send thee. It mat-ters not th« <ri«w ua ona »k..Ue ..—i ki.„ o.— m__ 
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i Sw. Stop Diapason & Soft Reed 8' 
Registration: ] Ch. or Gt. Melodia 8' 
( Ped. Soft 16'& 8' 
An excellent opportunity for the display of contrasting solo stops in soft effects. 
Andante grazioso m.m.w^ 
MANUAL 
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Natural Memorizing 
By Mrs. John Edwin Worrel 
The writer once heard a band of na¬ 
tives in Alaska singing their songs to an 
accompaniment of drums. The songs 
had melody of a sort, rhythm and words, 
and everybody was singing, from the 
oldest squaws to the smallest papoose 
that was able to walk. They did not get 
the songs by visualizing a page of printed 
notes as they have no written language 
of any kind, but the melodies are handed 
down by ear, from one generation to 
another. 
The ability to reproduce, from memory, 
musical sounds and motions is a uni¬ 
versal talent, varying only in degree. 
Impressions Must be Definite and 
in Proper Sequence 
The brain can retain a melody or se¬ 
quence of sounds, or a succession of com¬ 
plicated harmonies, but it is necessary to 
give it a clean-cut impression of a com¬ 
plete thought, and not dole out the music 
in dribs (as some advocate), by learning 
one measure at a time. For example, 
should we try to commit the following:— 
was, was, jumped, eyes, there, and, bram¬ 
ble, his, town, he, he, out, our, wise, into, 
scratched, man, wondrous, a, and, bush, 
both, a, in, 
word for word, it would be a tremendous 
task, but if arranged in proper sequence— 
"There was a man in our town 
And he 7ms wondrous wise; 
He jumped into a bramble-bush 
And scratched out both his eyes.” 
—it almost carries itself, because its 
rhythm, rhyme and definite thought sing 
themselves into the mind with scarcely 
an effort. 
In addition to retaining the sequence 
of tones, the mind must hold also the 
fingering and shapes the hand assumes in 
playing. Any musician who has thor¬ 
oughly memorized a piece, can, by think¬ 
ing of it or hearing another play it, feel 
in his hands the impulses to make these 
fingerings and hand formations. Indeed, 
the unconscious memory of the fingers 
may even aid the brain. These three 
impressions, note-succession, fingering and 
band-formations are all received at the 
same time by the brain, registered and 
welded together. 
Actual Practice 
1. Select a piece and play it over sev¬ 
eral times all the way through to get a 
good general idea of the whole, but make 
no attempt to memorize, as yet. 
2. Look it over with the reasoning part 
of the mind; you find, for instance, that 
it has a first section with a definite and 
satisfying ending and note that, at the 
ending, the parts move parallel to each 
other up the keyboard. Then comes the 
second section which does not end of 
itself but resolves into a repetition of the 
first section. The third section is the 
same .as the second, resolving into the 
first, but note that at the final ending, 
the parts separate at the last measure 
and move in opposite directions. Any¬ 
one of the sections should, in memorizing, 
be practiced to a definite close. (The 
piece here used as an example was Giam- 
inade’s Scarf Dance; each piece should 
be analyzed according to its own peculiar 
structure.) 
3. Play correctly, being careful to ob¬ 
serve all expression marks, and above all, 
listen to what you are playing. 
After practicing a short time in this 
way, if you find yourself doing a sort of 
involuntary mental singing, you may feel 
assured that memorizing has already be¬ 
gun, and that from this stage on, the 
piece will almost play itself. 
Make no attempt as yet to play it from 
memory, but play for pleasure and listen 
for pleasure. Then some day, without 
thinking it out beforehand, sit down and 
see how much you can play without notes. 
If it all. comes, put your whole attention 
on the keyboard and you will find that 
watching the process of playing helps to 
fix the mechanical movements. 
4. If you get all of a section except 
a measure or so, play it over .again with¬ 
out notes, and usually the momentum or 
swing will take you through the missing 
measure. Then look at the notes to be 
sure it was correct. But if there are 
large blocks of hazy and indistinct im¬ 
pressions, abandon memorizing, and go 
back entirely to notes and play over and 
over again until you feel justified in mak¬ 
ing another attempt. At this second at¬ 
tempt the whole thing usually comes clear 
and distinct and nothing remains to be 
done except the polishing off, which is 
the most pleasant part of practice. 
Notes are only a series of complete 
and minute directions, through which the 
thought in the composer’s brain is trans¬ 
ferred to ours. The composer thought 
in sounds before he thought of notes 
and note-values for expressing his sounds. 
So, let us learn by sounds received 
through the ear, the natural channel. 
Teaching a Child of Five Years Her Notes 
By Mrs. W. H. Simmons 
Could the method now used in many 
schools, of teaching a child to read before 
she learns her letters, be applied to read¬ 
ing music? 
The writer tried it with her five-year- 
old daughter and found it a success. 
At the first lesson it was explained that 
the staff was like a ladder, whereby one 
either climbs step by step, or leaps over 
steps. 
For the first few lessons, I had to tell 
her what the first note was. This note 
she used as a “starter” and the other 
notes were taken by step or by leap from 
this note, the next note following, the 
preceding note, etc. She simply measures 
from one note to the next. 
U auxiliary notes lie next to the “start- 
er> ’ her fingers unconsciously follow her 
eyes, and move up the keyboard or down 
the keyboard, as the notes move up or 
down the staff. She does not really know 
at first what note or key she is striking, 
but understands the progressions. 
The bass notes are taught in the same 
way, the distance to the next note being 
measured by sight. 
After about five months of this method, 
with fifteen minutes daily practice, the 
child reads many scale and arpeggio pas¬ 
sages, as well, at least, as one in the 
second grade. Reading music, too, has 
become a sort of second nature to her, 
so that it apparently demands but little 
conscious effort; indeed, even conversa¬ 
tion going on about her does not seem to 
distract her attention seriously. 
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Care in Selecting a Vocal 
Teacher 
By Nelson A. Chestnut 
It is not the intention of the writer of 
this article to assail or to try to upset the 
various methods of vocal instruction of 
the present day. The chief difficulty at 
the outset would be the undeniable fact 
that there are many successful singers 
who have been taught by teachers with 
widely divergent methods. Yet, it is also 
an undeniable fact, and a lamentable one, 
that there are too few successful singers 
in comparison with the countless numbers 
of earnest, intelligent, capable students 
engaged in the study of voice culture. It 
is quite possible that those who succeed 
do so because of natural gifts and in spite 
of questionable methods. Gifted with 
native ability and aided by skillful coach¬ 
ing, which often is confused with instruc¬ 
tion in voice production, they achieve a 
certain degree of success and for a while 
are considered successful singers. Unfor¬ 
tunately, their success is short-lived. This 
is not entirely due to the fickle .public. 
Fame often is evanescent but after all 
is it not a matter of “the survival of the 
fittest?” The public cannot be blamed if 
it shows an unwillingness to continue to 
be pleased with a singer whose voice dete¬ 
riorates. For a time sentiment may play 
a part in keeping the singer before the 
public, but sooner or later the inexorable 
law “the survival of the fittest” will 
prevail. 
It is right here that the greatest prob¬ 
lem in the matter presents itself. If the 
prospective student has the time and 
inclination to do some “shopping” by hav¬ 
ing his voice tried by a number of vocal 
teachers he will probably learn at the end 
of the day that there are as many ideas 
and methods of voice production a's there 
are teachers and studios. If he be broad 
minded he will conclude that they all have 
the same goal in mind, but that they travel 
by different roads or methods. He may 
also believe, and rightly so, that not one 
of them would misdirect him, but, unfor¬ 
tunately, if the person is misdirected, the 
result is the same whether he be misdi¬ 
rected intentionally or not. 
In the absence of any standardization 
of the teaching of voice production the 
prospective student has no real guide in 
determining which teacher to select. The 
only proper solution under the circum¬ 
stances is to engage a teacher who has 
studied the art of teaching, for no matter 
how otherwise gifted a teacher may be the 
best teachers are those who have been 
taught how to teach. Certainly there are 
teachers who have achieved a certain 
degree of success without this preparation 
but they only prove the necessity of it 
for others. But, after all, they are in the 
minority, just as certain men who, in spite 
of limited education, attain to prominent 
stations in life. 
The trained teacher will know best how 
to present the underlying principles 
involved in the production of a true tone. 
He will not confuse or hamper the pupil 
with unnecessary technical exercises and 
minute explanations of movements of the 
throat and other parts involved in the pro¬ 
duction of a tone. He knows that the 
more he explains to the pupil as to what 
takes place in the proper production of a 
tone the more will the pupil be concerned 
with how the tone is produced rather than 
in the producing of it. 
Singing a Natural Function 
Fundamentally, singing is one of the 
most natural things in the world. A well- 
known singer has truly said of the voice 
and its use, “Its simplicity is its difficulty.” 
I am not now referring to artistic singing 
in the highest sense of the term, but 
rather to correct tone production and tone 
placing, the foundation of the art of 
singing. 
Accompanists and coaches with little or 
no real knowledge of the correct princi¬ 
ples of the fundamentals of correct tone 
production often are engaged by singers 
who lack musicianship and interpretative 
power themselves. To one who has been 
grounded in the art of singing, but lacks 
the musicianship just referred to, the 
services of a coach should be of great aid. 
But to the beginner the only proper course 
to pursue is to seek a teacher who is a 
trained teacher and is able to do success¬ 
fully that which he seeks to instruct. 
A beginner should beware of the 
teacher, who, in the prime of life, is 
unable to successfully demonstrate that 
which he attempts to teach. There surely 
must be something wrong with the 
teacher who, in the prime of life or even 
before that, has either lost his voice or 
plainly shows that he no longer sings well. 
“Don’t do as I do but do as I tell you” 
is an unsatisfactory answer. It is unrea¬ 
sonable to suppose that such a teacher can 
be a succesful one in the true sense of 
the term. If his own failure is due to 
faulty methods, the same methods would 
produce the same results in others. If, 
on the other hand, he presents a method 
which he claims to have evolved as the 
result of mistakes in the instruction 
which he received, it is only fair to 
expect him to show some satisfactory evi¬ 
dence of the success of the method. 
The only safe course, therefore, for the 
prospective student is to seek intelligently 
a teacher who understands the voice and 
who has been trained to teach singing. 
Right Concentration 
If the singer will concentrate his whole 
attention on the musical intervals of his 
song as they follow one another, which, 
of course, should include the vowel be¬ 
longing to each tone, he will obtain in¬ 
stantaneously the precise degree of ten¬ 
sion in the vocal cords required for each 
tonal pitch, and at the same moment also 
the adjustments of parts above the larynx 
required for the perfect resonance of 
both pitch and vowel. In other words, 
the resonator will adapt itself automat¬ 
ically to the completed vocal tone, which 
is nothing more nor less than tonal pitch 
and vowel in unity.—Clara K. Rogers. 
The ear is to the singer what the eye 
is to the painter. It first informs the 
mind what to desire, and then it prompts 
the will in action to obtain it—C. K. R. 
A Neglected Organ 
Out of hundreds of students, whose 
fitness to become singers I have been 
called on to test, I have found not more 
than ten per cent, whose ears were sensi¬ 
tive to the different musical intervals. For 
the most part they were unable to repeat 
any three or four given intervals which 
were played or sung to them consecutively. 
From this I naturally concluded that if 
they had no perception of definite musical 
sequences it could hardly be expected that 
they would be able to detect the subtle 
variations in tone quality which either 
make or mar the voice. My advice to 
these, when asked, was, to take up mil¬ 
linery, run a steam laundry, or devote 
themselves to any congenial occupations 
not depending on the sense of hearing. 
Why is the Ear Overlooked? 
Yet, among these there were doubtless 
many who, had they from the beginning 
received proper musical training, could 
have become good singers. Excellent 
vocal organs and fair intelligence were 
not lacking, the only thing they failed in 
was the power to distinguish between one 
kind of sound and another. A painfully 
noteworthy fact was that most of these 
young people had received vocal instruc¬ 
tion from some teacher or other in some 
part of the world or other, and that none 
of them seemed to have any idea that a 
musical ear had anything to do with sing¬ 
ing! Apart from amazement that the 
training of the most essential faculty of a 
singer should be so grossly neglected 
there is something more which invites 
our grave speculation. How does it come 
about that the keen auditory sense so nat¬ 
ural to children should deteriorate in sue! 
an alarming degree with the develop¬ 
ment of other faculties? The conclusion 
I have come to, is, that the methods of 
voice training so widely used are purely 
mechanical and that no appeal is made to 
the musical sense. Yes, surely, systems 
that are mechanical, masquerading as sci¬ 
entific are answerable for the mischief! 
We have all of us been taught that the 
disuse of any part of a living ’organism 
results in atrophy of that part. From 
which it is easy to deduce that the audi¬ 
tory nerve, if not duly called upon to play 
its part in stimulating, prompting, and 
taking note of the voice, must gradually 
lose, first, the habit, and later the faculty 
to perform its allotted function. The in¬ 
struction so widely given both in our 
schools of elocution and singing regard¬ 
ing the different vowel positions in the 
mouth, as set forth by Alexander Mel¬ 
ville Bell in his treatise on Visible Speech. 
is, in my opinion, answerable for the dull 
ears which we are deploring, because it 
draws the attention of the pupil to the 
tongue instead of the tone, thus permit¬ 
ting the auditory nerve, which conveys 
sound to the brain to take a rest. The 
rest habit soon becomes permanent so 
that soon the ear is no longer concerned 
in the sound of the voice. This, briefly 
stated will account for the startling dis¬ 
closure of unfitness for artistic singing 
which it has been my lot to make. While 
we must feel unceasingly grateful to Dr. 
Bell for all he has done for deaf mutes 
and others afflicted with deafness, by his 
wonderful system of visible speech 
through consonant and vowel placements, 
we cannot uphold it as a system to be 
adopted by normal beings. We can only 
view it in the light of a crutch to a crip¬ 
ple. Regarded as such, it is indeed an in¬ 
estimable benefaction, enlarging the pos¬ 
sibilities of happiness and development to 
the cripple; but when applied to normal 
beings it ceases to be beneficent for it 
limits and restricts the natural functions 
of the ear, and inhibits thereby the use 
of some of the finer and higher percep¬ 
tion. No one who has ever heard a deaf 
mute speak can have failed to notice the 
harsh, unmusical tones of the voice and 
the exaggerated way of enunciating 
words. Even the most intelligent of these 
has never acquired the faculty of produc¬ 
ing sound which is even passably musical. 
Is this not proof positive that the vocal 
actions, unguided by the ear, are not to be 
relied on ? 
I doubt very much that Dr. Bell ever 
expected his system of visible speech to 
be adopted in schools, alike for those who 
do not hear and those who do! The in¬ 
evitable result of the misapplication of a 
good thing is forcibly manifested in the 
voices of the average singers and speak¬ 
ers of to-day, yet there are actually those 
who declare that "to know speech by its 
sound alone is not to know it.” Accord¬ 
ing to Dora Duty Jones in her Technique 
of Speech, it is necessary to see the 
spoken word! It would he equally rea¬ 
sonable to claim that you should hear a 
picture! Per contra, hear what Charles 
Lunn says in his Philosophy of Voice. 
“There is a common superstition that a 
man ‘cannot hear his own voice.’ In 
point of fact, it is the exact opposite, for 
a man trained to perceive hears his own 
voice better than any one else, for he 
hears it both subjectively and objectively. 
A student should be his severest critic, 
and in exact proportion as he does hear 
himself, so he has the capacity to beau¬ 
tify his tone, and in no other way can he 
beautify it.” Never can the singer ex¬ 
pect to reach that spontaneity of expres¬ 
sion which is inseparable from beautiful 
and artistic singing until the ear can be 
relied on as sole stimulus and director of 
all and every part employed in their 
manifold different adjustments of the 
resonator, so subtle, and almost imper¬ 
ceptible in their nature. It follows, then, 
that when the ear is defective from in¬ 
curable causes, singing should not be 
attempted, because such tone production 
as can be accomplished through the con¬ 
scious placements of the parts employed 
can neither give any pleasure to the lis¬ 
tener, nor afford the singer the joy of 
self expression. 
Study Your Pupils’ Auditory Sensitiveness 
It therefore behooves every teacher in 
every singing school, 1st. to ascertain the 
possibilities of each student to recognize 
the. sound of the different musical in¬ 
tervals ; 2nd. to reproduce these intervals 
with the voice: 3rd, to distinguish be¬ 
tween one quality of tone and another 
when sung either by the teacher or him¬ 
self. Though the response to thete tests 
may in many cases be far from satisfac¬ 
tory, yet there is some hope, for even if 
there exist some little perception of the 
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difference between one interval and an¬ 
other, and one kind of sound and another, 
there is at least some foundation to work 
on and the auditory nerve can, by proper 
training,*be stimulated to act efficiently. 
It may, perhaps, also be discovered that 
some slight physical disturbance at the 
entrance of the eustachian tubts is pre¬ 
venting the perfect connection of the 
auditory nerve with the brain, which dis¬ 
turbance may be set right by a throat 
specialist. Here, again, would be a case 
not to be given up in despair. The rem¬ 
edy should be sought and the improved 
physical condition followed' up closely 
with a thorough course of ear-training. 
Let me repeat, then, that the ear is the 
one and only efficient means of obtaining 
from our vocal apparatus musical tones 
that are beautiful just as the eye of the 
painter is the one medium through which 
he must work. As the eye of the painter, 
in studying his subjects, becomes more 
keenly and intelligently observant day by 
day, so does the ear of the singer, by 
constantly listening to musical intervals 
and tone-colors, gain an acuteness and 
power of analysis. The more the teacher 
calls the singer’s attention to the dif¬ 
ferent subtleties in tone modulation and 
color, in a purely asthetic sense, by point¬ 
ing out the peculiar value of these dif¬ 
ferent tone-tints both in lyrical and 
dramatic expression, the further on the 
road to developing a full-fledged artist 
he will be. 
An Intelligent Pupil’s Question 
Once, a pupil, having the rare habit of 
doing some thinking on her own account, 
said to me: “I can understand that the 
ear receives sound—and even that it can 
discriminate between a good sound and 
a bad one just in the same way that in 
our mouths we taste something not only 
as bitter or sweet, but having some spe¬ 
cific flavor, but I do not see how the ear 
can influence the tone of the voice be¬ 
fore it is produced. The ear cannot con¬ 
ceive sound, can it?” I answered, no, it 
cannot conceive sound of itself, because 
it is only a duct communicating with the 
brain. It is the brain that both perceives 
and conceives the sound of the voice 
transmitted to it by the auditory nerve. 
Both brain and ear, however, are mutu¬ 
ally dependent oil each other. The brain 
cannot prompt you to sing without the 
cooperation of the ear, nor can the ear 
prompt you without the cooperation of 
the brain. 
Pupil. “Do you 'mean me to under¬ 
stand, then, that when I hear a particular 
sound that I wish to reproduce with my 
voice my inner ear conveys to my brain 
the exact sound I want to hear?” 
Yes—the sound will be conveyed just 
as you hear it—if you hear it imperfectly 
your brain can only conceive the sound 
imperfectly, and your vocal organs will 
reproduce it only imperfectly. You see, 
then, that it is really the brain that sings 
—that plays on your vocal instrument as 
with mental fingers—cothpelling thereby 
all the different parts of your vocal and 
speech organs to act together harmon¬ 
iously as do the hammers, dampers and 
connecting joints of a pianoforte when 
you strike its ivory keys. 
Put no Trust in Mechanical Maxims 
I hope that I have now given my read¬ 
ers a sufficient reason to be convinced 
that such directions for the placements of 
the tongue in forming the different 
vowels as—High Front, Mid. Front, Low 
Front, High Middle, Mid. Middle, Low 
Middle, High Back, Mid. Back, Low 
Back—are not only useless but harmful 
to the singer who is thereby forced into 
direct consciousness of the tongue to the 
detriment of the tone; that anyone who 
is dependent on such instructions for cor¬ 
rect voice production has not the neces¬ 
sary qualifications for a singer and should 
therefore be dissuaded from wasting life, 
energy, time and money on the vain at¬ 
tempt to achieve the impossible; that the 
ear is the musical conscience of the 
singer; that like the conscience the ear 
can be rendered dull, or put to sleep alto¬ 
gether by refusing either to appeal to it 
or to listen to its appeal.—Clara Kath¬ 
leen Rogers. 
“Our Daughter Is Not a Chorus Singer” 
By Ralph M. Brown 
The attitude of young soloists, and 
sometimes their parents, toward singing 
in a chorus choir or the festival choir of 
their local city, is often a mistake. There 
is a great deal to learn from chorus or 
choir singing. 
To become familiar with the choral 
classics such as the Messiah, Elijah, etc., 
there is no way equal to actually partici¬ 
pating under the direction of a capable 
leader. When later in her experience a 
young singer is called upon to sing the 
solos of such works, there is no coaching 
which can be done in a private studio 
that can in certain respects equal the 
routine drill of the chorus rehearsal. 
The opportunity, too, of hearing famous 
soloists at rehearsal, the means employed 
by directors to secure satisfactory results, 
and the general working of the wires 
behind the scenes, so to speak, familiar¬ 
ize the young aspirant with many of the 
necessary adjuncts to the artist routine; 
in a manner that sitting in the audience 
will never disclose. 
The same is true of amateur theatricals, 
and the greatest benefit can be secured 
from such participation, even if the stan¬ 
dard is not always up to the mark desired 
by director and participants. 
Taking part in any public production 
in any capacity is enlightening, and helps 
make the well rounded and experienced 
singer in later years. 
The only danger is in over-participa¬ 
tion and the natural temptation to over¬ 
use the voice before it is properly placed. 
These points should be kept well in mind, 
and where there is the least sign of 
fatigue all the director’s coaxing and 
urging should not get any more attention 
than it deserves, for if he knows his busi¬ 
ness he understands he is asking too 
The above is a suggestion to those 
young singers who, not appreciating its 
benefits, rather look down on the chorus 
singer, and plan to step fresh from the 
studio into professional solo singing. 
In this connection, too, it might be 
said that even if your voice be a high 
soprano it is very beneficial to sing the 
second voice in a ladies' quartet; you 
will find it a great help in reading. In 
like manner the high tenor and basso will 
find it helpful to sing on the second tenor 
and baritone voices. This thought is 
nothing new. Mendelssohn long ago en¬ 
couraged his young friends to do so. 
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Department for Organists 
Edited for November by HAMILTON C. MacDOUGALL 
'■The eloquent organ waits for the master to waken the spirit. Dot 
iffl 
The Organist As Church Musician 
By Hamilton C. MacDougall, Professor of Music, Organist and Choirmaster of Wellesley College, Mus.D. (Brown University), 
In everything manner counts. You be¬ 
gin to like or dislike the violinist as soon 
as you get his full length on the stage. 
The attitude of a pianist at the keyboard 
either suggests power and gives us con¬ 
fidence or something less inspiring. You 
judge a musician somewhat by the ele¬ 
gance of his studio or by his bearing in 
social intercourse. In like manner, no 
matter how clever an organist may be in 
the actual performance of the music be¬ 
fore him, he may make a good impression 
or a poor one by the way he handles the 
details of the service. 
In truth the organist in church has a 
threefold personality. He is a musician 
and therefore must play correctly; he is 
an officer of the church and must play 
religiously; he will fail in his duties if he 
be not a bit of a psychologist. Let him 
answer three questions. Do I conform to 
the high standards of my profession? Is 
the music I select and style of playing I 
affect in church secular? Do I consider 
the reactions from my performances? 
Beginnings: the Prelude 
If the time of beginning the Prelude is 
fixed by the organist and therefore un¬ 
known to the congregation, remember 
that the abrupt, somewhat unmodulated 
tone of the organ will startle the ears 
of the congregation. Do not begin the 
Prelude with a loud chord. Is there any¬ 
thing more boorish —musically speaking 
—than the rude interruption of one’s be¬ 
fore-service' meditations by an unex¬ 
pected, noisy chord from the organ? If 
the day is a festal one, like Easter or 
Christmas, the Prelude may—ought to be 
—joyful and full; blit even then it is well 
to introduce it by a brief bit of music, 
crescendo motto; for example, if the Pre¬ 
lude chosen be Wachs' Hosannah! begin 
thus 
stopped or open diapason (box shut), 
adding stops in appropriate order (box 
opened gradually). When it is fitting to 
begin the Prelude fortissimo or even 
forte it will be readily sensed by the 
organist. . . 
A different order of beginning is neces¬ 
sary when the church has a bell. The 
organist will, no doubt, have discovered 
the pitch of the bell and will take care to 
choose the key of the Prelude with that 
in mind. If the bell be pitched on “F 
a Prelude in F or B flat or C will not 
be troublesome; but if the Prelude key be 
G or E or G flat, etc., a brief introduc¬ 
tory modulation on soft stops will be 
necessary. If the key of the Prelude and 
the pitch of the tolling bell are related, 
any Prelude will follow without aesthetic 
disturbance, since the congregation ex¬ 
pect the organ to begin and are on the 
lookout—consciously or unconsciously— 
for it. 
Whatever the intellectual or emotional 
keynote of the service as a whole may be, 
it is certain that it ought to be medita¬ 
tive at the start; it is also certain that it 
is in the power of the organist to help 
and to hinder. If the idea of meditation 
is the correct one it will be seen at once 
that Wachs’ Hosannah!, with its stirring 
rhythm would be highly unsuitable for 
any save a festal service whose motifs 
are life and buoyancy. 
All music in church must be made to 
sound as if it belonged, not like some¬ 
thing brought in from outside. 
The Hymn-Tune 
After the hymn is- announced the con¬ 
gregation is expecting the tune tb be 
played over and it is, therefore, quite 
possible to begin it with any combination, 
loud or soft, thought proper, without 
incurring the penalty of an aesthetic 
crime. Some organists begin the hymn- 
tune for congregational singing by strik¬ 
ing the soprano tone a beat in advance of 
the first chord. The advantage of this is 
that it serves as a rallying point, gives 
the congregation time to get its breath 
and give the first chord its proper length. 
To begin the hymn-tune without the an¬ 
ticipatory tone cuts off a portion of the 
first chord of the tune. Personally I like 
the preliminary notice which the fashion 
gives, it corresponds to the slight intro¬ 
ductory motion that a conductor makes 
before bringing down his baton on the 
first beat. Many excellent players object 
strenuously to this way of beginning on 
the ground that it is both amateurish and 
unnecessary. But to get an excellent 
start without using the anticipatory tone 
it is necessary to play the tune so that 
from the last note in each stanza of the 
hymn to the first note of the next stanza, 
the elapsed time shall be the same; in 
this way only can a congregation set to 
know when the next stanza is going to 
begin and thus get the full time of the 
first chord. 
Organists who do not sing have their 
own peculiar faults; one of these is al¬ 
lowing too little time between the stan¬ 
zas of the hymn. It is an excellent plan 
to follow carefully the various stanzas of 
the hymn in order to get the sense of the 
words and make appropriate registrations. 
The Anthem' 
Here again, the congregation is expect¬ 
ing the music and the playing may begin 
at once off the prelude to the Anthem as 
written. If there be no written prelude 
the organist will necessarily either impro¬ 
vise one or take four measures of the 
Anthem itself for the purpose; if the 
former, let the last chord of the pre¬ 
lude end on the dominant chord of the 
key; if the latter, be careful to take the 
exact tempo and style of the Anthem. 
The second method has thus an advan- 
Prof. Hamilton C. MacDougall. 
tage in giving the choir a valuable cue; 
sometimes, however, the bald repetition 
of the four measures of the Anthem sug¬ 
gests poverty of resource. 
The Postlude 
At this point it is true that the congre¬ 
gation is expecting the music; but since 
after the Benediction there ought to be 
a moment of quiet—perhaps five seconds 
in length—the organ ought again to be¬ 
gin piano, and not interrupt the presum¬ 
ably solemn impressions gained at this 
point by the organ’s stiff, hard, unmodu¬ 
lated tone. Begin rather on the softest 
slop, increasing quickly but smoothly to 
the combination selected for the begin¬ 
ning of the Postlude proper. 
Endings: The Prelude 
One must always bear in mind that the 
perfectly even, unmodulated tone of the 
organ is like nothing else in our musical 
experience. It attacks our ear, holds our 
attention with a sustaining power un¬ 
equaled by voices or by any other in¬ 
strument or combination of instruments, 
and when it ceases it stops as abruptly 
as it began. What psychologists call "re¬ 
action” must be taken into account in any 
discussion of the way to handle the organ 
in church. The positive, abrupt, aggres¬ 
sive beginnings and endings, quite proper 
when one is playin ga recital, produce an 
undesired reaction when employed in 
church. This consideration justifies the 
diminuendo ending on the organ for 
nearly all final chords in the Prelude. 
Anthems and Hymn-tunes. There are 
exceptions to this, of course, but on the 
whole it is a rule. 
I am bound to admit that this rule is 
by no means universally approved by 
organists; some of the best men in the 
profession set their faces against any¬ 
thing of the kind. The arguments against 
it . are based largely on the fact that in 
concert practice we play our music as it 
is written, adding nothing and taking 
away nothing; and that to tack on a 
diminuendo ending to the Finale of the 
Beethoven Fifth Symphony—to take an 
example—would be a crime against art 
and nature. 
I am not so sure about that. If it be 
granted that Beethoven’s Finale be a 
proper Prelude to a church service I am 
quite convinced, for my part, that after 
its conclusion something to let the con¬ 
gregation down from its state of excite¬ 
ment would have to be done; what better 
could be imagined than a long, impro¬ 
vised diminuendo balancing the long and 
exciting coda with which Beethoven's 
immortal work concludes. We all must, 
I think, concede the unsuitability of much 
fine music for church use; it is too sen¬ 
suously stimulating, too rhythmical, too 
active in suggestion. But if we once 
concede this we have admitted my main 
plea, which is that in many respects the 
selection of music and the handling of 
the organ as a concert or recital instru¬ 
ment is not necessarily a model for the 
church service. The modifications I am 
suggesting may not be the ones that are 
most suitable, but modifications of ordi¬ 
nary concert procedures are necessary. 
As a test case let us consider a piece 
like Allitsen’s The Lord Is My Light 
The piece is jubilant, strong, virile, full 
of motion, life and energy. I remember 
hearing the accompaniment played by one 
of my friends, a most capable concert 
and church player. He ended it for¬ 
tissimo, the final chords as clear as if 
they had been snapped off with a whip: 
a splendid bit of strong, aggressive play¬ 
ing. The chords actually bit chunks out 
of the silence that followed, and I. for 
one, felt as if I had been dropped from 
the steeple’s top to the sidewalk. As a 
performance it was splendid, but as 
church playing it jarred as something 
strangely out of keeping. Or. take Gou¬ 
nod’s Unfold, Ye Portals Everlasting 
from The Redemption. There are some 
fifteen or twenty measures following the 
magnificently effective chorus; the for¬ 
tissimo is kept up to the very last bar, 
and an added or further climax is given 
in the last measure by a chord on the 
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brass, fff. Was it not at some moment 
like this that the minister began his 
reading of the Scriptures with the verse, 
“And after the uproar had ceased"? 
Surely in both these cases there must be 
a coda, so that the reaction from the tre¬ 
mendous volume of sound shall not be 
painful. 
The diminuendo on a single chord is 
managed as follows: let us suppose that 
the final chord is played on the full great 
with full swell coupled, swell box open; 
transfer the right hand, after reducing 
the great somewhat by using the pistons, 
to the swell manual, without making a 
break, following this by the transfer of 
the left hand to the swell. While this 
lias been going on, the great to pedal cou¬ 
pler has been taken off, and the swell 
reduced somewhat. The swell box may 
now be shut, and at the same time more 
stops taken off, until the swell is reduced 
to the softest stops; the final step is to 
drop off . the notes of the chord from 
top to bottom allowing the pedal note a 
moment only, to hold on after the last 
manual tong. In all, this reduction ought 
to take from four to six minutes. The 
improvised coda will naturally take more 
It can easily be carried to an extreme, 
this process of “tapering off”; I have 
heard the last pedal tone prolonged (espe¬ 
cially if off a fat-scaled Bourdon) when 
I would have killed the organist on the 
spot had I access to the organ loft. In¬ 
dulged in as I have tried to describe 
above, I believe the practice to be aesthet¬ 
ically sound. 
Here, again, one needs to remind one¬ 
self that there are cases where the last 
organ chord, if played diminuendo, would 
cancel the whole effect of the Anthem or 
Voluntary; organists of taste will recog¬ 
nize these places readily on their occur- 
The Hymn-Tune and the Anthem 
What has been said about the Prelude 
applies equally to the Hymn-tune and 
Anthem. It is necessary to take into ac¬ 
count the reaction to these on the part 
of the congregation. In Hymn-tunes the 
Amen is usually an example of the di¬ 
minuendo ending, and its excellent effect is 
generally acknowledged. This, doubtless, 
explains the universal adoption of the 
Amen at the close of a hymn, even when 
it is clearly inappropriate. A jubilant 
hymn might well be ended with a fortis¬ 
simo Amen, the tapering off by the organ 
following; where the choir are well 
drilled and quick to take a hint, the Amen 
can be taken in a high position so as to 
be more effective. 
A Caution 
In all that has •been suggested in regard 
to the various modifications of concert 
practices recommended for church play¬ 
ing, tile organist needs to be careful not 
to prolong the service or so to embellish 
it as to make himself a bore. I have 
known men who felt so sincerely their 
religious responsibility for the service 
that they overdid it and became nui¬ 
sances ; these cases are not common, it is 
true, but they do exist. 
Smoothness 
What is “smoothness”? Ever since I 
began to play the organ I have heard 
"smoothness” named as a desirable quality 
for every organist to have, indeed, an in¬ 
dispensable quality. It by no means fol¬ 
lows that a good recitalist is a smooth 
church player; conversely, many an ex¬ 
cellent church player is an indifferent con¬ 
cert performer. For many years I thought 
that "smoothness” referred simply to 
legato playing, and it was not until I was 
musically thrown on my own resources 
that it occurred to me that by the word 
was meant a general ease and competency 
in the management of all details of the 
service. The music must flow on with¬ 
out hitches or breaks, one thing must be 
succeeded by another naturally, the reg¬ 
istration must be planned and brought 
about as planned; there must be nothing 
spasmodic. 
It takes both experience and long prac¬ 
tice to arrive at the sort of playing known 
as “smooth.” Some of the things that 
contribute to it are (1) a good legato 
where legato is indicated; (2) perfect 
pontrol of all beginnings and endings; 
(3) noiseless registration; (4) perfect 
rhythm in all preludes, hymn-tunes, 
anthems and accompaniments, with abso¬ 
lutely no loss of time for registration ; 
(5) easy transitions from manual to 
manual; (6) avoidance of violent con¬ 
trasts, as from soft to loud or loud to 
soft, unless specifically called, for; (7) 
appropriateness of registration, particu¬ 
larly as regards solo and accompani¬ 
ment; (8) perfectly distinct, but quiet 
phrasing; and (9) where transitions are 
needed, covering up all joints and seams 
so that the music seems continuous, 
avoiding the awkward pauses character¬ 
istic of the incompetent. 
Registration 
There are, properly speaking, no rules 
for registration ; yet it is possible to sug¬ 
gest certain principles that are helpful. 
The old instructions bearing on the 
subject always dragged in a certain 
amount of elementary acoustics, valuable 
enough to be sure, but not very practical. 
After explaining that (1) the open diapa¬ 
son 8’ octave 4’, twelfth 2 & 2/3', and 
fifteenth 2', represented (3) the funda¬ 
mental tone with its second, fourth and 
fifth overtones, and that the mixtures 
(of various ranks) added some of the 
higher overtones, the teacher had told 
very little. From this elementary acous¬ 
tical knowledge sprang the absurd rules—■ 
absurd so far as real helpfulness goes— 
that “The octave must never be used 
without the open diapason.” “The 
twelfth must never be used unless the 
open diapason and octave are drawn,” 
Any person with brains can see that, 
when the stops named are used to build 
up tones after nature’s manner, the rules 
given are apropos: but there is no reason 
why the octave, or the twelfth cither, 
may not be used as solo stop if it fit the 
music one is playing. 
Here are a few helpful things to say 
about registration, (a) See that the ac¬ 
companiment is softer than the melody, 
when two manuals are used. (b) Choose 
contrasted tone-colors for the melody 
and accompaniment, (c) If the melody 
is played on a reed or pungent string tone 
let the accompaniment be on a flute tone. 
(d) Do not accompany a flute-toned solo 
by a reed or pungent string: the latter 
cuts through the flute; as a demonstration 
of this play any simple hymn-tune 
through with left hand, using doppel 
flute, gross flute, melodia or a fat 
stopped diapason or gedackt, the right 
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band using clarinet, oboe, or viol 
d’orchestre; now change about and note 
how the reed stop cuts through the flute 
tone, but when the flute tone is under¬ 
neath the reed or pungent string, no mat¬ 
ter how much louder the flute may be 
than the reed or string, the flute will not 
"queer” the combination. (e) Accom¬ 
pany a flute solo by a neutral-toned stop 
like a dulciana or a soft diapason. (1) 
In making a crescendo add stops in the 
order of their softness, beginning with 
the softest, (ff) In making a diminuendo 
push in the loudest stops first, (h) It 
the pedals are used they should be cou¬ 
pled to the accompaniment—if coupled at 
all—and not to the solo combination, (t) 
Changes in registration ought to be made 
during the rests, or at the beginning or 
end-of phrases. (/) The rhythm must 
never be lost the merest fraction through 
shifting stops; if the desired change can¬ 
not be made, dispense with any change of 
registration at the point. (k) The cres¬ 
cendo pedal is not designed for use in 
small effects: if you must use it, do so 
only for the biggest climatic effects or 
when you need a'sudden'burst of fortis- 
The fundamental principle underlying 
all registration is this: Do not take the 
congregation into your confidence! When 
you' make a pause in your playing the 
congregation knows that you are hunting 
around for a stop: you are taking the 
congregation into your confidence. When 
you change stops in the middle of a 
phrase instead of at the phrasing point 
the congregation is very well aware of 
the change: you take the congregation 
into your confidence. 
Registration is a matter of personality 
or temperament largely ; therefore do not 
hesitate to experiment with the stops of 
your organ, in private. It may be a small 
organ, but you can be assured that there 
is more in it than you have yet discov¬ 
ered. Your friend from across the way 
will play a while on your organ and you 
will hear sounds from it of which you 
never dreamed it capable. (1) Try every 
stop in the organ singly, in the top, mid¬ 
dle and bottom of its range. (2) Try the 
four-foot stop an octave lower than the 
normal pitch. (3) Try these again, add¬ 
ing a soft dulciana 8'. (4) Try the six- 
teen-foot stops alone an octave higher 
than the normal pitch. (5) Try these 
again adding a soft 8' stop. (6) Try 
every stop singly as a solo stop, not only 
at the normal pitch, but at the octave 
higher and the octave lower. (7) Be 
sure that in trying every possible combi¬ 
nation that you do not fail to try those 
combinations that you are morally 
(though not aurally) sure will not be 
worth the trouble. By "try” or “trying 
I mean playing for a few measures both 
in chords and as a solo. You will dis¬ 
cover many unusual and good combina¬ 
tions. Make a mental note of the effec¬ 
tive ones and remember in what sort of 
passage they sounded well. Nothing is 
learned in registration without experi¬ 
ment. 
Fight against “rubber stamp’ registra¬ 
tions ; leave your favorite combinations 
alone’ for a week and your thumb pistons 
alone for a month, and note the improve¬ 
ment in your coloring. We all fall into 
amazingly lazy habits: we love the ruts! 
In Conclusion 
To become a good church organist is 
no small achievement, for it sometimes 
seems as if the church organist begins 
where the recitalist leaves off. The 
former needs all the execution of the 
latter, but the latter has never been com¬ 
pelled as a recitalist to consider “begin¬ 
nings” or “endings” or “smoothness.” 
Reactions are outside his sphere of ac¬ 
tivity except as they arise in moving from 
piece to piece in his program or as they 
may be a factor in the general impression 
made by his personality on his audience. 
Many things the concert player must 
learn when he sits on the bench Sundays. 
To be a good church player is to be an 
artist in a field little known to the ordi¬ 
nary musician and often little appreciated. 
• - 
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios 
By James Francis Cooke 
Price, $1.25 3 , 
Covers the entire subject from beginning to end 
Read these unusual testimonials from 
World Famous Teachers and Virtuosos: 
Gabrilowitsch: “Um^uaUy KiUd ((and^ valuable book^^Sm’ ai tan(i_ 
“Most excellent, Extremely thoroug Liebling: “Most practical 
“Very valuable and useful. fc.mil Lieoung 
presentation imaginable of an all important su jec . 
a copy “On Sale” Send for a copy 
THEO. PRESSER CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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A Puzzle 
(Play exactly as written.) 
r R a 
“f 
Do Organists Practice? 
When will organists realize that it is 
their duty, which they owe to their 
church and themselves, to practice not 
one hour a week, but at least one hour a 
day? I am not advocating an impossible 
ideal, for I am very busy with teaching, 
daily choral services and practices, but 
yet find time to spend on an average 
about one hour a day at the organ, and 
far more frequently at the piano.. (Oh! 
that I could give more.) 
Again, I always make it a point of 
selecting my Sunday voluntaries on the 
Monday before; consequently, during the 
week am able to work up some difficult 
pieces for services and recitals, which I 
give frequently. The fact is that organ¬ 
ists (and teachers) make rules for their 
pupils’ practice but fail to do so for 
themselves; and in conclusion let me 
state that good, old maxim, “where there’s 
a will there’s a way.” 
The way will not be very difficult to 
find if looked for with the determination 
to practice; then only can we expect peo¬ 
ple to listen to and enjoy our preludes 
and postludes. In this way we get credit 
for ourselves and for the church with 
which wc are connected.—(F- R- C- U.) 
Transposition of Hymn- 
Tunes 
In the ordinary congregation there are 
so few people who can sing higher than 
E flat, or at the most, F, that the organist 
ought to consider this fact when he 
plays the hymn-tune. I always play 
Jerusalem the Golden (Ewing) a semi¬ 
tone lower than written; even then it is 
high. Le Jeune’s lively tune to the same 
words is quite as effective in congrega¬ 
tional use if in G, instead of A flat. 
Henry Hiles’ fine tune, St. Leonard, is 
entirely too high in G; in F it goes well. 
Diademata, Elvey’s tune to Crown Him 
With Many Crowns is a trifle better a 
semitone lower, since the general range is 
high, though the top note is only E. 
Nicsea (Holy, Holy, Lord God Al¬ 
mighty) by Dykes, Laudes Domini 
(When Morning Gilds the Skies) by. 
Ilarnhy, Ellers (Saviour. Again to Thy 
Dear Name We Raise) by Hopkins, and 
Eventide (Abide With Me) by Monk, are 
excellent examples of successful liymji- 
tunes of moderate compass. 
Sometimes, though not often, tunes 
need to he raised in pitch. I always play 
Melita (Eternal Father, Strong to Save) 
by Dykes, a semi-tone higher, for the last 
four measures seem to need something of 
the kind. Twilight (Now the Day Is 
Over) by Barnby, has an exceedingly 
low spprano, which disports itself exactly 
in the weakest part of a woman's voice; 
this was manifestly done for the sake of 
the tenor part, which is so high that it is 
impossible to transpose the tune upward 
even a semi-tone.-(H. C. M ) 
AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS 
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Violin Questions Answered 
e hundreds of thousands of 
’ in the world, so it is very 
irs Is genuine. Still it is 
X. E. D.—The Etude will soon publish an 
•> Manv left-handed persons play the violin, 
using the bow In the left hand. When this is 
Hie case the instrument is adapted to the 
changed conditions by exchanging places of 
the sound post and bass bar, and changing 
the position of the strings. If the study of 
n,« violin is taken ud during childhood by a 
in many eases possi- cliild, it 
e right hand. 
r, using the 
nd, it is 
Nicolas, the well-known Mirecourt (French) 
maker, 1757-1833. lie made many good violins 
of the Stradivarius model. There is a very 
large nuir” ' **—' •* w'~ 
md you of tile! 
could n 
pass bn its value without seeing 
J. l„—It Is practically useless to commence 
the study of the violin unless you can devote 
at least one hour a day to practice. Two 
hours would be better, for unite a little can 
lie accomplished in 
aetlee 
G. R.—For cleaning your violin you can 
use the following mixture: raw linseed oil, 
S parts; oil of turpentine, 3 parts; water, 
5 parts. Any druggist can make this up for 
little o 
repairing of the violin can only be done after 
years of experience, and a thorough knowl¬ 
edge of the violin. 
T. de W—Take your old violin case to a 
harness maker, to be re dressed. An old case 
which is badly scuffed can be made to look 
almost new when treated with a coat of 
harness dressing. This preparation will not 
S. H. K—The Ldgeiide by tbieniawski is 
one of the most beautiful and effective solo 
pieces in the literature of the violin. Tile 
word means a legend or romantic story. This 
composition can he mastered by a violin 
student who has a good working knowledge 
of Kreutzer. 
J. Y.—It Is probable that the cracks in the 
top of your violin would have to be repaired 
J>y taking the top off the violin and setting in 
little cleats or discs across the cracks on the 
inside. No one but an experienced violin 
repairer can do this work without Injuring 
the tone of the violin. 
W. r>.—Because so much depends .on a 
pupifls talent and the amount of time he 
devotes to practice, it is impossible to ans¬ 
wer your question as to how far advanced 
a pupi 1 ^ should be after three years' study. 
daily will advance as much in one year ns a 
dull pupil who docs little practice in four 
years. 2. The best violin hows are mat 
Pernambuco wood, whiclt comes from S 
America. 3. A knowledge of the violii 
slsts a mandolin student because of the ...... 
ilarlty of left-hand technic of both instru- 
autliorities the violin is the most dlfflcuh 
of all Instruments to master in its highest 
perfection, it is not so difficult to learn to 
play violin music of moderate difficulty in a 
passable manner, if one lias talent and a 
good' teacher. 
“CEnr.”—For the violin pupil who wishps 
to study harmony, you could not do hotter 
than get Itarmnnn Book for Begin* 
— . .wards Preston Ware Orem. 2. The study by Iiavld, 
r clean dry cloth. Some- and the passages from the Mozart Hondo 
.  ."-•' *' you send, are most effectively rendered with 
spring bowing. This bowing is executed 
from the wrist, in such a manner that 
the stick vibrates, causing the crisp, stac¬ 
cato effect of the hair on the strings. Start 
' nving in the middle, with very short 
times where the rosin  .. .. 
accumulate for a long time around the bridge. 
It will be found impossible to remove it. 2. 
The hair of your bow. if dirty, can lie 
cleaned with snap and water. A little brush 
Is handy for doing the work. Re ^careful ^not 
is thoroughly dry, It should be treated with 
powdered rosin, 'and then rosined thoroughly 
on the cake of rosin. 
no, of the 
. . e E string is at the left and the G 
string at the right. 3. The length of time It 
would take you to get sufficient technic on 
the clarinet to do professional work would 
depend on your talent, and the amount of 
practice you devoted to it. If you have some 
knowledge of music, you might he able to do 
the easier kinds of professional work with 
two years' hard practice. To do symphony 
work and standard overtures might take six 
or eight years, or even more. lou can get 
clarinets from $20 up. You will need a set 
of two, an A and a B fiat, for orchestra work. 
Bands have parts for the B flat clarinet as 
well. There are two systems of clarinets, 
"regular” and "Boehm," of which the Boehm 
is preferred bv the best professionals. A set 
of two clarinets suitable for professional play¬ 
ing would cost you from *75 to $100 (regu¬ 
lar system), and from $125 to $150 (Boehm). 
These are retail prices, and you might get 
them for less if you had any way of getting 
a discount from list prices. A single clari¬ 
net would do while you were learning, and 
you could got the other as soon as you were 
ready for professional playing. (In case you 
?et only one clarinet, get the B flat one.) 
ou had better get low (internationalI pitch, 
as this is now almost universally used by the 
best bands and orchestras. 
G. T.—In haring a new neck put on your 
old violin you must he careful that the origi¬ 
nal head and scroll are preserved and grafted 
on the new neck. A flrst-rate violin repairer 
will do this so cleverly that the joints will 
hardly show, and a easual observer would 
hardly know that a new neck had been put on. 
I>o not leave such work to a carpenter or cabi¬ 
net maker, no matter what his ability. Proper 
. - for the study of tone produc.. 
the violin than the scales, played with long 
bows and very slowly. This work should lr 
done entirely from memory, so that a cor 
stant watch can lie kept to see if the bowing 
is being done parallel to the bridge, and that 
the hair is kept at a proper distance from 
the bridge. The mind should he kept con¬ 
centrated on tile quality of tone being pro¬ 
duced. One of the reasons why there is so 
much bad violin playing in the world is that 
violin students give so little attention to 
these slow tone studies. 4. The violin Is 
admirably adapted to life work of voice train¬ 
ing of children's voices in public school work, 
and Is much used for this purpose all over 
the world. Of all instruments the violin is 
most like tile human voice, and this being 
the case it naturally gives the children the 
best model after which to pattern their tones, 
next to the human voice itself. Besides this 
the tones of a well-played violin are an in¬ 
spiration to the children, which is lacking in 
the case of any other instrument. It is found 
in addition that children, even the dullest- 
eared among them, can find a tone when 
played on the violin when they might fail If 
it was played on the piano or some wind 
instrument. In my public school days in the 
city of Cincinnati. I remember that the violin 
was used exclusively as a voice trainer, in all 
the grades below the High School, and with 
surprising results. 
M.-B.—Not knowing how far advanced yffu 
are. I cannot advise you what solo pieces' to 
prepare for an examination by a violin 
teacher in order to 
talent. Your best co 
the music you have ,,_ 
exercises and pieces, so t .. _ 
idea of what you have done in the limited 
that he will he more interested in hearing 
you play scales, and in your tone production, 
position, Intonation, than in hearing you 
play solos. 
Pulling Together 
By w. F. G. 
Too many musicians seem to think they 
can aid themselves by “knocking” the 
others of the profession. This is'a seri¬ 
ous mistake. 
The individual teacher is built up in 
proportion as the profession increases in 
public esteem. It is so’ in all social, 
business or financial matters. Working 
together is the secret of all mass progres¬ 
sion. It underlies the progress of the 
family, the nation, or a profession. Pull¬ 
ing together for the correction of abuses 
within the profession gives it dignity and 
progress; but harsh words flung at other 
members of the guild only tend to lower 
the speaker in the eyes of the public, 
not to exalt him or create the impression 
of his greater rectitude or ability. 
on FreeTrial 
YOU may have your choice of ._______ 
X Then, if you decide to buy, you may pay the rock-bottom price at the rate of a few cento a day. If 
you do not want the instrument, send it bacL The trial does not cost you a penny. 
too Tears of \l/| Write Today for Our - ■ ■■- 
Instrument Making |f* 176-Page Catalog / The Ruclolp 
The name "Wurlitzer9* etamped on musical instruments has stood for the highest Jr 8°* 
known musical instrument, every one sold to you at direct-from-the-manufac-^ // S.WabaJfA^cS^go.' 
turera price. We have supplied the U. S. Gov t with trumpets for 55 years, * Gentlemen—pi-*—- 
Send the Coupon ^ 
terested in and we’ll send you the big 176-page book free and prepaid. * ™ame-. 
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Thanksgiving Music 
A Selected Offering of Excellent Suggestions 
for a Dignified Musical Thanksgiving Service 
In addition to these numbers the Theo. Presser 
Co. carries in stock Thanksgiving Music of all 
publishers. The numbers listed below and 
others on hand gladly sent for examination. 
ANTHEMS FOR THANKSGIVING 
6952 And God Said Let the Earth. 
6282 Awake, My Squl, to Sound 
His Praise. Harry Hale 
6280 Come and Worship the Lord. 
Schoebel  
10138 Come Sing Before the Lord. 
Kindness. E. S. Barm- ,.. . 
6286 I Will Magnify Thee. De Reef 
10370 It is a Good Thing to Give 
Thanks. Patty Stair_ 
10875 Lest We Forget. Bohannon.. 
6082 Let the Righteous be Glad. 
C. Darnton  
10782 Lord God, We Worship Thee! 
Stults  
10912 Lord is My Light T. D. 
Williams. 
6209 Lord is My Strength, The. 
T. D. Williams. 
5964 Lord of the Harvest, Thee We 
10011 Make a Joyful Noise Unto the 
Lord. E. A. Mueller. 
5953 Make a Joyful Noise Unto the 
Lord. Simper  
10958 O Be Joyful. Carlo Mora. . . 
Manifold. 
Bruce Steane . 
10582 O Lord, How M 
Albert Ham ... 
10788 O Lord, How 
Pierce  
10312 O Lord, How Manifold Are 
Thy Works. Easthani.... 
15574 O Lord of Hosts, Almighty 
King. Stults . 
10434 0 Praise the Lord. Stults.. 
75 O Praise the Lord, All Ye 
Natione. Danks . 
10008 Our Country. (Festival 
Choral March.) Whiting. 
10358 Praise the Lord, O My Soul. 
10004 Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem. 
C. Darnton . 
10889 Kejoice, O Ye Righteous. 
Bruce Steane. 
6289 Rejoice, the Lord is King. 
W. Berwald . 
10208 Sing to the Lord of Harvest. 
F. H. Brackett. 
10095 To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts 
We Raise. W. Berwald. . 
5950 To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts 
We Raise. Dressier. 
15559 We Praise Thee. Hosmer.. 
10073 Worship the Lord. J.' L. 
1 Go Out With Joy. 
SONGS FOR THANKSGIVING 
| 12852 Hymn of Thanksgiving, . 
DUETS FOR THANKSGIVING 
4467 I Will Magnify Thee. Sop. 
and Tenor. F. G. Rathbun 
6468 Song of Praise, A. Sop. and 
5193 Be Glad, Ye Righteous. Mez.- 
Sop. and Tenor, or two 
equal voices. E. F. Marks..$0.30 1 Baritone. G. Goublier 
ORGAN MUSIC FOR THANKSGIVING 
13709 Allegro Moderato in G 
12957 Alleluia” Geo. ’ Noyes Rock 
well . 
. .$0.50 
40 
13147 Marche Pontiflcale. 
Roland 
' Rend’ L. 
13494 Song of tl 
11351 Spring Song. 
Mendelssohn .... 
11937 Triumph Song. Rola 
3277 Praise the Lord! Med. (Fr. 
Whiting- 
nil Diggle 
Theo. Presser Co. Music Publishers, Dealers Philadelphia, Pa. 
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A Flower Program 
Abbie L. Snoddy . , 
A flower program makes a pretty re- T™mpet Flowers.• Behr 
cital, and would be very attractive if The First Violet . Lichner 
year ter us uu  ~ given jn costume. A dainty crepe paper he fink ...Christian! 
do something for which someone else d representing a flower may easily A Lonely Flower  Alehin 
... , .1 1 r 1 . . , r Tlir> H nrcrpt-me-not . . 
Thanksgiving 
Thanksgiving is, of course, a time to 
give thanks for what we have, but this 
l t do more than that, 
do so e 
will be thankful. , be made for each performer. 
Do you not think it would be nice if The following selections are tuneful 
every Junior Etude reader would give a and suitable for first, second and third- 
“Benefit” for some branch of war-relief grade pupils: 
work in Thanksgiving week? March of the Flowers (4 hands), 
Do it in your clubs and classes, and do Marker 
it all by yourselves—that is, do not ask 
help from older people—and do not tell 
anyone but your teacher what it is to be. 
It would be so encouraging to feel 
that while you are doing your bit in this 
way every other Junior reader is«doing 
the same thing at the same time. 
Some of you might try the tissue- 
paper recital described in this issue, and 
charge a small admission. If any one of 
you can draw you could make window 
cards to advertise your entertainment. 
After the recital have the entire audience 
join in singing choruses. 
Others may like to dance. Have sev¬ 
eral of your friends learn a few pieces 
of dance music to play, and take turns 
playing for the dancing. Then have a 
tin bank, and every one that dances must 
put a penny in the bank every time they 
dance. Have this party end in chorus 
singing, too. 
And here is another idea for some of 
you who live where there is lots of snow 
at Thanksgiving time. 
Have a coasting party, and each person 
put a penny in the bank for each coast! 
Of course, this must end in singing, too, 
for singing sounds so very wonderful 
out of doors in the snow. 
Or some of you might—well, we will 
not make any more suggestions. 
Put on your thinking caps to-night and 
think up some original way of making a 
little money for your favorite branch of 
war-relief, and write and tell us what 
you did, .how much you made, and for 
whose benefit. 
Be sure to close your entertainment, 
no matter what it may be, with chorus 
singing, to follow out the “Community 
Sing” idea that is going to make the 
United States a singing nation. 
he Fo get-
Dandelions  Ralston 
Rose Petals . La^'.s°n 
Pansy   K}em 
Morning Glory ._Ll.ell"er 
Hedge Roses (4 hands!.Spindler 
Military Drill 
There is nothing in our thoughts these 
days as much as our men in service and 
all things military, so we are keeping 
quite in the spirit of the times when we 
think of our scales and exercises as 
military drills for our fingers. And, 
really, they are a sort of military drill 
after all. are they not? 
Military drill is going through certain 
exercises—dry, uninteresting ones, some¬ 
times - for the sake of putting the 
muscles of the body in good condition, 
making the brain work quickly, and put¬ 
ting the will under strict discipline. It 
is making men, a lot of them at once, 
think quickly and act in unison at the 
command of a superior. 
We may think of our ten fingers as the 
men, our exercises the drill, and our 
brain the officer who gives the orders. 
The orders must be obeyed quickly and i 
well. 
If the thumb hangs down and out at I 
inspection give it a demerit for being \ 
out of formation. 
If the second linger breaks at the joint 
give it a demerit for not standing up. 
When you play your scales or exer¬ 
cises ascending call "Squads right,” and 
if any finger plays a wrong note or does 
anything out of order give it a demerit. 
When descending call "Squads left," 
and make your fingers obey. 
If any finger is particularly disobedi¬ 
ent give it a punishment of "Guard Duty" 
and make it practice all alone for a few 
minutes. 
You will find that your brain will make 
a very good officer, and your ten fingers 
will be much improved by their military 
training. 
The Junior Etude War Blanket 
The first Junior Etude Blanket is finished, and here is a picture of it! Qne day w|,en j was sjx years c 
This was made from the first ninety squares received which were donated by Mother was sewing and mv two older 
My Ambition 
(Prize Winner) 
One day when 1 was s 
the following 
Fiances Heed, Mildred Sbippei 
McClendon, Josephine Cook Kaglj 
Angela and Agnes FI-" ““ “m 
Hilda Cummins, Eliz 
Nelson, Edith U. Ila 
—r* nigh 
Izabeth Hodge. Anna Kill 
lamiltou, Helen A. Ilami 
Answer to September Puzzle 
1. Faust. 
2. Carmen. 
3. Huguenots. 
4. Martha. 
5. Norma. 
6. Mignon. 
7. Rigoletto. 
8. Herodiade. 
9. Traviata. 
10. Lucia. 
Prize Winners 
Katherine Byrd, Calhoun. Ga. 
Louise Verdel, Normal, Tenn. 
Elma Armstrong, Calistoga, Cal. 
brothers were playing with their 1 
and I with my dolls. Mother stopped 
suddenly and asked us what did wc want 
to be when we were grown ups. My 
brothers answered and when it came 
around to me I said “nothing" and went 
on to dressing my dolls. The boys 
laughed at me until I cried and one day 
the next week I went to Mother and told 
her that I wanted to be a very good 
musician and heat my oldest brother play- 
readers do their “bit” we will have several warm blankets to give to the Red Cross '"!?• who is now sixteen years old. I 
for our convalescent soldiers and sailors. wanted to get back at him. Two 
The second blanket is nearly finished, too, and next month we will give the a8° w’hen he went to high school I too.’ 
names of the knitters who sent in the second ninety squares. bis position as pianist of the church, es- 
P. S. Some of the squares were flags, and we will have to ask you not to knit racially the Junior services, and I 
flags, because, you know, the American flag may cover a soldier only at death, so, frying hard to heat my brother playing 
of course, we must follow out that beautiful military custom and omit flags from yet- Thelma B. Brown (Age MB. 
our blankets. Palmetto, Fla. 
The squares were put together by Miss Ida Bauer, in Philadelphia. (Continued on page 743.) 
sh, Helen Cello, Laura Rountree Smith, liuelnh 
Crowe, Ruth E. llateher, Violet Ingleright, 
r, .uarv Calhoun. May E. Torrence, Flora Ilelle Rowan, 
,nna Fills, Zula EaDue, Virginia lone Monrol. Marion 
. H ilton, I.vdia Wagner. Fmlrica Wagner. Doris 
bniTm.V'Miiiicent Hight Lou Moor, Lucille L. South. Katherine Iluelskamp, Mary E. Reed. Opal Clone, Ruth Hall. Bertah B. Sinnott. Clara Louise Coffin. Helen Qtpniih Flla rronp Efflp Tavlor. I ram* Timm. Mis. F. Larson. Norma Fhambors, Sylva 
Swan. Emaline Schmidt. Pauline Norton Catherine Griffim Elizabeth D. Herman. George 
Szekeiy, Dorothy May Boyson, Florence Venuie, Margaret E. Tirolnton. 
There are not ninety names here, however, as a great many sent two or more 
squares and some came with no names, or with the names written on the outside 
of the package and were torn. 
We thank everybody who is hejping with these blankets, and if all the Junior 
W 
the etude 
MY AMBITION 
(Prize Winner) 
Every person, no matter in what 
branch of industry he is occupied, marks 
for himself some pinnacle, some point, 
which he longs and tries for. 
My ambition lies in the direction of 
music. When I grow to be a woman, the 
thing I would like most to do would be 
to supervise the music department in 
the public schools of this city. I would 
try to make my lessons so interesting 
that the pupils would look forward to 
I hope, that through me the children 
will learn to love and understand music. 
Perhaps, if I ever attain that position 
I will build myself another castle in the 
air. But first I must work to make my 
first ambition a reality. 
Virginia Lew, (Age 12), 
__ Scranton, Pa. 
MY AMBITION 
(Prize Winner) 
What would the world be without 
music? 
When one is sad, nothing but happy and 
gay music can cheer one. 
When one is sick, does not some soft, 
sweet music bring cheer to the heart’ 
When our boys in khaki or blue march 
away “perhaps forever” does not the bril¬ 
liant patriotic music they play help to 
cheer us up a bit? 
Yes, the world must have music. 
So can you not guess what my ambition 
is? Why ’tis to become a great musi¬ 
cian, that I may Help to cheer and soothe 
and inspire the people of this wonderful 
C0Untry‘ Dorothy Koui (Age 14), 
Bronx, N. Y. 
Subject for story or essay this month, 
omething I shall never forget,” and 
must contain not more than ISO words, 
write on one side of the paper only. 
Any boy or girl under 15 years of age 
may compete. 
All contributions must bear name age 
and address of sender, and must be’ sent 
to Junior Etude Competition,” 1712 
CestnutStreet, Philadelphia, before the 
15th of November. 
The names of the winners and their 
contributions will be published in the 
December issue. 
Do Not Abuse Your Hearing 
By W. F. G. 
Many of the technical exercises which 
are merely for muscular development of 
the fingers profitably may be practiced 
away from the piano, on a dumb keyboard 
or even a table. When you practice on 
the piano, every tone that is played should 
be listened to critically for its musical 
effect. One cannot do that if he is mak¬ 
ing a mere striking-bag of his piano, 
hour after hour. 
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HONORABLE MENTION 
Leola Bacher. Lila Poole. 
Lucille Battaglia. Charlotte Tegardeti 
Grace Brown. Dorothy Trotter. 
Bernadine Gunther. Crystal Waters. 
Margaret Mitchell. Vivian Waters. 
Junior Etude Competition 
for November 
How 1 Can Do My Bit with Music 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best 
original stories or essays, answers to puz- 
31,(1 ko‘>ak pictures on musical 
Puzzle 
1. Take the first letter from the name 
of an American composer, pianist, and 
leave a pronoun. 
2. Take the first and last letters from 
the name of an American opera and 
leave something invisibly small. 
3. Take the last three letters from 
the name of an American soprano and 
leave an adverb. 
4. Take the first four letters from the 
name of an American composer and 
leave part of a lamp. 
5. Take the first letter and the last 
two letters from the name of an Ameri¬ 
can violinist and leave to be in debt. 
6. Take the last three letters from the 
name of an American composer and leave 
the past tense of a verb. 
7. Take the last letter from the name 
of an American contralto and leave 
where you live. 
8. Take the first two and the last three 
letters from the name of an American 
pianist and leave to disfigure. 
9. Take the first letter from the name 
of an American composer and leave the 
present tense of a verb. 
“LEARNING TO PLAY” 
Composers must be funny men 
At least that’s what I say. 
Because they write down notes and notes 
For us poor things to play. 
Now don't you think it would be nice 
If they would never try 
To write their music in a book? 
You know sometimes it’s dry! 
To play it just exactly right 
Is very hard for me— 
If I could only play it wrong 
How easy it would be 1 
But still I’ll try to do my best 
And learn each tiny note 
And never make a single slip 
But play just what they wrote; 
For they’re the men that made the tunes 
And so they ought to know 
The way the music’s meant to sound 
And how it ought to go. 
fO (J owe it to yourself 
and to your pupils 
to examine the 
NORRIS 
Fundamental Piano Method 
before you start your next beginner 
The science of teaching has made rapid strides within 
recent years and many methods which at one time were 
considered excellent are now obsolete and inadequate. 
€| Perhaps you are using a method, like Kohler’s, for 
instance, just because you have always used it or 
perhaps because your teacher used it with you. 
That may be a reason, but is it a sound one? 
|| If you have selected your method from among the 
number of existing books as the best and most practi¬ 
cal, then let us send you the 
Norris Fundamental 
Piano Method 
on examination without expense to you. 
<J The N°rris Fundamental Piano Method embodies the 
practical application of the latest principles of teaching 
in a simple, concise, and thoroughly comprehensible 
manner. Results are obtained in an easy, thorough 
way, that will surprise you. 
C| The Norris Fundamental Piano Method has been 
published about three years and the ever-growing 
number of progressive teachers using it with success 
attests to the truth of what we claim for the method. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
NOVEMBER 19 IS 
nection 
NEW WORKS. New Etude Subscription 
Advance of Publication Offers- Price January 1st, 1919, 
special $1.75 per Year 
Price The subscription price of The Etude 0f them within 
.50 Changes on January 1, 1919. Long after average choir. , „roun 
it became a vital necessity for us to make Qur Catalog contains a splendid g P 
posers .35 this change we decided to do it; We nf anthems for the Nativity, 
‘ - - "" longer neglect this move, much easiest to the difficult grades, so that w 
i -1---1 t4- ac WA .• t> _  —«■ ..r«^nt alOIlg tllCS6 - llllCO* 
November, 1918. 
Christmas Music 
3n?matS for the Christmas 
SeWeC"reaVrepa«deto render excepting 
assistance in selecting appropriate music 
for the holiday season and our 
St,;0; vsaS.,p;?»™« m 
your needs. , ive an elabo- 
For choirs intending to g perusal, 
St°a“” by LS. Camp, and ’“The Wondrous 
THE ETUDl 
Album of Piano Pieces 
Bv Women Composers 
This album comes very timely in 
with this number which is cn 
“Women’s Work i. 
Birthday Jewels, ( 
Famou 
). L. Sps 
m. for the Piano. . 
Celebrated Compositions 1) 
Composers  
Comprehensive Violin Method, Mi 
Mrs. Benjamin . 
David Bispham’s Album of Songs. 
Eroticon, Emil Sjogren. 
Hymn of Praise, Mendelssohn- 
L’Art du Clavier, Lack. 
New Orchestra Folio, Parts . 
New Orchestra Folio, Piano . 
Paul Wachs’ Album. 
Pedal Book, Blose . 
Scale and Arpeggio Studies for Vio 
Book I, Blumenstengel. 
Spaulding Album for the Pianoforte. 
Trial By Jury, Sullivan. 
Tschaikowsky Album for the Young. 
i satisfy every v 
tirely devoted to 
MItICwill contain pieces by representa¬ 
tive women composers and will I* gotten 
,1P in the most approved Style These 
pieces should be very valuable for w„,„. 
er\s clubs in making u|> programs during 
the coming season. '1 be volume is now 
complete anti will go to press during the 
present month. 
1 We will continue our special offer only 
during the present month up to the tin* 
of publication, when the special offer will 
be withdrawn. .... , 
The stimulus given by tins number will 
make a volume of this kind especially 
valuable and we would strongly advise all 
music clubs to at least have one evening 
during this season devoted exclusively to 
" Oil r special price in advance of pub¬ 
lication, during this month only, will he 
35 cents a copy postpaid. 
have disliked ‘to do it. a suggestion as'to the number of singers 
The price from January 1st on will be to be used and their ability will, enabl 
$1.75 per year. (The individual copy ‘ - M "T,,“ 
price on the newsstands and over the 
music store counters has already been 
20 cents for a number of months.) Every 
subscription to The Etuue sent to v 
g^b„rusCom0rTe04'lorby 
adding this year two new h pjanoforte 
D M. Stults, “Smg O ... .. ,n anthems, by R.' . t tts, "S>n ^ NV(. bave now in preparation a roller- 
Heavens” (Catalog No If*6*! . tion „f standard pin 
‘Glory to God in the Highest (C atalog , r,resenting 
s' i557i^ The popularity of forpicr grm ‘ /M r. 
other item of manufacture and i 
tenance connected with the journal and 
30th Annual Holiday Offer 
of Musical Gifts 
These Annual Holiday OfFers made by 
Theo. Presser Company, are an effort on ^ ^ ^ 
our part to furnish musical holiday gifts -tg business affairs, 
of merit at low prices to our patrons. 
mueh%rofiVbutCtwe do try t/present MUSIC Buying 
something of value in every case. By Mail 
e making this 30th Annual Holi- Last year at this time 
or after January 1, 1919, will be at the No {5570). The popularity of forpur g ,I|r |„,mws. .lassie and modem, 
price of $1.75, instead of the current anthems bv this composer should create 11 ^ W|H contain such pirn-, 
price now in effect of $1.50. It be- a demand'for these two numbers. .“-" «•->  
hooves every person in arrears on our “The Song of the Angels” (Catalog 1 »• 
list, as well as those who desire to take 75571) js also a new and excellent an- 
20 advantage of the old price, to remit at them by r. s. Morrison. 
the rate-of $1.50 per year to 11s on or w Rerwald has written for us; Jn 
before December 81, 1918. Those paying Bethlehem a King is Born’ (C atalog X<>. 
arrearages in this manner may also renew 75554) which will appeal to discriminat- 
for an additional year at $1.50. jng choir conductors, and F. A. 1 "irk 
The 25 cents additional that we are bas „.iven us another setting of Smg ll 
asking will not pay even the additional Heavens” (Catalog No. 15557), which is 
cost of paper and postage alone, not to bound to become popular, 
mention the increase in cost of every por S0i0 singers we are adding to^ our 
~ publications “The Angel’s Message, by 
F A. Clark (Catalog No. 15932) and O 
TTf.lv Child of Bethlehem,” by R. M- 
just 
Holy
Stults (Catalog No. 15985). 
Festival organ numbers for the instru¬ 
mental part of the Christmas services 
are represented in our catalog byjmch 
compositions as “Alleluia,” hy Geo 
the professional 
those offered by any other publishing 
house. 
Dependable Violin 
Strings 
The success of our Etude violin strings 
dav Offer on the first of November, owing passed through a period of uncertainty Rockwell; “Song of the Angels,” by T. D. 
to the delay that there is in all transpor- as to the effect the war might have upon Williams; “Festival March,” by Chas. 
tation at the present time, and also since music teaching, and we were then able Fr Mutter, and others of equal merit, 
there is a difficulty in getting merchandise to say that all indications pointed to a Remember that in dealing with the 
nf every kind it" is bv far best to take busy and successful season. Subse- xheo. Presser Co. your wants receive the 
time by the forelock and do Christmas quent observation and experience have attention of experienced music clerks and 
t me oy proven that we were right in our con- tb i l discounts are hettcr than 
shopping early. elusions at that time, and as this season F " . 
On another page will be found a large d ^ ^ produced a stiU larger amount 
list of such books and musical merchan ^ busineSs, we are quite safe in assuming 
dise as would be suitable for Christmas music and ,nusic teaching will be 
presents, and we ask that they be ex among the activities helped permanently 
amined early and the orders be sent to rather than hurt temporarily by the war. 
us at the very first opportunity. If cash Tbese reflections lead us naturally to .. 
accompanies the order the packages are question of music supplies and the ^as been most gratifying. These strings 
postpaid. If the goods are charged the ^est means Qf obtaining them promptly are made {n America and have proven 
transportation is added, hut in that case ana at tjie ieast possible cost. jn every respect equal to those of foreign 
we are very glad to make a charge in The house of Theo. Presser was founded manu future; in fact they are really bet- 
December instead of in November. upon the idea of taking care of the im- ^er, because they are adapted to this 
There is one additional point which we mediate and practical wants of music cijmate and are less likely to dry out. 
desire to impress upon our patrons, and teachers and the Presser publications f)ur customers are constantly repeating 
that is that these offers are bargains. We that have grown up around this idea are orderSi the best proof that the strings 
have, in every instance, reduced the regu- as it were the leaves and branches of . 
lar selling price. As we said above, it vast tree of musical knowledge. aupply- 
is not a profit-making enterprise with jpg this material direct to teachers by 
,IS We desire to offer something at this lnajl was from the first an essential part 
Christmas season to our patrons, and we 0f Mr. Presser’s plan and this plan has 
believe if we reduce the prices on what beer. developed and perfected in such a 
thev give to others that it will be appre- manner as to make music buying by 
ciatecl. Please do not delay this year of mail “as simple as A-B-C.” As a conse- ■ill years. Make your selection early and quence we are in daily receipt of hun- 
let us have the order. dreds of orders from all parts of Amer¬ 
ica and from our good neighbors both 
. , north and south. This would not be the , .. 
Apology case if we did not back up our claim Comprehensive Violin 
For Delay with publications of the right sort with 
For the first time in the history of prompt service and with liberal terms, 
our establishment we are experiencing 
real difficulty in filling and shipping Spaulding Album 
orders on the day received. We hope our pQr the Pianoforte 
patrons everywhere will make allowance Th(, most popuiar albums that we have 
for conditions created by the war ana ()||]. catalog are those hy George L. 
that they will accept the ,situation with Spauidmg. This album which we now 
the best possible grace. ‘ _ have in preparation will contain his latest 
xu» most sincerely regret any incon- and most popular compositions. They 
will all be within the range of second 
grade pieces. 
Our special price in advance of pub¬ 
lication will be 25 cents a copy postpaid. 
claim them to be. Foreign sti 
of this grade in pre-war times were sold 
for from 25 to 35 cents each and even 
then were not always satisfactory, but 
we are selling Etudf. strings at 20 cents 
each or $4.25 for a bundle of 30 strings 
(assorted E, A and D if desired) and 
giving uniform satisfaction. Violinists 
now experiencing string troubles should 
send a trial order for Etude strings. 
venience or 
from delays, 
customers that we are doing our very 
best to meet their wants promptly. 
Method. By Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank T. Benjamin 
This method for the violin is as near 
as possible a self-instructor. It is pos¬ 
sibly the simplest method ever published 
for the violin. It is along popular lines 
and filled with diagrams, illustrations 
and annotations. » 
Those that are in search of an ele¬ 
mentary method that is practical and in¬ 
teresting will find just what thev are 
seeking in this work. 
The special advance price is but 40 
cents a copy, postpaid. 
Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song." Mosskow- 
ski's "Serenade" Godard* “Mazurka, 
Paderewski's “Minuet," Jensen's “Mill," 
in short just such piece* as every pianist 
wishes to retain in the permanent reper¬ 
toire. , ... 
Tiu- special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication for this work will 
be 35 cents per copy, |>o»tpald. 
Tschaikowsky Album 
for the Young 
Only a few of Hie world’s greatest 
composers have written well for young 
players. In this respect Tschaikowsky 
stands in the same rank with Schamans 
and Mendelssohn. HI* Album for the 
Young is a delightful and original work, 
one of the tx-st collections of pieces for 
young players ever written-full of 
charm and character. 
Our new edition of this standard work 
is well prepared in all respects. It has 
been carefully revised and edited. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Album of American 
Composers for the Pianoforte 
Represented in lour catalog are **nr 
of the best and most successful d 
American writer*. In our new entire 
tion will tie included tlie most (»r^ 
pieces by these writers, chiefly pieces 0 
intermediate grade, all of them pro"* 
successes. Now is a splendid time >w 
cultivating and encouraging Amenta* 
music, hence the compilation of this «*• 
cedent new volume. We feel that 
will tie disappointed in it . „ 
The advance of publication price u 
cents per copy, postpaid. 
Monthly Novelties of 
Octavo Music 
Four times during each season we 
to every organist and choir master 
desires it a sample package of nr* ^ 
tavo music on inspection. “New < * 
■ On Sale” is the name of this pi*"- , 
usual regular liberal discounts »* 
Many hundreds of our 
this method of examining and not 
new music for use in churches *n<lv* ^ 
organizations a most convenient ano flg 
satisfactory proposition. Lri us ^ 
the name of every one interested 
list for this class of music. ^ 
The following are the riass'fif*,^ 
which will be sent to any 0 
following: 
r all of * 
TEE etude 
Eroticon. Five Pieces for the 
Piano. By Emil Sjogren 
These five love songs are from the pen 
of the successful modem Swedish com- 
noser Sjogren. They are splendid ex- 
amples of the modern lyric style of writ- 
ine for the pianoforte, orginal both in 
melodv and harmony and admirable from 
the technical standpoint. They lie 
chiefly in the fourth and fifth grades of 
difficulty. 
Our new edition of this work has been 
prepared with the utmost care. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Birthday Jewels 
By George L. Spaulding 
Wre will issue a unique little volume 
containing about 12 pieces, one for each 
month of the year. Each piece is named 
after the appropriate jewel of the month, 
for instance, April is called “Diamond” 
and the little verse accompanying the 
music runs as follows: 
An April child will live for many, 
many years, 
In the lap of luxury and never know 
of care or tears. 
If he or she will' wear a diamond all 
the while, 
Life will always wear a happy smile. 
The music is of simple order, pleasing 
to the young pupil. 
Our special price in advance of pub¬ 
lication is 20 cents a copy postpaid. 
Trial by Jury. Operetta 
By Arthur Sullivan 
Our new edition of this operetta Is now 
about ready, hut the special introductory 
offer will be continued during the cur¬ 
rent month. 
We can recommend this work ns one 
of the best possible for a performance 
by musical amateurs, it is in one act, 
very easily set for stage production, 
easily costumed and not complicated in 
stage business. It is sung throughout 
with no spoken dialogue. The text is 
wittv and humorous and the music 
throughout is bright und sparkling. 
There is abundant opportunity for the 
soloists and sturdy and interesting work 
for the chorus. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Scale and Arpeggio Studies 
for the Violin, Book I 
By A. Blumenstengel 
For a violin student this Is one of the 
most convenient of all Seale and Ar¬ 
peggio books. It gives all the necessary 
material in condensed form, properly 
prepared for daily practice. It is a hook 
that may be used' for a considerable time 
and returned to again and again. The 
scales are given complete in the major 
and minor keys and the arpeggios are 
likewise given complete, with a variety 
of bowing. Our new edition of this 
standard work has been carefully pre¬ 
pared and edited by the well-known vio¬ 
linist and teacher Sir. Sol Marcosson. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid. 
L’Art du Clavier 
By Theodore Lack. Opus 289 
This is a new and very interesting 
modem technical work, consisting of one 
hundred special exercises in mechanism. 
These exercises are from four to eight 
measures in length, each one devoted to 
Sl|me special point in modern teehnic. 
Bohm Album 
This album will remain on the special 
otter plan throughout this present month, 
at the end of which time it will be with¬ 
drawn. Of aU saion compositions Bohm’s 
are played most often in the present day. 
Ihe reason for this is most likely that 
Bohm is a thorough musician and capable 
ot producing more serious and extensive 
work than is usually found in composi¬ 
tions of the salon type. 
Those in search of popular, pleasing 
and effective drawing-room music of me¬ 
dium grade will not be disappointed in 
sending for a copy of this work. 
Our special introductory price is 35 
cents a copy, postpaid. 
Hymn of Praise 
Symphony Cantata 
By Mendelssohn 
This serious work will be issued by 
the Theodore Presser Company during 
the present season. This work probably 
represents Mendelssohn at his best. It 
contains the celebrated chorus, “I Waited 
for the Lord,” which is possibly sung more 
than any one of Mendelssohn’s choral 
works. The work is suitable for choral 
societies that have undertaken works in 
the oratorio line. The advantage of this 
work is that it is short, it can he given in 
half an hour. The symphony which pre¬ 
cedes the work can be omitted where a 
full orchestra is not available. 
Our price under the special offer plan 
is 25 cents a copy 
■s are short as to length, all are in¬ 
tended to be played over a number of 
•jmes without stopping. They are more 
•nan dry- technical studies, however, as 
the>’ arn harmonized in an interesting 
manner, each hand being given an equal 
amount of work to do. In the case of 
airly advanced students they might he 
as daily exercises during a long 
Ti Wltl? mnst beneficial results, 
ihe speeial introductory price in nd- 
®nce of publication is 50 cents postpaid. 
New 
Orchestra Folio 
Our new orchestra folio is now about 
ready, but the special offer will be con¬ 
tinued during the current month, after 
which it will probably lie withdrawn. 
This folio will contain many of the 
gems of our catalog,, including such 
famous successes as “Comrades in Arms,” 
by Hayes; “Iris,” by Renard; “Melody 
of Love,” by Engelmann; “Love and 
Roses;” by Rolfe; “Stand by the Flag,” 
by Stults. The orchestrations are all ex¬ 
ceedingly well made and are of easy or 
intermediate difficulty throughout. 
The special advance of publication 
price is 15 cents for each separate 
orchestral part and 25 cents for the piano 
David Bispham’s Collection 
of Master Songs 
How often have you thought, what a 
fine plan it would he to have some great 
expert pick out for you the best possi¬ 
ble obtainable material for your reper¬ 
toire. Mr. Bispham has been carefully 
combing the entire song literature for 
years and has selected a large group of 
songs which he will now combine in one 
volume for the use of singers and singing 
teachers. The collection will bear Mr. 
Bispliam’s imprint, in that many of the 
works have been edited and phrased 
along the lines which his long concert 
experience has proved the most accept¬ 
able. His sensible outlook upon the art 
will make this book of exceptional value 
to all who sing. The advance of publica¬ 
tion price is 50 cents. 
Etude Renewal Offer 
for November 
During October Etude readers who 
renew their subscriptions or send us new 
subscriptions may obtain twelve copies 
of The Etude and any one of the desir¬ 
able music albums listed below, for 15 
cents in addition to the subscription price 
—a total of $1.05 ($1.90 in Canada): 
Bach’s Two- and Three-Part Inven- 
l'Mathews' Standard Compositions, Vol.. 
T, Grade 1, to VoL VII, Grade 7. Any 
one volume. 
Musical Poems for the Children. 
Octavia Hudson. 
Standard Opera Album for Piano. 15 
11 March Album. Four hands. 
Selected Classics. 19 pieces for Violin 
and Piano. 
Pedal Book 
By Joh. M. Blose 
This work is progressing well toward 
completion. Dr. Blose intends to make 
this the most practical, the most ele¬ 
mentary and most useful pedal study 
book ever published. The treatment of 
this very important part of piano play¬ 
ing has up to the present time been most 
haphazard and unsystematic, so it is time 
that a practical and systematic work is 
put into the hands of the teachers. There 
are many artistic points in connection 
with the pedal, the proper knowledge of ‘ 
which will greatly increase the value of 
the work of a teacher. 
Our special price in advance of publi¬ 
cation is 50 cents, postpaid. 
Paul Wachs’ 
Album 
The late Paul Wachs was one of the 
most successful writers of higli-elass 
drawing-room music. A Frenchman 
himself, he wrote in the modern French 
manner, and his works contain rare 
melodic inventions as well as brilliant 
musicianship. This album will be the 
best collection of Wachs’ compositions 
ever issued and in the compilation will 
he his most favorite pieces. 
Our speeial advance of publication 
price is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Premium Rewards for 
Etude Subscriptions 
The Etude is liberal in its reward to 
the friends who send subscriptions. 
Music books and albums, useful and val¬ 
uable articles for personal and household 
use are given as premiums, all of which 
are listed in our illustrated premium cat¬ 
alog. We list a few of them here: 
For ONE Subscription. 
Sterling Silver Service Pin. Beauti¬ 
fully enameled in the national colors, 
with one, two or three stars. 
Bon-bon Dish. In a novel and at¬ 
tractive design, quadruple silver-plated. 
Interior gold lined. Size 7 inches. 
Album for the Young. Robert 
Schumann. 
Modern Dance Album. 18 piano 
selections. 
Popular Recital Repertoire. 31 piano 
pieces. 
For TWO Subscriptions. 
Brooch of the Allies. A sterling 
silver brooch, showing all the national 
colors of the Allied countries, in tasteful 
arrangement. 
Clothes Brush. Bristles twisted in 
wire—cannot come out. A practically 
indestructible clothes brush. 
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Black Seal Grain, Morean Lined 
Pocketbook. Six inches long by three 
inches deep; with hand strap on back. 
Chaminade Album. 
Mozart Sonatas. Two volumes. Either 
volume. 
For THREE Subscriptions. 
Combination Scissors Set. Useful and 
durable set of three pieces, consisting of 
8-inch self-sharpening shears, 4(4-inch 
buttonhole scissors and 4ya-ineh embroid¬ 
ery scissors. Finely tempered with clean 
cutting edges; nickel-plated. 
Solid Gold Lavalliere. Diamond 
shape, with amethyst and four pearls and 
one large pearl, pendant measuring one 
One Year's Subscription for The 
Etude. 
Mastering the Scales and Arpeg¬ 
gios. J. F. Cooke. 
History of Music. W. J. Baltzell. 
Last Chance to Buy 
Magazines at Bargain Prices 
We urge all Etude readers to turn' to 
the advertisement on the back inside 
cover page on which are listed the lead¬ 
ing magazines, together with The Etude, 
at low prices. In all probability these 
magazines cannot he purchased again at 
these prices for years to come. Savings 
ranging from 25 cents to $2.00 may be 
effected now, whether subscriptions are 
new or renewal, for yourself and your 
friends. 
Statement Made In Compliance with 
the Act of Congress of 
August 24, 1912 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, 
MANAGEMENT. CIROPLATION, ETC., of 
The. Etude, published monthly at Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa., required by the Act of August 24, 
Editor—James Francis Cooke, Philadelphia. 
Managing Editor—Hone. 
Business Manager—Hone. 
Publisher—Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia. 
Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. 
K. H. Presser, Philadelphia. 
Win. /■;. Betzcll, Philadelphia. 
Geo. W. Horton, Philadelphia. 
James Francis Cooke, Philadelphia. 
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other 
security holders, holding 1 per cent, or more 
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other 
securities: 
■ °nC' THEO. PRESSER CO. 
(Signed) Tiieo. Presser, President. 
Sworn and subscribed before me this 17th dn.v of September. 1918. 
[seal] (Signed) Jas. D. Winchell. 
(My commission expires January 21, 
WASTED—Organist and choirmaster of 
ability and experience desires church posi¬ 
tion. Address W. A., care of Tiih Etude, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hubbard, Riverside, Calif. 
FOR SALE—Grove’s Dictionary, $10.00. 
One set American History and Encyclopedia 
of Music (twelve volumes), $20.00. One 
set Famous Composers and Their Works (six volumes 1, $20.00. liahy Grand Lester 
Piano slightly used. Excellent tone. $350.00. 
Mabel A. Ferry, 214 1-2 S. Washington 
Avenue, Lansing, Mich. 
FOR SALE—A BARGAIN—Peloilhet 
Reed-Pipe Organ, two banks of keys and foot 
pedals. Fine condition, but needs new motor. 
Write Mrs. J. C. Dessalet, 3401 North 17th 
St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
ODD SIZE—Tape measure to be bad for 
the asking. The Krnnieh and Bneh Piano 
Co., New York, desiring to call attention to 
“The Smallest Ultra Quality Grand in the 
World." is giving out a tape measure exactly 
the length of the piano to impress upon 
musicians its smallness. See advertisement 
on Page 729. 
sIT STRAIGHT!—Piano Footrest and 
Pedal Extensor for Children. Fits all pianos. 
Instantly adjusted, removed. Prepaid, $2.00. ' 
Oscar Schielf, Wm. Penn, Pa. 
in sic roiiuo*i:ii Send w..nK Man¬ 
uscripts corrected. Harmony, correspond- 
ence lessons, l)r. Wonler, Buffalo, N. Y. 
IDklLELES AND MANDOLINS our 
specialty. Write Wm. Buslap, 3731 Concord 
^ MUSIC COMPOSED for Song, Anthem or 
tra and Band arrangements ; poems criti¬ 
cized : translations made. F. Cuilis Moriev, 
1520 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
TEACHING PIECES By MRS. A. M. VIRGIL 
ATTRACTIVE, INSTRUCTIVE-FINE FOR RECITALS 
GRADES 1 to 6. GRADED CATALOG 
ORDER THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT 
THE VIRGIL PIANO CONS. :: 11 W. 68th St., NEW YORK 
Fleaie mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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THE ETUDE 
Schools and CoWeg 
EASTERN, SOUTHERN AND MIDDLE WE,ST 
COMBS CONSERVATORY 
es 
A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Claa.e.) 
e of its distinguished^facdty, original^ and “‘efficient’management,"'theCouBi 
* comolete ron*,c*c ' Bj 
high 
ill King Miller, Organ, an 
lor Teachers. Public School Mus 
Symphony Orchestras. Reciprocal relations with University of 
The only Conservatory in the State with Dormitories for Worn 
\ School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and S 
Illustrated Year Book Free 
I, Studios 
Pennsylvania. 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Directorc 
Be a Teacher of Music and 
Drawing in the Public Schools 
SPECIAL ONE-YEAR COURSE 
g greater factors in education. Usually the offer a complete and 
unand for teachers of music and drawing Public School Music and Drawing that may 
‘ _ be finished 
THE SECRETARY, 
Thomas Normal Training School 
Michigan State Normal College 
Conservatory of Music 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin 
and theory. 
Courses for training supervisors and 
teachers of public school music. 
Graduation leads to a life certificate 
valid in most states of the union. 
Total living expenses need not exceed 
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees 
exceptionally low. Write for catalog. 
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN! 
ZECKWER-HAHN 
PHILADELPHIA”"" 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia 
PITTSBURGH 
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc. 
The live school of the district 
4259 Fifth Ave. 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
)NTXVB CRAE2JB M HOLT 
_  jt Manic Director. Drtaatk 1 
« Eleventh St„ Se. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
lsoest school or ns kihd w tsi wot 
LL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ALT 
DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
"Strongest Faculty in the Middle West” 
A School which offers every advantage 
incidental to a broad musical education. 
Fifty artist teachers. Highest standards. 
Artistic environment. 
GRACE CHAMBERLIN, Business Manager 
1117-1119 WOODWARD AVENUE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
CONSERVATORY 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
PEABODY 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL 
BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
Addres, LYNN B. DANA, President Desk E, WARREN. OHIO 
Lake Forest 
University School of Music 
Hahn Music School 
Chas. D. Hahn, Director 
The School for your Daughter 
Our catalogue tells why 
nius Street, Dallas, Tex. 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established 1867 
EUGENE YSAYE 
violinist, under 
Season 1918-19 
BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY 
One of the oldest and best M 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
IN THE SOUTH 
Adrenlege. E,u.l te IW Feead Aerdw. 
Mrs. CROSBY ADAMS 
Private and Class Teaching 
Addres,: MONTREAT. NORTH CAROLN* 
HUNTINGTON COLLEGE CONSERVATORY 
Music Department of 11 ty!m Lal'w eiiucateWnot ^ke'mMSyf^FncuitS^o*unquestioned standing, 
of advantages at very „ PIANO VOICE, HARMONY, HISTORY OF MUSIC, PUBUC 
Courses Offered: ,A°nniPMusic. languages, expression and dramatic art 
- • • Work Applicable to Their Needs Special Cour BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT NO BETTER ANYWHERE 
d!^Sf^d«w!y“ ywKttonndSl'r^l. Address, Box 512 - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 
MUSIC 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
The in,Pi^ao.^Vofee^ Violin 
Tuition. 836.00 per *«"l» ES&if‘ “ ‘ 
Catalogue will be mailed free ” ddrcse hL “n*'pB°*f J n‘,h Room. *39 to *51 pet qai^j. 
45TH YV-AR— 
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School s and Colleges 
NEW YORK STATE 
NEW YORK SCHOOL MUSIC AND ARTS 4ft 
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St., New York City :: RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director ^ 
New York City’s most beautiful and hor«e-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with UNSURPASSED BEAUTY 
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK 
dormitorie|^n^chool^build,_iic^ PU^Lh??ca!cBR!rs*lvotY*fvE?xTH 3fERMs?SN!4’i[n.iSh^fiTiT.™u’^DliA2X*lil.tS——niriL,. 
FXEANnT^CrL^Di?.GnT^C,?oN,v“?ARD' PRACTICING, ETC.. ON APPLICATION. SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TEACHERS’ BIOGRAPHIES 
MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY^ 
BURROWES COURSE of music study 
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
H,P„ Pupili—Sililfied P.r.m. -Pr..pe,ou. Tearhere. Cl..,., ,r, doubled Jbj u.e of thi. method 
“ti'elh.er.';re \V,a'on KATHARINE BURROWES 
D. 178 FIFTH AVE.. NEW vnpv mv . I ., YORK CITY < 
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HICHLAND PARK, DETROIT, MICH. 
plthaca Conservatory of Music-j 
Special advinugei for tho«:^ who ^look^ forward 
IJX drajMtfc'trt. language,, eic. Graduate, 
filing highest places available in America. Beau¬ 
tiful, commodious buildingi, concert hall and 
dotmitorita. Reaident and day students. Reason¬ 
able term. Catalog. 
The Regiitrar, 1 De Wilt Park, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Give Your Pupils 
a Pretty Present 
-Something attractive and 
characteristic in jewelry. 
-Something to make them 
remember your school. 
Gifts at Small Prices 
Ladles’ Collar or Cuff Pins 
•rllng silver, gold or silver flnl»h. 25c 
I Stickpins for Ladies or Gen¬ 
tlemen In Three Sentiments 
Starling allvar, gold or sliver 
finish - - 25c each 
Hard enamal, Roman gold 
finish, 38c per set of three 
These Pins 
make an attraetiva, suitable 
teacher, or pupils, and may 
iication. 
Send for Catalogue 
breastpins 
Starling s||vtr,gold or silver fin 
enamel, Roman gold fin 
THEO. presser CO. 
1712 Chestn ut St., Ph i la., Pa. 
INTERNATIONAL musical and edu- 
• iviuuinuuiYAL CATIONAL AGENCY 
MBS. BABCOCK 
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Col¬ 
leges, Conservatories, Schools. 
Alao Church and Concert Engagements 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
CRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL 
Teachers’ Training Courses 
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet 
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK 
American Institute of Applied Music 
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 
212 West 59th Street New York City 
Recent additions to the Faculty 
VOICE, Lotta Madden: Arthur Leroy Tebbe: Sergei Klibansky. VIOLIN, 
‘ - V_l_l_mi:-  i _ rang, Su, 
33rd Season-October 1, 1918. 
DITTO, Cor. Sec’y. 
Nicoline Zed. 
Send for circulars as 
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean 
DR. N. J. ELSENHEIMER 
Composer Pianist Artist Pedagogue 
Author of "SCALE CLIMBING” 
Endorsed by eminent artist-pedagogues of this coun¬ 
try. Copies may be ordered from 
LUCKHARDT & BELDER, 8 W. 45th St.,N. Y.C; 
5858 W. 186th Street, New York City 
GOETSCHIUS’ 
SYSTEM OF HARMONY 
COUNTERPOINT AND COMPOSITION 
E. KILENyCm.A. 
20 E. 90th Street New York City 
Endorsed by Dr. Goeibchius. Individual attention. 
The National Conservatory of Music of America E it Sept. 25 to Oct. ] 
(JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Fou 
DUNNING SYSTEM for Beginners 
Hu over 1000 Teacheri—Classes Larger Every Year—Teachers Earning $2509, $3000 and $4000 
a Year with the Dunning Work Alone—Why ia This 7 
Because its standard has equaled or 
other plan for teaching beginners. 
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, New York City. Normal 
Classes, Los Angeles, Cal., February 8th, 1919. 
Mrs. Addy Yeargain Hall, Normal Claaaas, Davenport, Ioi 
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, Nashville, Tenn., July 22d; Littla Rock, Ark., Sept. I6th; Mobile, Ala., 
Nov. 11th. 
Mrs. Anna Craig Bates, Normal Class, San Antonio, j 
Mias Mary E. Brecki.cn, Normal Cla.aes, Toledo, Ohi 
c. 17th. Address Music 
5t., Dallas, Texa 
_ _ 15th, 1919. Add: 
Mrs. Harriet Bacon MacDonald, Nor 
March 3d, 1919. Address 3623 Pine C 
Mias Clara Sabii 
,1 Class, Tu!s< 
Nov. 11 t’h~ Address 117 E'. Third St., Wichita^c'*1' 
Carrie Munger Long, Nc ’ " " - ■ 
e, Chic. 
-us, October 1 
t, 1919. Addr. 
July 1st, 1918, 
■ary 1st, 1919, Muskoi 
la., January 6th, 1919, Chicago 
is.. Sept. 3d; Topeka, Kans., 
th. 1918, New Orleans, La., Januar> 
I Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 
Rochester, N. Y. Address SO Erion 
as, April 20th; Denver, Colo., June 
15th, 1919, Birmingham, Ala., Mar 
Mrs. Jeanette C. Fuller, Normal Cl. 
Crescent, Rochester, N. Y. 
Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, Normal Classes, Delia 
20th, 1918. Address 5011 Worth Street, Dallas. Texas. 
Mrs. Harry A. Prentice, Normal Class, New York City, June 28th. Address 78 W. 103d St., 
Mr^.'^Ma'ttie^lT * Will is, Normal Classes, Waco, Texas, August 5th and Sept. 16th, 1918. 
Address 617 S. 4th St., Waco, Texas. 
Full information and booklet of Foreign and American endorsers. 8 West 40th St., New York City 
\T J | J , Piano Conservatory 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION IN 
Piano Technic, Ear Training and Sight Reading 
ADVANCED PUPILS COACHED IN 
recital programs 
For Catalogue, Address 
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, 11 West 68th St., NEW YORK 
Institute of Musical Art 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
FRANK DAMROSCH - DIRECTOR 
120 CLAREMONT AVE. 
Session opens October 14th 
Examinations for admission 
September 30th to October 10th 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Supervisors of Music 
BOTH SEXES 
Voice culture, «ight-«inging, ear-training, harmony, 
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods. 
Master School 
of Music 
110 Remsen Street 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
’ I 'HE school was founded for the 
purpose of establishing a standard 
of American musical training unex¬ 
celled by European conservatories, and 
free from cold, academic traditions. 
Courses taught by a competent and 
experienced faculty embrace nearly 
every phase of music—Theoretical, 
Vocal and Instrumental. Additional 
courses in dramatic training and 
rhythmic dancing are offered. 
Particular stress is aid on interpre¬ 
tation, and the work is planned to de¬ 
velop individual musical taste and un¬ 
derstanding in each student. Gradu¬ 
ates of the Master Music School are 
never machine-like singers or per¬ 
formers. The school dormitory offers 
an opportunity for out-of-town girls to 
benefit by the artistic life of New York 
and yet live in a cultured, home-like 
atmosphere. Students are supplied 
with tickets for the season’s most im¬ 
portant musical events. 
For catalog address the Registrar. 
Please mention THE ETUDE 
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CHICAGO AND LOS ANGELES  _ 
|ChlcajjolsForemost|[ AMERICAN CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE 
The Leading and Largest School of Music in America-53d Yea, 
FALL TERM NOW OPEN 
Unsurpassed faculty of 100 eminent instructors 
. • * in Piano Voice. Violin, Organ. Theory,. 
Voice, Violin .^.^TilY^seatin^SOO^people- UnrivaUed Free Advantages, u 
""IS ^ships’ and 
MASON & HAMLIN Ca o^sj^W P«Ior 
Bush Conservatory 
CHICAGO KS™ 
ition < 
MUSIC 
EDGAR NELSON 
An Institu of National Prominence 
LANGUAGES 
DANCING 
CLARK, Baritone (r< 
(COLUMBIA 
SCHOOL OF"’ 
music 
Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin 
Public School Music Methods 
Normal Training, Advanced Inter¬ 
pretation and Post Graduate Courses^ 
Kindergarten, Ear Training, Sight Read¬ 
ing, Orchestra Conducting, History of 
Music Demonstration Children's Classes. 
Free year book. Students’ Orchestra and Chorus. 
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
MOSES BOQtTSLAWSKl. Fll 
RICHARD CZERWofTiY, YloSilit MME ■r0LIE RIVE.KINO. 
FALL TERM OPENED SEPTEMBER 16th 
°' 
Registrar, 839 North Dearborn St., Chicago 
n m l WHO CAN QUALIFY FOR Private 1 eachers Associate Faculty Membership 
CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES 
KNUPFER STUDIOS WALTER KNUPFER,C Director 
All branches of music. Eminent faculty. Teachers’ certificates and diplomas issued by authority of the State of Illinois 
Master School of Piano and Violin playing under the direction of Walter Knupfer and Harry Weiabach. 
A Limited Number of Scholarships to Pupils of Exceptional Talent 
Fall Term Starts September 9th 
ADDRESS 630 FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 
IYCEUA\ 
Nplr-ts 
QpAISER.VATOaV 
ELIAS DAY,’ OuTicto”’ 
••Definite Preparation for a Definite Work" 
A superior faculty, teaching every branch of 
Music and Dramatic Art. Diplomat gives; 
degrees conferred More than 300 of our atuilenu 
have secured concert positions in the last fin 
>ol Obsessional 
1 ic ture Playing 
Sure employment f- 
P. O. Box S«2a 1 S ANGELES, California 
■  ■ BOK87. $ io. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 
■ ■■I 
I ■ J AMERICAN 
First Grade 
Teaching Pieces 
7271. Willy. P. I Begin. Waltz.20 
4185. Engel, H. Flying Sparks, Gallop .25 
5786. Spaulding, Geo. L. Sing, Robin 
Sing..25 
4320. Kern, C. W. Song of the Katydid .25 
6482. Spaulding, Geo. L. Airy Fairies .25 
5009 Bechter, Karl. Bicycle Galop.35 
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BEECHWOOD l 
COMBS 
DUNNING: 
FABRI i 
HAWTHORNE 
KRIENS ‘ 
MOULTON! 
NEW YORK' 
VIRGIL ! 
BRYANT I 
CONVERSE COLLEGES 
AMERICAN: 
BROWN' TA?a^S'(o<?h?'’m ^Flanl.t—Teacher. Lyon a Httly BnUdlng.'cSilcatn 
CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
COLUMBIA 
DAHM-PETERSOr ' 
DETROIT 
KNOX -tj: 
MARLOWE 
WESTERN 
I school or MUSIC 
• CONSERVATORY or NT 
rrw W-. F. lle.UeT.Pl^ 
Knfgg 
cal’ ia?S^l« wilttat »•' 
The Best Christmas Remembrance to a Musician is a Subscription to THE ETUDE mJ’&.'K.Sw'-8 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
FINAL BARGAIN OFFER 
Your Last Chance to Order Magazines Before 
Prices are Sharply Advanced 
THE PRICE OF THE ETUDE WILL ADVANCE JAN. 1st. TO $1.75 A YEAR 
NOTE: Subscriptions are for one year, new or renewal, and may go to different addresses, unless otherwise stated. 
Magazines in these offers are not interchangeable. Canadian and foreign postage must be added to these prices. 
THE ETUDE . . . 
People’s Popular Monthly 
|$|50 
I S* 25c 
THE ETUDE . . 
Today’s Housewife :Ul 
fYSLIFf! THE ETUDE.->$Oi 
McCall’s Magazine .... i 
>00 
Save 50c 
THE ETUDE . . 
American Cookery 
.i$225 
THE ETUDE . . 
Boys’ Life . . . : : : : :?*£ 
THE ETUDE . . 
Little Folks . 
.1$?50 
. . . -)$250 
• • • • J sEI$i.so 
1 THE ETUDE .... 
People’s Home Journal | Today’s Housewife 
ChristtenJMld 
THE 
McCall1 
Today’ 
KU»: : : : : : )*2s-5 I ™E ETUDE 
’s Housewife.J s... /it I Musical Lead :)$2^ 
THE ETUDE . 
Modern Priscilla 
j$25! 
J Save 50c 
THE ETUDE . . . 
McClure’s Magazine . 
l$2— 
J Save 40c 
THE ETUDE . . 
Christian Herald 
THE ETUDE . . 
Mother’s Magazine 
l$295 
THE ETUDE . . 
Delineator It. one 
Everybody’s I Addr“* 
$300 
Sav. $1.50 
THE ETUDE. 
Collier’s Weekly (Reg. price $2.50) . 
)$Q25 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Magazine 
Youth’s Companion 
$085 
Chiefs 
} Womans Home COMPANION 
mj 
>‘Vv 
THE ETUDE 
Pictorial Revie 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Magazine . . 
People’s Home Journal . 
Today’s Housewife . . 
THE ETUDE . . 
Illustrated World J Save 40c 
THE ETUDE . . 
McCall’s Magazine 
Modern Priscilla . 
THE ETUDE . . 
Review of Reviews 
THE ETUDE. 
American Cookery ... . 
Woman’s Home Companion . J 
|$425 
1 Save 75c 
THE ETUDE. 
Pictorial Review ... . j 
Modern Priscilla . j 
|$425 
l San 75c 
THE ETUDE.' 
Christian Herald ... 
Pictorial Review ... . J 
[$435 
1 Save $1.15 
--a THE ETUDE . 1 
TheModem Priscilla gj American Magazine 
~ Woman’s Home Comp, j 
$435 
San $1.15 
$025 
\$O60 
THE ETUDE . . 
World’s Work . . 
. |$435 
* j Save $1.15 
THE ETUDE . . 
Modern Priscilla 
American Boy 
' |$450 
• J Save 50c 
THE ETUDE .... 
Woman’s Home Companion 
Youth’s Companion 
• }$460 
: 17L 
THE ETUDE . . 
Pictorial Review 
Delineator 1 t* One 
Everybody’s)Addr<!** 
• | $475 
• ) [Save $1.75 
THE ETUDE 
Christian Herald 
Illustrated World 
$^50 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Magazine 
Pictorial Review 
Modern Priscilla 
I $485 
THE ETUDE . 
Revie w of Reviews 
Christian Herald 
>$500 
THE ETUDE 
Scribner’s Magazine 
Boy’s Life 
E • )$C60 
i > O — 
• • J Sav. $1.40 
Magazines as Gifts 
As a gift, nothing has more lasting value than a magazine 
subscription—a many-time reminder of the giver. Whenever 
gift subscriptions are received for any magazine or combina¬ 
tion of magazines listed on this page, an appropriate gift 
card is mailed to the recipient, providing the donor so speci¬ 
fies when placing the order. 
Add to Any Club at Price Opposite 
Country Gentleman.$1.00 
Ladies' Home Journal. 1.75 
Motion Picture Magazine.2.00 
Munsey’s Magazine. 2.00 
Popular Science Monthly. 1.50 
Saturday Evening Post. 2.00 
Send Orders Only to THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Brings Beauty While You Sleep 
Just leave pure, snow-white Pompeian NIGHT Cream 
with its delicate perfume on your face as you fall asleep. 
Then in the morning see how soft and smooth is your skin! 
But you must be faithful—every night—for time and weather 
aFi ™ y st , ing beauty and youth from your face. Jars, 40c 
and 80c at the stores. 
In addition to Pompeian MASSAGE Cream (for oily skins) 
and Pompeian HAIR Massage (for dandruff) we have three 
new preparations which are proving very popular. 
Pompeian DA YCream Vanishing. Pompeian BEAUTY Powder—Its 
Keeps the skin smooth and velvety. Re- fragrance captivates the senses. It adds 
Pompeian BLOOM—A rouge that adds the 
final touch of youthful bloom. Imperceptible when 
. properly applied. Do you know that a touch of 
. Has an exquisite ^daintv e? TUSUu^ lonL8' Pure and harmless, color in the cheeks beautifies the eyes, making 
oerfume Sold hv oil A ^ * rn Shades: White, brunette and flesh. Sold darker and more lustrous? With vanity 
perfume, bold by all druggtsts, 50c. by all druggists, 50c. T"Tor a.nd r'rench PufT- three shades; Light, 
dark and medium (the popular shade) 50c 
THE POMPEIAN MANUFACTURING 00., 2169 Superior Av,.. Cleveland Ohio 
Special Half-Box Offer 
To one person only in a 
family We will send a box of 
Pompeian BEAUTY Powder 
(containing exactly one-half 
mm I “-^"t package) and 
1919 Liberty Girl Art Panel 
and samples of NIGHT Cream, 
DAY Cream and BLOOM for 
only two dimes. 
off. and.tnd ■■■■■■■■■■■■I 
POMPEIAN COMPANY, 
2169 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O. 
Gentlemen: Enclosed find two dunes fpr which. 
send me your special powder offer and 1919 Art 
Panel. No member of my lamily has accepted 
this offer. N. C. 
Name. 
Address.. 
City.state. . 
